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INTRODUCTION 

In April 1976, the American Institutes for Research 

began an evaluation of an experimental program called the 

"Unified Delinquency Intervention Services"~-UDIS, for 

short. It was intended to be an alternative to incarcera

tion for Cook County delinquents. The Illinois Law Enforce

ment Commission was providing most of the funds for UDIS, 

and wanted to know whether it worked. We were assigned the 
job of finding out. 

"It worked
ll 

can mean several things for a correctional 

program. It can mean that the program I s clients get thE! 

services that the program promised to provide. It can mean 

that the dollar costs of dealing with chronic delinquents 

are lowered. It can mean that the delinquents undergo a 

positive change in their outlooks, or that they go back to 
school, or that they acquire job skills. 

These types of outcomes were to be investigated in the 

evaluation. But from the outset, it was agreed among ILEC, 

UDIS and the evaluators that the primary impact measure of 

success would be recidivism. As we put it in the final 
report: 
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UDIS exists finally to reduce delinquency. Its 
many other potential values--keeping youth out of 
institutions and in their communities, providing 
them with better services, lowering the costs 
of correctional intervention, and the rest--are 
important and could even justify the program. But 
UnIS ultimately reflects important concepts about 
how to deal with deliHquency, and recidivism 
remains the most direct measure of whether the 
UnIS idea works. (Murray et al., 1978: 125) 

-~----,.------

Data analysis began in June 1977. At first, there were 

few surprises. Recidivism rates were high, consistent with 

those found in other studies. Almost 70 percent of both 

UDIS and institutionalized youth were being arrested with~n 
a year after release. The differences between the two 

programs were minor, with UDIS seeming to do slightly better 

than institutionalization. The differences were probably 
too small to be of importance. 

Then, the analysis started to compare rates of arrests 

"before" and "after" intervention--the pretreatment/post_ 

treatment comparison that has been a standard part of exper

imental and quasi-experimental evaluations in most fields, 

but oddly rare in corrections research. And the results 

were startling. When arrests in the postintervention period 

were compared with arrests in a comparable pre intervention 

period, the reductions were very large. Moreover, they were 

large for both UDIS and ,the institutionalized youth. The 

exact magnitude of the reductions varied, depending on the 

program and on the length of "before" and "after" periods 

being examined, but the range was always high, showing 

reductions of 50 to 70 percent. The more closely they were 

analyzed, the harder it became to explain them away. Appar

ently we were observing a major behavioral change among a 
very tough set of delinquents. 

2 

The reductions were labelled "the suppression effect" 

and discussed at length in the final report (Murray et al., 

1978). But while we were satisfied that the fact of the 

reduction could be adequately established with the data at 

hand, many other natural questions had to go unaddressed. 

The sample sizes and followup periods prescribed by the 

design had not been drawn up in anticipation of the finding 
we had stumbled across. 

Within a few months after the report was released, it 

became clear that what we considered to be ample evidence 

and analysis of the reality of the suppression effect was 

not considered adequate by some others. A long and complex 

dialog began about the statistical properties of the sup

pression effect. We had known that the suppression effect 

would be unwelcome news in some quarters; we had drastically 
underestimated how unwelcome. 

Even before the debate erupted, however, it was apparent 

to us that this important and explosive finding needed 

further exploration, using larger samples, longer followup, 

and a data collection strategy explicitly designed to permit 

answers to the questions raised by the suppression effect. 

Support for such a follow-on study was sought from the 

National Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention. A grant was awarded in February 1978. The 
following pages report the results. 

Our purpose is deliberately limited, and the report 

must be read with these self-imposed limitations in mind. 

We do not expound on the more general characteristi~s of the 

chronic delinquent, nor on the recent patterns of juvenile 

crime, nor on the PSychological/economic/social implications 

of alternative interventions. Such issues are criticaZZy 

'-::' '\ 
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important to interpreting the policy implications of the 

suppression effect. We urge that the reader not understand 

this report too quickly. But it seems to us that a major 

obstacle to knowledge-building in the study of delinquency 

has been that policy ~mplications have been kept too keenly 

in rnind--and, to put it bluntly, that conceptions of what 

constitutes good f licy have tended to shape the research 

questions that have been asked. We take a long look at the 

data in this report, and hope that policy-makers will take 

an equally long look at the findings in the larger social 

context in which the delinquency problem is embedded. The 

report provides some provocati~e material for thinking about 
answers~ not the answers themselves. 

The first chapter presents the basics of the suppression 

effect--how it is defined, the basic sample which is used to 

analyze it, and its magnitude. Chapter 2 examines the 

properties of the suppression effect, emphasizing the roles 

of potential artifacts and confounds. Chapter 3 is devoted 

to three of the most important of these topics--rnaturation, 

the regression artifact, and history. Chapter 4 takes up 

the question of alternative forms of juvenile corrections, 

and how they compare with institutionalization. Chapter 5 

discusses the impact of lesser interventions, supervision 

and probation. An afterword points to some of the most 
basic policy implications. 

Four appendixes are included. Appendix A describes the 

design of the study. Appendix B provides a background 

description of the UDIS program. Appendix C discusses the 

relative costs of UDIS and DOC, in terms of dollars and in

program offenses. Appendix D is the bibliography. 
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1. THE SUPPRESSION EFFECT 

in 

What defines IIsuccess" when measuring recidivism in a 

delinquency program? Historically, success has been cas·t 

terms of cessation: the extent to which the delinquent 

approached zero offensive behavior after release. The most 

cornmon measures have been dichotomous ones, asking whether 

the youth recidivated at all by whatever measure of recidi

vism was being employed. In these studies, the delinquent 

either IIsucceeds" or tlfai.ls,1I and there is no in-between. 

Success might be defined, for example, as II no new arrests ll 

or II no new convicti~n" or as IIdischarge from parole" within 

a certain time period following release. I In rarer cases, 

the answer has been framed in terms of the degree 0~ quantity 

of recidivism--how many arrests, rather than a simple statement 

of whether an arrest occurred. 2 But both classes observe 

only the postrelease period, and the degree of success has 

been measured from the zero-point. 

Measured in these terms, delinquency programs (and 

correctional programs for adults) have looked bad, virtually 

without exception. One of the more convincingly established 

findings in the criminal justice literature seems to be that 

any correctional program experiences a very high proportion 

of failures. We can II cure " criminality in some people, 

perhaps, but only in some of the people some of the time. 

5 
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This study uses an alternative approach. We compare 

behavior prior to the correctional program with behavior 

following the correctional program. The question is not 

whether delinquency is in any sense cured, but whether 

things get better. The reference point is not zero, but 

whatever level of activity was occurring in the preinterven-
t ' h 3. ~on p ase. 

Neither approach has a monopoly on merit. The absolute 

zero-based measures are appropriate when the question at 

issue is the degree to which the program approached ultimate 

Success. Correctional programs are finally aimed at cessation 

of criminal activity, not just reduction, and the absolute 

measures of success do not require reference to "before" 

behavior when addressing cessation. 

The comparative before-and-after approach is appropri

ate when the question at issue is whether the community 

benefits from the correctional program, beyond whatever 

temporary savings are achieved by taking 'the delinquent off 

the streets for a few months. Put in its most elementary 

terms, the question is: Do these delinquents commit fewer 

offenses after the correctional program than they would have 

committed without a correctional program? 

An analysis should tell the reader the basic results on 

both types of measures. But we argue that the before-and

after comparison is the appropriate focus of attention when 

the population being examined is the institutionalized 

delinquent, or any population of conspicuously chronic, 
serious delinquents. 

We take this position for three reasons. First, by the 

nature of the system, almost all of these youth are chronic 
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offenders--youth who had been arrested,not once or twice, 

but an average of more than a dozen times prior to commitment. 

Chang~s in behavior under these circumstances can be very 

large even though they do not reach cessation. Second, as 

we shall discuss shortly, the youth in institutions are 

drawn disproportionately from the inner city. When they 

leave the institution, these youth return to environments 

that exhibit all of the socioeconomic correlatives of crime: 

high unemployment, low incomes, one-parent or no-parent 

homes, indifferent schools, negative peer influences, and a 

variety of other conditions that work against whatever 

positive effects may have been produced by the correctional 

program. The impact of the correctional program, if such 

exists, must compete with countervailing factors. Some 

recidivism should not deflect attention from the gains which 

may have been made. Third, they return to their communities 

as highly visible individuals. Neighbors are likely to 

think of them first when a burglary or a purse-snatch occurs. 

So are the police. The delinquent who is newly released 

from an institution has a prominence as a suspect that 

raises the probability of arrest, regardless of criminal 
behavior . 

On all of these grounds, we think that zero-based 

measures of recidivism are of only minor interest when 

dealing with the delinquents who went to DOC and UDIS. In a 

research4sense, the chronic deZinquent must serve as his own .'J 

contreZ, '~or our system of juvenile justice is so constructed 

that he has no other. In a substantive sense, the issue is 

not whether offenses go to zero, but whether they are reduced. 

The rest of this chapter introduces the reduction--the 

"suppression effect." 
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THE SAMPLE 

The sample is composed of 317 Chicago youth who were 

committed to the juvenile division of the Illinois Departm.!ll'c 

of Corrections during the period 1 October 1974 through 31 

July 1976--hereafter designated as "DOC" youth. Other 

populations of delinquents will be discussed as comparison 

groups in the following chapters, but these 317 will be the 

point of departure. They were chosen because they were 

subjected to the archetypical traditional form of juvenile 

corrections-~a juvenile institution, also known as a train

ing school, reform school, or reformatory. At the time of 

the research, the Department of Corrections in Illinois 

operated seven of these institutions. The youth in the DOC 

sample spent the great bulk of their time (more than 80 

percent) in two of them: Saint Charles and Valley View, both 

moderate-security, campus-type facilities near the town of 

Saint Charles, roughly a two hour's drive from downtown 

Chicago. 

Police Record 

The arrest records of these 317 youth were impressive. 

The typical member of the DOC sample experienced his first 

arrest a few months after his twelfth birthday, and then 

proceeded to run up another thirteen arrests in the next 

three and a half years before going to DOC. The typical 

offense history prior to commitment consisted of 8.2 arrests 

for what we shall term "index" offenses--in quotation marks, 

because the correspondence with the definition in the Uniform 

Crime Reports is not exact. The "index" category includes 

all person-to-person offenses that would be felonies if 

committed by an adult. All types of theft and robbery are 

included, along with assualt, battery, homicide or attempted 
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homicide, rape, and other types of sexual assault. In all, 

the "index" category comprised well over half of all arrests. 

Of the remaining 5.4 arrests, 1.7 were for damage and tres

pass offenses; 2.7 were for possession offenses (e.g., 

possession of narcotics or stolen goods); and 1.0 was for a 

minor or status offense (e.g., disorderly conduct, traffic 

offenses, runaway, drinking underage). Note that the last 

category constitutes only seven percent of the arrests. 

The figures for a few specific offenses will indicate 

the prevalence of the more serious felonies. Prior to being 

committed to DOC, the 317 youth in the DOC sample had accu

mulated 718 burglary charges (2.3 per subject), 317 battery, 

assault, or assault and battery charges (an average of 

exactly 1.0 per subject), 305 charges of auto theft or 

criminal trespass to vehicles (about one per subject), 183 

armed robbery charges (about three per five subjects), 23 

rape charges (about one per 14 subjects), and 14 homicide 

charges (about one per 23 subjects). It may fairly be said 

that the sample as a whole meets or exceeds any of the 

conditions, formal or informal, that have been used in the 

literature to define either a "chronic" or "serious" 

delinquent. 

All of these arrests had occurred, it should be remem

bered, before the delinquent had encountered any correctional 

intervention other than supervision or probation. The 

typical member of our sample found himself in a DOC institu

tion shortly before he turned 16, and served an average of 

10.8 months before his first parole. We observed him for an 

average of almost 17 months following release. The exact 

figures are given in Table 1.1. 

9 
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TABLE 1.1 
Basic Career Variables for the DOC Sample (n=317) 

Variable 

Date of birth 
Age at onset 
Total arrests prior to DOC 
Age at commitment 
Time served before first parole 
Followup period 

Personal Characteristics 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

(in years) 

1959.7 
12.2 
13.6 
15.8 

.9 
1.4 

.98 
1. 86 
6.96 

.93 

.47 

.82 

The typical member of the sample was born in late 1959, 

in the city of Chicago. Racially, 248 youth in the sample 

were classified as black (78.2 percent) 40 as white (12.6 

percent), and 27 as Hispanic (8.5 percent). One was a 

native American and one was oriental. 

Apart: from these items, we did not collect background 

information on the entire DOC sample. Such information was 

obtained for a randomly selected subsample of 160, through 

examination of the case files maintained by DOC on each boy 

committed to the Department. The files were bulky, but 

information about the variables of interest was often missing 

or inconclusive; hence the reduced sample sizes in the 

following discussion. We have no way of knowing whether the 

sample means derived from this process are systematically 

biased by the missing cases, or in which direction. In any 

event, none of these variables is used in the analyses of 
recidivism. 

Adults in the Home. Less than one in four of the 

subjects in the DOC sample (22.5 percent) was living with 
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both natural parents. More than half were living in a 

household with only cne adult. The actual breakdown among 

the 160 members of the subsample was as follows: 

Two natural parents in household 

One natural parent and one step-parent 

Other two-adult arrangement 

One natural parent 

Other single adult arrangement 

Foster care or orphanage 

22.5% 

20.0% 

1.3% 

45.6% 

6.3% 

4.4% 

Parental Employment. Unemployment in the sense of 

"unsuccessfully looking for a job" was a problem in fewer 

than 15 percent of the homes. But the sample of 113 for 

whom data could be obtained included a large proportion 

(41.6 percent) of youth whose families included no parents 

in the labor market. The breakdown was: 

Resident parent(s) in labor market, 

regularly employed 

One parent regularly employed and one 

parent sometimes or chronically 

unemployed 

Both or only r~sident parent(s) some 

times or chronically unemployed, 

despite being in the labor market 

Both or only resident parent(s) are 

not in the labor market 

44.3% 

8.9% 

5.3% 

41.6% 

Sahool Performanae. We did not have access to school 

records, and the information in the case files was often 

scanty. Ratings on school performance and behavior were 

attempted whenever possible, which turned out to be in 66 

cases. The results were: 
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No school problems 1. 5% 
Below average performance or 

occasional truancy 24.3% 

Below average performance and frequent 

truancy or behavioral problems 48.5% 

Failing grades and/or chronic truancy 25.8% 

Drug Use. Two of every 11 DOC commitments had a note

worthy drug or alcohol problem ("sporadic," "chronic," or 

"clinical"). Whether this is an importantly larger propor

tion than would be found in the neighborhood high schools is 

a matter of conjecture. The sample size was 153. 

No known drug/alcohol use, or minor 
use 

Occasional use of alcohol or marijuana 
52.3% 

30.1% 
Sporadic or suspected use of hard drugs 4.6% 

Chronic use of drugs or alcohol 

Clinical addiction 
13.1% 

0.0% 

Psychological Problems. We were unable to construct a 

rating of emotional ~nd Psychological makeup that was reliable 

across subjects and judges. The manifest variation in the 

bases that DOC psychologists used to arrive at their assess

ments was too great to be manageable. Our best estimate 

from the ratings we employed is that approximately 10 percent 

of the DOC sample exhibited psychological pathologies severe 

enough to require professional treatment. 

When these background characteristics are combined, the 

profile that emerges is not markedly different from what the 

literature would lead one to expect. Socially and economi

cally, the DOC commitments were predominately drawn from 
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disadvantaged groups. The DOC sample very' closely matches 

the popular conception of the chroni.c urban delinquent. The 

question we are now ready to address is \·jhat happens to them 

after they have undergone a correctional intervention? 

ESTIMATES OF THE SUPPRESSION EFFECT 

In the year before they were sent to pOC, the 317 DOC 

subjects were arrested an average of 6.3 times. After they 

were released, th.ese same 317 boys were arrested an average 

of 2.9 times during an average followup period of 16.8 

months on the street. The second figure is much lower than 

the first--67 percent lower, when the postrelease figure is 

converted to an annual rate. And this, in elementary form, 

is the phenomenon we have called the suppression effect. It 

can be shown graphically as in Figure 1.1, which plots 

arrest incidence in the two years preceding and following 
intervention. 

A few general notes about this figure and the ones that 

follow. Except for the monthly data base (see following), 

"time" is measured in tenths of a year--computationally a 

much easier scale to work with than months. But "arrests 

per month" is much easer to interpret than "arrests per 

36.525 days," so the ordinate in the graphs is always scaled 
in months. 

Correctional research usually involves shiftina sample 

sizes as subjects enter and leave incarceration. Figures 

will include an insert showing shifts in sample size over 

the period in question. The minimum sample size varies. If 

none is specified in the accompanying text, the minimum 
should be understood to be 25. 
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"Suppression effect" refers to the phenomenon of the 

drop, not to any specific percentage magnitude attached to 

the drop. Nor is it especially useful from an analytic 

perspective to compute such a figure. It is partly a func

tion of the periods of "before" and "after" observation that 

were chosen for the comparison, and singling out any parti

cular number as the suppression effect is bound to raise 

disputes that deflect attention from the main argument--that 

a real and large reduction in offensive behavior has occurred 
because of the correctional intervention. 

But in discussing the phenomenon, an actual value is 
useful for purposes of communication, and the range of 

reasonable values is relatively limited. Below we discuss 

the parameters of the suppression effect and the range 
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within which it plausibly falls. We also' take this oppor

tunity to introduce the analytic methods which we shall be 
using throughout the rest of the report. 

Methods of Calculation 

The details of the methodology are given in Appendix A. 
A linear regression model is employed, using two configura
tions of the data base • 

The first and more elaborate data base employs a series 
of observations for each subjeci:. "Number of arrests" is 

the dependent variable. The independent variable for express
ing "the fact of int~rvention" is a dummy variable that 

takes on the value of 0 if the period in question occurred 

prior to DOC and a value of 1 if the period occurred follow
ing release from DOC. The period during confinement is 
excluded from this analysis. 

The data base as a whole contains up to 48 observations 
for each subject, stretching from two years prior to DOC 

(for all subjects) through two years following release 

(remember, omitting the months during institutionalization). 

If the followup period did not extend a full two years, the 
missing months are coded as missing data. 

The advantage of the time-series model is its capacity 
to deal with variables that continued to change throughout 

the delinquent's career; specifically, age, and the number 
of prior offenses. 

Except for the analyses of age and lagged prior offenses 
(Chapter three), the 48-mc ~h data base is collapsed into a 
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simpler, dichotomous repeated-measures data base with two 

observations for each subject (first-year prior, and the 

postintervention period). For independent variables that 

have a single value, the collapsed data base is considerably 

more convenient and less expensive. 

Defects of the collapsed model approach must also be 

noted. The distribution of the dependent variable in the 

postintervention observation is skewed about its mean, and 

the mean is correspondingly difficult to interpret. Part of 

the reason is that zero is the modal value in the postinter

vention case. The fact that the suppression effect exists 

implies that post intervention arrests tended toward the 

lower bound. The problem is then compounded by a peculiarity 

of this particular research situation. 

In conducting a before-and-after analysis of a correc

tional program, it is e~sential that the definition of 

the follow-up period not exclude those delinquents who were 

"out" for a short period of time, then reincarcerated because 

of new offenses. The reason is compelling: if the only 

subjects permitted in the analysis are those who managed to 

stay on the streets for a given period of time (say, a 

year), it is guaranteed that the analysis will include no 

radically recidivistic sUbjects. Any such subjects will 

have been reincarcerated. The requirement for a year of 

street time will have had the effect of imposing a ceiling 

on the level of recidivism ,that will be observed. 

Instead, the sample must include (as do all of those 

analyzed in this report) the reincarcerated failures. Their 

postrelease rate of annual offenses is weighted by the 

length of time on the street between first release and 

reentry into an institution. Thus, for example, a subject 
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who is released, is arrested twic~\, and reincarcerated after 

a month is treated as having an annual "after" arrest rate 
of 2+(1+12), or 24. 

Having established the necessity of keeping these 

subjects in the sample, however, we corne up against a dilemma: 

they cannot b~ excluded, but the rate of post-reZease 

arrests assigned to them is systematically inflated relative 

to the method for computing the preintervention rate. 

The situation is analogous to the one that immediately 

precedes intervention. A delinquent is incarcerated or 

reincarcerated for the same reason: he has just committed 

at least one and possibly several offenses in th'e immediately 

preceding days or weeks. In the pre intervention case, we 

deal with the situation by lengthening the pre intervention 

observation period to a year. In the postintervention case, 

this solution is not available. If a delinquent is released 

from DOC and recommitted after one month, we are stuck with 

one month as the observation period. If he was arrested 

twice during that month, the only annual postrelease rate we 

can attach to him is 24. And to do so is precisely analogous 

to computing his pre intervention rate on the basis of arrests 

in the one month immediately prior to intervention--which, 

of course, common sense tells us not to do. 

The importance of this factor will become clear vlhen 

the regression artifact is discussed in Chapter 3. For now, 

we simply observe that analyses using the collapsed version 

of the time-series data base inflates the estimate of post

release arrest rate relative to the estimate of preinterven

tion arrest rate, and thereby deflates the estimate of the 

suppression effect by about 10 to 15 percentage points. 

This does not interfere with the comparisons among treatment 

strategies which are the purpose of those analyses. 
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The Definition of Observation Periods 

As noted, the size of the suppression effect is affected 

by decisions about the length of preintervention and post

intervention observation periods. We discuss each in turn .. 

In choosing the praintervention period, the objective 

is to choose one that produces ~he best estimate of the 

"true" level of delinquent activity that existed at the time 

when intervention was imposed. Is the youth who appears 

before the judge the boy who has just committed two robberies 

in the last ten days? The one who has committed four rob

beries since birth? Or something in between? 

At one extreme, a period that includes several years is 

clearly too long. The delinquent activity of a boy committed 

at age 16 is not usefully estimated by including data about 

his delinquent activity at age la, for example. More gener

ally, a juvenile delinquent is by definition in the midst of 

a fast-changing developmental period of his life. In char

acterizing the youth's behavior pattern on any dimension 

(not just delinquency), history becomes a rapidly less 

reliable guide as it extends back from the here-and-now. 

A much more difficult problem arises when we turn to 

the other extreme, the few months immediately prior to 

intervention. We know without doubt that part of the observed 

arrest rate in the second month prior to intervention is 

artificial. Given the typical delay between arrest and 

disposition, month 11-211 is when the bulk of the "instant 

offensesll--the offenses that were the immediate reason for 

institutionalization--occurred. But whether the rate in the 

other months immediately prior to intervention is artifi

cially inflated is open to dispute. We discuss the problem 

at length in Chapter 3. 
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The conservative assumption must be that behavior imme

diately prior to intervention is generally inflated, and we 

so assume in calculating the suppression effect. We shall 

use the year prior to intervention as the standard estimate 

of the "real rat.:e" of delinquent behavior which the correc

tional intervencion is intended to affect. We also compute 

the suppression effect when two years prior to intervention 
are included, to obtain a lower-bound estimate. 

In choosing the postintervention period, there is one 

essential rule: the period used to compute rates of arrest 

must be expressed in "street time," rather than total elapsed 

time since first release. A minimum quaZifying follow-up 

period must be"expressed in elapsed time, for the reasons 

already explained, but even then street time is used to 

compute rates. Once that requirement has been observed, two 

separate issues are involved: (1) S1, .)uld a maximum follow

up period be specified? (2) Should a minimum follow-up 
p~riod be specified? 

These decisions were made at the outset of the follow
on research, based on reactions to the UDIS evaluation. 

Those reactions were: (1) the suppression effect may have 

been short-term, and a longer follow-up period would diminish 
it substantially; and (2) the procedures employed did not 

adequately reflect the records of delinquents who had been 

released for very short periods. Therefore, before looking 

at the new data, the conservative approach--the one that 

would minimize the suppression effect--was thought to be one 

that incorporated all follow-up periods of whatever length. 

That remains our preference. But, as revealed in Figure 

1.1, a problem has arisen: given the actual data, the meas

ures that were urged do not tend to minimize the suppression 
effect; they tend to increase it. 
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To forestall questions about what the suppression , 
effect "would have been" using other computations, \'le present 

in Table 1.2 the results which would have been found had 

other definitions been used. Included are a calculation of 

the suppression effect using only the first year after 

release, and an even more restrictive one in which the only 

members of the sample are those first released at least a 

year prior to the end of data collection. These are calcu

lated both for the standard one-year pre intervention baseline 

and the two-year "lower bound" period. 

Using the year prior to intervention as the basis of 

the comparison, any of the postintervention approaches 

yields a suppression effect of at least 64.8 percent. 

Perhaps a more salient point relates to the computations 

using the two-year pre intervention period. Despite its 

length, the reductions exceed 50 percent in all cases--an 

important drop by any definition. 

When the collapsed data base is used, with its inflated 

postintervention measure, the basic comparison--one year 

prior with the entire postintervention period (expressed as 

an annual incidence) yields a reduction of 55.2 percent 

compared to 68.4 percent when the post intervention period is 

treated in monthly segments. The analyses in Chapter 4, 

(which use the collapsed data base exclusively) should be 

read with this discrepancy in mind--the reported reductions 

are all about 10-15 percentage points lower than a parallel 

measure produced by the monthly data base, or by a simple 

ratio based on offenses divided by person-years of street

time. We do not present the unbiased estimates of the 

suppression effect for these analyses. The comparison of 

interventions is the focus of attention, not the exact 

magnitude of the reduction. No matter how it is calculated, 

it remains large enough to be important. 
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TABLE 1.2 
The Suppression Effect computed for AZternative FTeintervention and 
Postintervention Observation Periods 

Preintervention Post intervention Regression Resu1ts* Suppression 
Period Period Y :: A + B1 Xl SE B1 Effect (B/A) 

Up to 2 years .525 -.359 .013 .684 

One year Up to 1 year .525 -.340 .016 .648 

Exactly 1 year .525 -.340 .017 .648 

Up to 2 years .400 -.234 .Oll .585 

Two years Up to 1 year .400 -.215 .014 .538 

Exactly 1 year .396 -.2ll .015 .533 

Notes * In this case,. the constant A represents the sample mean number of arrests 
during the preintervention period. The weight Bl represents the 
reduction attributed to the intervention variable. 
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Sample 
Months 

Pre/Post 

3804/4792 

3804/3034 

3192/2703 

7608/4792 

7608/3034 

6384/2703 

" 

Sizes 
Subjects 

317 

317 

266 

317 

317 

266 
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If only the traditional, zero-based measures of recidi

vism had been used, these reductions would have gone unno

ticed, and institutionalization in Illinois would have been 

pronounced the failure that we all "know" institutionaliza

tion to be. If the criterion of failure is one arrest in 

the year following release, fully 82.3 percent of the DOC 

sample would be considered failures. That many were arrested 

again. Yet the aggregate number of arrests dropped by about 

two-thirds. 

Are these apparently contradictory results the product 

of some illusion in the data, or do they indicate that most 

of our traditional measures have been.missing the point? 

Does the correctional system really have it within its power 

to importantly reduce arrests among chronic juvenile offenders, 

or are we dealing with coincidental processes that falsely 

make the correctional intervention look like the cause? 

These are the questions that have dominated the discus

sion of the suppression effect since the original UDrs 
evaluation was published. They are the first topic that we 
take up. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II 

1For studies conducted prior to 1968, see Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks 
(1975). Some of the better examples since then of the binary approach 
to recidivism are Goldman (1970), The Minnesota Governor's Commission on 
Crime Prevention and Control (1975), Florida Department of Health and 
Rehabilitative Services (1975), Kawaguchi (1975), Michigan Office of 
Children and Youth Services (1976), and Minnesota Department of 
Corrections (1974). For this and subsequent citations of the literature, 
we greatfully acknowled.ge the assistance of Dr. Judith Wilks and 
Dr. Robert Martinson of the Center for Knowledge in Criminal Justice 
Planning in using the Center's unique collection of correctional stuiies. 

2Studies that present data on numbers of postintervention arrests without 
also giving preintervention information are extremely rare. Examples 
are McEachern (1967), Warren (1967), and Persons (1967). Sometimes 
studies present data which lend themselves to varying degrees of inter
pretation, direct or inferred, about numbers of offenses--Hamparian 
et a1. (1978), for example. 

3 
The results of other before-after studies are discussed elsewhere. 
The leading examples are Empey and Lubeck (1971), Empey and Erickson 
(1972), Quay (1977), and SasEy (1975). Only the Empey studies address 
the effects of institutionalization. 
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,'2. IT ONLY LOOKS THAT WAY: 

1 ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS OF THE SUPPRESSION EFFECT 

Upon encountering a large intervention effect contra

dicting conventional wisdom, the investigator's natural 

first reaction is suspicion. The potential for illusion in 

before-and-after comparisons is great. In the case of the 

suppression effect, the very novelty of the proposition that 

institutions have an important positive effect on crime 

rates combines with the many emotional and philosophical 

issues surrounding the treatment of youth to encourage 

skepticism. An especially detailed discussion of confounds 

and artifacts is warranted. In this discussion, we have not 

limited the analysis to the plausible sources; we have tried 

rather to be exhaustive. We also adopt a more formal style 

of exposition, to aid in keeping straight the many interre

lationships among the alternative explanations to be examined. 

SKETCH OF THE ARGUMENT 

Our objective is to lead the reader to share our convic

tion that the following interpretation of the suppression 
effect is correct: 

H: Intervention causes a large reduction in crime 
rate, 
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with intervention defined for now as institutionalization. 

We shall refer to this fundamental hypothesis as H. 

H cannot be proved directly. Empirical observations 

disprove false hypotheses; they do not prove true ones. We 

use the empirical evidence to raise the probability that a 

given hypothesis is correct. In this case, we have inferred 

H from the following empirical state of affairs: 

E: Observed arrest incidence increases up to 

intervention~ recommences at a much lower level at 

the point of release~ and decreases thereafter. 

This is the empirical relationship (E, hereafter) 

described in Chapter 1. To obtain H from E, it is sufficient 
to make two assumptions: 

AI: The observations are accurate, 

in the sense that what we observed to be true of the delin

quents in our sample is in fact true for the del.Lnquent 
population at large; and 

A2: The reduction in observed arrest incidence 
is caused by intervention, 

and is not merely coincidental with it. 

If H is to be refuted, Al or A2 must be challenged, 

because together with E (which is indisputably valid) they 
imply H. 

A strategy for using E to establish H is thus suggested: 

(1) construct an exhaustive list of mutually exclusive 
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hypotheses ~ich, except for H, are ge~rated by syste~tic 
denials of Al and A2. (2) Examine whether any of these 

rival hypotheses to H can be consistent with E (and with 
other known truths). (3) If b 

none can e, then H must be 
correct by process of elimination. We begin \'lith a review 
of the list of objections we shall be considering. 

Assumption Al is that the observations are accurate. 
It really entails 

two separate propositions. First, it 
asserts that what 

fact, true of our we observe to be true of OUr sample is, in 
sample. This may be abbreviated as the 

"noiseless Observations" proposition. 
that what we observe to be true of 

Each of these propositions may be attacked separately. 

Three potential sources of noise threaten the data 
collected for this stud (1) b 

. y: uno servable behavior, whereby 
a del,nquent could commit an offense yet not be caught; 

(2) recording error, whereby the behavior recorded in the 
police files need not be the 

subject's actual behavior; and 
transcription error, in the process of COllecting the data 

(3) 

and 
preparing them for analysis. The objections are thus 

01: Al ~s incorrect because offensive behavior 
was not always detected; and 

02: Al is incorrect because of e~~o~s and 
...... - ... - omissions in the archival data 

To each of these must be attached the correlatiVe 
assumptions that the errors in question are pervasive and 

nonrandom, and that their impact reverses its direction 
during intervention. 
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The representativeness proposition may ,be challenged by 
four exhaustive objections: the process of observation 

changes (1) the behavior of the sample; or (2) the behavior 

of the population; or (3) the relative compositions of the 

sample and the population; or (4) something else is coinci
dentally and differentially changing the sample and the 
population. In more elaborated form: 

03: Al is incorrect because the process of obser

vation changes the thing observed. Hence~ the 

observed sample behavior no longer represents the 

behavior of the pOpulation from which it was 
drawn. 

04: Al is incorrect because the process of obser

vation changes the things not observed (i,e.~ the 

population from which the sample is drawn), 

Hence~ the observed sample behavior no longer 

represents the behavior of the population from 
which it was drawn. 

05: Al ~s incorrect because the process of obser

vation selects the sample in such a way that it is 

not representative of the remaining population. 

06: Al ~s incorrect because some historical 

process unrelated to the process of observation 

coincidentally changed the sample but not the 

popUlation; changed the popUlation but not the 

sampZe; or changed both but in different ways. 

Now we turn to the objections to A2 (that the reduction 
is caused by intervention), which admits of only one, global 
objection: 
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07: A2 i~ incorrect because the reduction and the 
reversal ~n the trend of ob d 

serve arrests wouZd 
have occurred even if . t . 

~n ervent~on had not. 

Three mechanisms by which 07 micTht 
t :J come to be true are ma uration, in which it is hypothesized 

that delinquents grow out of their criminal beh . 
. aVlor i regression, in which it 
lS hypothesized that the process 

exactly those delinquents ~"hose of observation selects 

deCline anyway; and history, in 
that some other 

crime rate was about to 

which it is hypothesized 

phenomenon would have caused 
contemporaneous 

arrest rates to behave as they 
did. 

It happens that 07 is the most 

complex of the objections, and that 
provides some of the most . 

lmportant 
We therefore break the discuSsl'on 

interesting and most 

the explication of it 

findings in the study. 
into two chunks. This chapter concludes the examination 

Chapter 3 is devoted exclusively 
of objections 1 to 6; 

to 07. 

01: "Al' . 

OBJECTIONS TO Al 
(THAT THE OBSERVATIONS ARE 

ACCURATE) 

~s ~naorrect because offens~ve 
c,. behavior always detected." was not 

The probability th t 
that ' a a delinquent will be caught given 

he has Just committed an offense ' 
than ' is considerably less 1. This drives a wed b 
actual realitY--in particu~e e~ween,observed reality and 

that whatever reductions w ar~ It ra~ses the possibility 
e 0 serve lnvolve much larger 

numbers of offenses than the data indicat 
to detect 11 f e. But the failure 

a 0 fenses does not in l't If 
Al se pose a threat to . If, for example, we always 

observe exactly one half of 
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the offenses which are committed by the·subjects in the 

sample, then what we observe as increases and decreases in 

arrests per unit time will be exactly correct. To use 01 as 

an explanation for E, two postulates are needed: 

01.1: The probability of detection systematicaZly 

increases prior to intervention; hence~ apparent 
crime rate increases. 

01.2: The probability of detection systematically 

declines after release; hence apparent crime rate 
decreases. 

For the moment, let us evaluate these postulates without 

reference to changes in the delinquent himself (those will 

be taken up elsewhere). How plausible are the postulates in 

~eference to the behavior of the detectors (the police and 
the community)? 

The argument that the rate of apprehension increases 

prio~ to intervention is consistent with labeling theory. 

Once a child becomes identified as the neighborhood trouble

maker, he will become an increasingly early suspect for any 

wrongdoing that occurs. Neighbors will be more likely to 

remember him when trying to reconstruct the circumstances 

surrounding a crime; the police will be more likely to pick 
him up for questioning. 

The problem raised by this reasoning is that, by 

extension, apprehension rates will be at their highest among 

youth who have been conspicuous--the ones who were institu

tionalized. The labeling argument can explain a rising 

crime rate in the pre intervention phase, but it backfires 

when it tries to explain the reduction in the postinterven
tion phase. 
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02: "Al is incorrect because of errors and omissions in the 
archivaZ data." 

Reliance on the records of official delinquency is 

discussed in more detail in Appendix A of this report. 

Briefly, the records of the Chicago Police Department gave 

us no reason to believe that the problem of unwarranted 

arrests influenced the analysis. The accounts in the arrest 

records tended to be detailed, with specifics (e.g., the 

youth was caught in the act, o~ had the stolen merchandise 

in his possession, or was known by name to eyewitnesses) 

that provided considerable credibility. Questionable cases 

were encountered f but the frequency was statistically 

trivial. Short of assuming that the arresting officers were 

making up facts on a wholesale basis, the relationship of 

the allegations to actual behavior appears to have been 
close. 

The procedures for accurately transcribing and preparing 
the data are also discussed in Appendix A. Cross-checks 

were employed at all steps in the procedure, from supervision 

of the data collectors in the police records to entry and 

conversions of the data in the computer files. It is also 

worth noting that the data collectors were blind to the date 

of intervention. They had no way of knowing whether an 
arrest occurred "before" or "after." 

Presumably some noise is present, as in all large data 

bases. But the nature of the data and the precautions taken 

in their handling suggest that the number of errors is 

extremely small. And there is no evidence of any sort, nor 

any easily conceivable logic, that would encourage the 

assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, that the errors systematically 

inflated the pre intervention arrest incidence and deflated 
the postintervention arrest incidence. 
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03: "Al is incorrect because the process ~f observation 

changes the thing observed. Hence~ the observed sampZe 

behavior no Zonger represents the behavior of the popuZation 
from which it was drawn." 

In the terminology of Campbell and Stanley (1963), 03 

may be interpreted as a problem with instrumentation. l 

Substantively, 03 raises what shall be called the "getting 

smarter" hypothesis about the effects of institutionalization. 

Our "instrument" for measuring the offensive behavior 
of the delinquent is the Chicago police force. We have 

already alluded to one way in which the instrument might 

change over time--by becoming increasingly aware of the 

subject. But it is also conceivable that the delinquents 

get smarter, or warier, as a consequence of intervention. 

Only the apprehension rate drops, not the real incidence of 

offenses, and our observations are therefore not consistently 
representative of the behavior of the sample. 

This invokes a popular belief that institutions are 

"schools for crime"--an assertion that has been repeated so 

often that it has attained the status of a truism. Insofar 

as we have been able to determine, the systematic evidence 

for the proposition is nil. But anecdotes are plentiful, 

and widely used as a basis for extrapolations. Two quite 

distinct notions are embedded in the "schools for crime" 

hypothesis, one much more plausible than the other. 

The more plausible notion is that institutionalized 

youngsters expand their repertoires of potential crimes. It 

could easily be true. Methods for hot-wiring a car, boosting 

merchandise from a store, or getting past apartment security 
systems include gimmicks that are easy to apply, and an 

institution brings together the youth who are most likuly to 
be familiar with them. 
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The second notion is less intuitive and more profound. 

It posits that experience in the institution lowers the 

chances of getting caught. Note that this potential result 

is not necessarily complementary to or even consistent with 

the possibility of learning new ways to commit crimes. 

Learning new techniques for committing crimes could as 

easily raise apprehensions as lower them, by several logics 

(e.g., the newly learned crimes are riskier, or the new 

knowledge simply creates new opportunities and more offenses)~ 

But the getting smarter hypothesis is not directly 

falsifiable. Further observations cannot be used to falsify 

a hypothesis that posits the inaccuracy of such observa-
t ' 2 
lons. We must rely on indirect evaluations, based on 

assessments of the assumptions underlying it and the conse
quences implied by it. 

First, consider the assumptions. For example ... 

Is it true that large numbers of the youth in the sample 

have better access to information on how to get away with 

crime in DOC than in their own neighborhoods and schoolyards? 

Is it true that large numbers of these youth are even 
attentive to crime as a discipline, as a craft? 

Is it true that Zarge numbers of these boys are not 

only attentive to the question of professional approach but 

ready to apply what amounts to a sophisticated learning
application sequence? 

Is it true that large numbers of these boys want to 

become more cautious and inconspicuous, rather than to do 
bigger and more visible crimes? 
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More generally, we are asking if it is really true that 

a large sample of delinquents can continue to commit offenses 

at the same rate as prior to intervention, but reduce the 

rate of apprehensions by any figure approaching two-thirds 

(the magnitude of the suppression effect). It would be an 
impressive achievement. 

We find it plausible that some boys consciously did 

want to become pros, with all that implies about taking on a 

new state of mind and a detached, calculating approach to 

crime. It is plausible that some of the boys who wanted to 

become pros actually managed to change their behavior. It 

is even possible that some of the boys who managed to change 

their behavior successfully reduced their 'apprehension rate. 

But this subset of a subset of a subset would seem to provide 

credible explanations for only a small proportion of the 
reductions that were observed. 

Such are the assumptions. For examining the implica

tions, the relevant datum is not number of arrests by all 

youth who continued to be apprehended, but rather the elapsed 

ti~e between them--what Hamparian et ale (1978) have termed 

the "velocity" of the offensive career. More precisely, the 

phenomenon in question is elapsed time between the first 

opportunity to commit a new offense, and the next arrest. 

It has been known for many years that time-between~ 
arrests fOllows a predictable pattern (e.g., Wolfgang et 

al., 1972). Figure 2.1 shows it for the DOC sample. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
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Time Between Arrests" Ignoring Intervention Status 
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The figure reproduces with remarkable f~delity comparable 

plots in both of the cited studies. The observed velocity 

of offenses increases rapidly during the first four or five 
transitions, then stabilizes. 

For the moment, we shall ignore the question of why the 

velocity increases so rapidly in the first few transitions. 

We simply note that by the fifth transition a flat, predict

able line has occurred; and that 293 of the 317 members of 

the DOC sample (92.4 percent) were arrested at least five 
times. 

The next step is to sort the arrest transitions into 

two piles: those that occurred prior to institutionalization, 

and those that occurred after. In the "after" case, elapsed 

time is measured from date of release, not (for obvious 

reasons) from date of the last preintervention offense. 

Now, consider the logic of the getting smarter hypothesis 

and how the patterns should look if it is true. 
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If the institutionalization is a comprehensive learning 

experience and the youngster emerges with an immediately 

lowered apprehension rate, one pattern we might observe is 
this: 

Time 
between 
arrests 

I 

~i 
Arrest transitions 

It looks as if a suppression effect has occurred, but in 

fact we are simply observing a reduced fraction of the same 

real offense rate that previously existed. The boy is 
caught less often. 

If the ~oy not only got smarter but increased in real 

offense rate, the pattern would look something like this. 

The pre intervention velocity would appear to remain constant, 

but again only because of the change in apprehension rates. 

I 

~l __ _ 
Suppose that'the learning in the institution has to be 

practiced--once out of the institution, the boy is embarked 

on an increasingly professional career. The pattern would 
take a shape like this: 

As he becomes increasingly practiced, he becomes increasingly 
difficult to catch. 

All three of the above patterns are ambiguous. Besides 

acting as evidence for changed apprehension rate, the first 

would be consistent with a genuine suppression effect. The 
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second would be consistent with arguments that the suppression 

effect is artifact, and represents no real behavioral change. 

The third would be consistent wi,th a maturation effect. 

None of them" however, would reproduce the empirically 

observed postintervention curve, shown as part of Figure 
2.2. 

~Ionths between 
arrests 

12 

9 

6 

3 

FIGURE 2.2 

:::~\ 
lOO~ 

1 21 1 8 
sample sizes 

5 10 15 

Arrest transitions 
before institutionalization 

20 23 5 8 

Arrest transitions 
following release 

Time Between Arrests Before and After InstitutionaZization 

This curve can be explained by the getting-smarter 

hypothesis (as, indeed, can any of the possible postrelease 

plots). But now on top of the other assumptions that have 

been made, we are forc~d to add one more: the youth is 

smart, wary, able to lower his apprehension rate upon getting 

out. But if he gets caught, and is not reinc&£cerated, he 

slips back into his old habits. Once again, as in the case 

of labeling, the logic usually used to explain away the 

suppression effect converges with a logic that argues for 
its reality. 
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'. To see this, consider again the steep rise in velocity 

(or drop in elaps~d time between arrest transitions) in the 

early phases of the delinquent career. What best explains 
it? 

One option is to argue for a weeding-out process. A 

small core of nat~ral, intractably recidivist delinquents 

was committing offenses all along, at a constant (high) 

rate. The other youngsters drop out, and the velocity of 

the remaining population increasingly reflects the velocity 
of the core. 

The alternative logic invokes a deterrence phenomenon. 

Interpretively: a juvenile is arrested for the first time. 

It is a frightening exper~ence. Warnings of the dire conse

quences of another arrest are communicated. The threats 

have some credibility. Many youth never reappear in the 

police station to find out. But for the ones who.do test 

the system again, and are again released, the threat of 

sanctions has lost some of its credibility. Among a large 

sample of boys, this means increased offensive activity. 

Given generally constant probability of getting caught, the 

mean interval between the second and third arrests shortens. 

And so on, through the first four or five transitions, by 

which time the credibility of sanctions has reached a floor. 

Given the empirical pattern, it appears near the mark to say 

that credibility of the initial threat has a half life of 

one arrest--the decay is exponential. 

The consistency of this argument with the observed 

post-intervention pattern is atriking. Suddenly, after 

threats have lost any meaning, the credibility of sanctions 
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has jumped in the only way that it could--by the fact of 

sanctions having been imposed. Post-release velocity is 

slowed markedly from its immediate pre intervention rate. 

Then velocity again increases, as arrests occur without 
resulting in reincarceration. 

In a technical sense, the question of what is happening 

to the real offense rate remains open. The pattern of 

velocity is consistent with either a suppression effect or 

with a "getting careless" explanation. But an important new 

element has to be added to the getting-smarter rationale. 

In its pure form, that rationale argues that institutions 

only inspire and educate youth to commit more and better 

crimes, and that deterrence plays no role. Any claim that a 

primary motivation for the learning process is to avoid 

incarceration must be discounted, because to accept that 

deterrence has an impact on behavior is to be pointed~ in 

one way or another~ toward penalties and enforcement as a 

method of dealing with deZinquency. Less theoretically and 

probably closer to the mechanics behind the parallel J

curves in the before and after cases: given the tenuousness 

of the assumptions underlying the getting-smarter hypothesis, 

it is easier to see the phenomenon in terms of reduced 

offenses than as one of reduced apprehensions. 

04: "Al 7-S incorrect because the process of observation 
changes the things not observed." 

04 raises the possibility that what is true of the 

sample we studied will not be true of future samples. 

Suppose, for example, that Cook County Juvenile Court sud

denly tripled or quadrupled its use of institutionalization. 

Suppose further that this had the effect of deterring large 

numbers of delinquents from further activity. Then it is 
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plausible to suppose that the youth who did continue to be 

active delinquents, and subsequently became institutionalized, 

would be of a hardier, less impressionable character than 

their counterparts who were institutionalized in earlier 

years. And, in consequence, it might be found that the 

suppression effect would be far different. 

A hypothetical case is necessary because 04 is a problem 

of the future, not of the present. We acknowledge the 

possibility that changing treatment philosophies could 

produce these kinds of changing degrees or types of effect. 

However, as the discussion of the problem of history will 
indicate, pur findings seem robust. 

05: "Al is incorrect because the process of observation 

selects the sample in such a way that it is not representa
tive of the remaining population." 

The correctional process fosters this artifact in three 

ways: (1) by keeping some delinquents in institutions for 

so long that we have no opportunity to measure their postrelease 

behavior ("missing delinquents"); (2) by reincarcerating 

them, thereby truncatina the measurement of postrelease 

behavior ("disappearing delinquents"); and (3) by admitting 

only "unrepresentative" del.i.nquents to institution~ in the 

first place. We discuss each separately, deferring case 3 

(the "Regression Artifact") until the next chapter. 

The Missing Delinquents 

When the observations ended at the end of February 

1978, 49 youth who had entered DOC between 1 October 1974 

and 31 July 1976 had not yet been released for any period 
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of time. They represent 13.4 percent of the (317 + 49 = 
366) DOC youth for whom we were able to obtain complete 

court, police, and institutional records. 

The set of missing delinquents was top-heavy with youth 

whose instant offense was a homicide charge--17 of the 49, 

or 34.7 percent, compared to nine instant-offense homicides 

among the 317 who had been released. In most of these 

cases, the youth had been tried as an adult and transferred 

to an adult institution directly from the Youth Division. 

Objection 05 now takes the form of an hypothesis that 

these 49 are the most recidivistic, most intractable youth, 

and that they would have increased the aggregate postrelease 
rate had they been given a chance. 

The missing delinquents can be investigated in several 

ways: the relationship between time-served and subsequent 

recidivism (slightly, insignificantly negative), the relation

ship between the number of prior offenses and the suppression 

effect (effectively nil, as just discussed), and the relation

ship between commitment for homicide and subsequent recidivism 

(the homicidal delinquents do slightly better). But the 

simplest, least ambiguous way to deal with the issue is to 

break the sample into two cohorts with markedly different 

mortality rates. The two cohorts are subjects who went into 

DOC during the first year of observation (10/1/74 _ 9/30/75), 

and those who entered during the final nine months of the 

observation period (10/1/75 - 6/30/76). The first cohort 

had more time to get out, and there were correspondingly 

fewer missing delinquents. To be precise: 

10/74 - 9/75 Cohort 
10/75 - 6/76 Cohort 

Aggregate 
n 

248 
118 

40 

% Not 
Released 

7.7 
25.4 

Net Suppression 
n effect 

229 
88 

.674 

.669 
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The difference in mortality is large; the.difference in sup

pression effect is .005. More to the point, the mortality 

in the first cohort is so low that even extreme assumptions 

about the residual incarcerated youth make little difference. 

Suppose, for example, that the 7.7 percent had gotten out 

and all showed zero suppression effect--were arrested at the 

same rate as before incarceration--and were each reincar

cerated aft.er only two months out. This would reduce the 

suppression effect for the first cohort from .674 to .668, 

or by .006. And so on through successively worse worst-case 

assumptions, whether for the first cohort or for the combined 

sample. Even hypotheses of future mayhem by the unreleased 

fraction fail to shake the degree of estimated sample 

suppression by more than a few percentage points. 

Disappearing Delinquents 

The disappearing reincarcerated delinquents were dis

cussed in Chapter 1. As pointed out, the analyses give full 

weight to them. The month-by-month data base includes all 

postrelease months. The collapsed data base assumes that 

the postrelease activity that led to reincarceration--no 

matter how short the observation period--would have been 

representative of behavior had reincarceration not occurred 
(see Chapter 1.) 

06: "Al 1,.S incorrect because some historical process unre

lated to the process of observation coincidentally changed 

the sample but not the population; changed the population 

but not the sample; or changed both but in different ways." 

06 is distinct from the confounding role of history in 

general (discussed in Chapter 3). 06 posits that some 

outside factor differentialZy affects sample and population. 
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We include 06 for the sake of exhausting' the possible objec

tions to AI. But we have no plausible scenarios whereby 06 

could have been valid in the present case. The requirement 

in 06 that the outside factor have one effect on the sample, 

another effect on the population, and be unrelated to the 

process of observation drastically limits the possibilities. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

We acknowledge our indebtedness to this famous monograph for much of 
the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3. 

2Self-report would seem to be the only technique for a direct test. But 
that too would pose formidable problems. It would require long-term 
self-report data and truthful reporting of felonies for which the 
respondent had not been apprehended. 
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3. THEY WOVI.:D HAVE QUIT ANYWAY: 
MATURATION, REGRESSION, AND HISTORY 

The last of the objections to our interpretation, H, of 
. 

the suppression effect attacks the central assumption of 
causality: 

07: A2 is inoorreot beoause the reduotion and 

the reversal in the trend of observed arrests 

would have ooourred even if intervention had not. 

The reductions could instead have been caused by 

maturation, by the phenomenon known as the regression artifaot, 

or by historioal events that operated contemporaneously with 
the period of the study. 

GROWING OUT OF IT: THE ROLE OF MATURATION 

Maturation i~ widely accepted as an explanation of 

delinquent behavior. The popular argument is that delinquency 

is largely a developmental phenomenon, increasing in the 

early phases of adolescence and falling off thereafter. 

"The best cure for delinquency is growing up," is one catch

phrase in use. The major function of the juvenile justice 

system, say the proponents of maturation explanations, 

should be to give the youngster a chance to grow up with as 

little damage as possible being inflicted from outside. 
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Accordingly, one of the most common .reactions upon 

first seeing a plot of the suppression effect is to ask 

whether the drop can be explained by maturation. The youth 

are arrested at a high point in their activity; cool their 

heels in an inst~tution for perhaps a year; and then emerge 

older, less delinquent because they have passed the peak of 

their propensity to be delinquent, but have not really been 
affected by the intervention per se. 

The reality of maturation is far from established in 

the scientific literature. In fact, persuasive evidence for 

maturation has yet to be marshaled in any study (including 

the Gluecks' famous expositions of it). The reader is 

referred to Hamparian et al. (1978) for a recent review of 

relevant work (pp. 14-18) and to their analysis of violent 

offenders and "extinction" of the delinquent career 
(pp. (72-73, 131-132). 

Our task here, however, is not to prove or refute the 

reality of maturation as it applies to any delinquent, but 

as it applies to the chronic offenders of our study. That 

task lends itself to some relatively clean, unambiguous 
analyses. 

The implication of the maturation hypothesis is that 

samples of chronic delinquents of roughly the same age will 

behave roughly the same way, whether or not they have under

gone intervention. And it is this implication that gives us 

leverage in investigating the degree to which maturation can 

account for the suppression effect. For, fortunately from a 

research standpoint, the decision to intervene takes place 

at various ages and at various points in the delinquent 

career. Some delinquents go into institutions at age 15; 

some come out at age 15; some are institutionalized after 5 
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offenses; some after 10 or 20 or 30. Whether maturation is 

defined in terms of physical age or point in career, the 

juvenile justice system provides variance in abundance. 
take up each definition in turn. 

Chronological Maturation 

We 

The first maturation model takes chronological age as 
the agent of maturation. 

The time-series data base is employed, with "month" as 

the unit of analysis and number of arrests during the month 
as the dependent variable. Irhe DOC sample is used. The 

time period encompasses the year prior to institutionaliza

tion and the postinstitutionalization observation period up 
to two years. 

The multiple regression equation considers the effects 
of two independent variables: the subject's age at the 

beginning of the month, and whether the month occurred 

before intervention (coded as 0) or following release (coded 
as 1). The results are shown in Table 3.1 below. 

When intervention is taken into account, the relation
ship connecting age to arrests is overwhelmed by other 

factors. This is partly because hf the pre- and post inter

vention periods chosen for analysis. As we shall see shortly, 

arrests are positively related to age before intervention 

and negatively related after. In the present analysis, the 

"before" observations comprise slightly less than half of 

the total (3,804 out of 8,596), and the upward and downward 
pulls are roughly balanced. 

The appropriate next step is to test for the interaction 

of age with intervention. But as the high (.751) correlation 

between age and the dummy variable representing intervention 
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leads one to expect, the interaction term is nearly multi

collinear with age and intervention and cannot be used 
reliably. 

TABLE 3.1 

: Regression Analysis of Arrests with Age and Intervention 

I. Intervention and age entered 
together 

Intervention 
Age 
Constant 

II. Intervention ~ntered alone 

Intervention 
Constant 

III. Age entered alone 

Age 
Constant 

r. . 
age.lnterventlon = .751 

observations = 8,596 
subjects = 317 

B 

-.355 
-.002 
+.552 

-.359 
+.552 

-.089 
+1. 798 

SE 

.020 

.007 

.013 

.004 

.001 
NS 

.001 

.001 

This leads to a more general issue. A correlation of 

.751 could mean that multicollinearity is leading to unstable 
estimates of the relative relationship. Taken as the only 

independent variable, ignoring intervention, age does seem 

to account for some of the suppression effect. Note the 

regression coefficient of -.089 for model III in Table 3.1. 
Why not ascribe the cause to maturation? 

The problem is not intractable. We move back from the 
summary statistics of the regression model to the raw data, 

and visualize how they will look if maturation is the cause, 
or if intervention is the cause. 
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We begin with the obvious, simple question: how does 

arrest incidence vary with age once the fact of intervention 

is taken into account? 

For the ans~er, we again sort the arrests into two 

piles, as we did for ~lapsed time between arrests--that is, 

arrasts occurring prior to institutionalization and arrests 

occu~ring following release. We then plot them against age

at-time-of-arrest as the X-axis. To the extent that a 

maturation phenomenon was setting in "anyway," the plot 

should look like this hypothetical one: 

Arrests 

Age 

The overlapping segments of the plot denote samples of 

boys who were in the pre and post states at the same age. 

Given no intervention effect, the lines should comingle 

throughout the overlapping segment. 

Figure 3.1 presents the actual data, and they provide a 

dramatic plot. Visually, a "maturation effect ll does appear 

to exist, but in a radically different form then the bell

shaped ciurve implied. Arrests increase with age. throughout 

the pre intervention period; they decrease slightiywith age 

in the post intervention period. And, most conspicuously, 

arrest rates for postintervention delinquents are much lower 

than for pre intervention delinquents of the same age. 
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A first question upon examining the plot in Figure 4.5 

is whether the upward trend in the pre intervention period is 

being pushed by a selection artifact. Throughout most of 

the age periods, up until roughly the sixteenth year, the 

answer is essentially no. The arrest rates displayed for, 

say, the 14 year-olds were produced by a mix of boys who 

be institutionalized any time from the following week to as 

long as three yea~s later. But as age increases, the propor

tion of boys who were close to intervention also increases. 

By the last points on the preintervention plot (the calcula

tions stopped when the number of unintervened boys fell 

below 25), almost all of the remaining delinquents are 

within a few months of intervention, and we must presume 

that the selection artifact again steepens the slope. We 

therefore computed a parallel plot, shown in Figure 3.2, 

which avoids this problem. 
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Arrests and Age Before and After InstitutionaZization
3 

Ignoring the 
Six Months ImrnediateZy Preceding Commitment 

In this plot, a youth was dropped from the preinterven

tion sample when he came within half a year of intervention. 

The comparison on the overlapping segments of the line is 

thus between postintervention youth and the behavior of 

delinquents the same age who were still at least six months 

from be,j.ng committed. As the figure indicates, the infer

ences about trendlines are unchanged. We should add that 

the cutoff can be extended to a year, or even 18 months, 

without altering these inferences. 

It is important to emphasize that these plots cannot be 

interpreted as evidence that a maturation effect based on 

chronological age does not exist beyond the age boundary ~t 

which we ran out of pre intervention subjects. It is possible 

that a large maturation reduction occurs at ages of 18, 19, 
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or even 17 1/2. The question is not whether chronic delin

quents ever grow out of delinquency, but rather (a) whether 

they are growing out of it during the ages over which the 

juvenile justice system has jurisdiction; and (b) whether 

intervention can accomplish reductions that would not have 

occurred because of age. 

Maturation as Point-in-Career 

A second way to view maturation is as a career phenomenon. 

As noted, the average number of pre intervention arrests was 

13.6. Perhaps the juvenile justice system picked them for 

institutionalization at just the time that the delinquent 

disease had run its course. 

The unit of observation remains the month. Intervention 

is one of the independent variables; the other is cumulative 

number of offenses prior to the month in question. The 

results are shown in Table 3.2. 

The results again indicate that the "maturation" ele

ment--represented by number of prior offenses in this case-

exerts no independent downward pull on the arrest rate. 

Whether entered alone or along with intervention, the regres

sion coefficients are positive. But the interaction of inter

vention and prior offenses does show a negative effect. 
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TABLE 3.2 

Regression AnaZysis of Intervention roui Prior Offenses 

I. Intervention and p~ior offenses 
entered together 

Intervention 
Prior offenses 
Constant 

II. Intervention entered alone 

__ B ________ SE ______ ~ 

-.429 
+.014 
+.434 

.014 

.001 
.001 
.001 

f Intervention 
Constant 

III. Prior offenses entered alone 

Prior offenses 
Constant 

IV. With the interaction term 

Intervention 
Prior offenses 
Interaction term 
Constant 

Correlations 

1. Interventipn 
2. Prior offenses 
3. Interaction term 

Observations: 
Subjects: 

8,596 
317 

1 

. 381 

.763 

52 

.772 
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To translate the size of this negati~e effect into more 

readily interpretable form, we divide the sample into four 

groups, based on number of arrests in the two years prior to 

intervention: 0 to 5( 6 to 10, 11 to 15, and 16 to 20. 

This encompasses all but 7 of the 317 members of the DOC 

sample. The results are shown in Table 3.3. 

TABLE 3.3 
Pl'ior Offenses and the Magnit-ude of the Suppression Effect 

No. of person 
Total arrests, 2 years of street 
years prior to Total arrests, Total arrests, time, post-
cOllllllittment N year Erior Eostre1ease release 

1-5 70 194 135 111. 04 
6-10 119 653 303 168.73 

11-15 91 727 303 118.37 
16-20 30 309 126 37.43 

Overall 317* 1,990 906 443.49 

·Seven members of the sa~ple had more than 20 arrests in the two.years prior, 
and are not included in the subgroup. 

Reduction 

-.561 
-.673 
-.680 
-.673 
-.675 

For youth with five or fewer arrests in the two years 

before commitment, the reduction was noticeably lower: 

.561. But, somewhat surprisingly, the reductions among the 

other three groups were nearly identical, even though the 

range of pre intervention offenses went from 6 to 20 . 

In some respects, the .561 reduction for the 70 youth 

with only one to five arrests in the two-years-prior is 

equally surprising. It may be lower than that of the other 

three groups--but it is still large. The implications are 

obvious: if a large reduction had been found to occur only 

after many preintervention arrests, then the advantages of 

intervening early are small. If a large reduction results 

no matter when intervention occurs, then the incentive to 

intervene early is increased, to maximize the preventive 

effects of the action. 
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Age and Prior Offenses Taken Together 

For completeness, we present the results when interven

tion, age, and number of prior offenses are entered ~ogether: 

B SP . ~ p< 

Intervention -.409 .021 .001 
Age -.009 .007 ns 
Prior offenses +.014 .001 .001 
Constant +.573 

Nothing new is suggested. We may summarize our findings 
as follows: 

There is a maturation effect among the delinquents of 

this study, but one quite unlike the popular conception of 

a bell-shaped curve. In terms of arrest rates
3 

the direction 

of the maturation effect before intervention was up. The 

direction of the maturation effect after intervention is down. 

The catalyst that shifts the direction of the maturation 

effect, at least through the seventeenth year, appears to have 

been intervention. CausaZity did not work the other way 

around: our aZternative proposition that the suppression 

effect is attributable to age is demonstrabZy incorrect. 

THE REGRESSION ARTIFACT 

The phenomenon, known as the regression artifact is 

essentially a natural drop (or rise) from an abnormally high 

(or low) state of affairs. This change is not "caused" by 

anything except the laws of probability. Thus, a seven-foot 

man could have a tall son, but it is unlikely that he too 

will reach seven feet. 
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In the context of the suppression e~fect, the logic of 

the regression artifact is simple. It does require, however, 

three strong assumptions. These are 

o that delinquents have a certain "natural" crime 

rate, which remains constant throughout the delin
quent career; 

o that short-run fluctuations occur about the long-run 
natural rate; and 

o that only those delinquents are selected for inter

vention who have just gone through a fluctuation 

raising their instan'taneous crime rate well above 

its natural level. 

From these assumptions, it follows that those delinquents 

whom we observe must have recently triggered the juvenile 

justice system b¥ an atypically high burst of delinquent 

activity. We may expect such abnormally high levels to re

turn to their natural level, also known as the "expected" or 

"meanll level. This return is called IIregression toward the 

mean," and is independent of whether intervention has been 
applied. 

What are we to make of this argument? It clearly can 

account for a simple reduction from the preintervention to 

the post intervention period. Just as clearly, no amount of 

fresh observations can discredit this artifactual explanation, 

because the argument explicitly rests on the premise that 

the observations themselves are imperfect. 
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The procedure for examining the regression argument in 

more detail takes the same form as before. We examine its 

assumptions and implications, to see what they lead us to 

expect of the data. 

The Assumptions 

The three assumptions listed above are the essence of a 

regression argument, and they satisfactorily explain a 

reduction. But they do not fully explain E, our empirical 

base. Operating only under the three assumptions listed 

above, the r~gression artifact argument predicts a high 

constant pre intervention aggregate cri~e rate, followed by a 

lower, constant post intervention aggregate crime rate (e.g., 

see Maltz and Pollock, 1978, for application to a Poisson 

process). But the actual data show rising and falling crime 

rates instead. 

The regression artifact can explain the rise and fall 

in the data only if the argument is reinforced by other, 

less plausible assumptions. In the Maltz and Pollock discus

sion, the additional assumption was that judges estimate 

individual crime rates from a random amount of past behavior. 

Sometimes a judge will base his decision on what the delin

quent has done during the past two years; sometimes on his 

behavior during the past two months; and this choice of 

period wiZZ be unreZated to any substantive characteristics 

of the behavior pattern over that period. We are unable to 

devise any other, more plausible assumption which can suc

cessfully be co~ined with the assumptions of the regression 

artifact to explain E. And yet, while some, skepticism about 

the rationality of the juvenile justice system is warranted, 

this extreme assumption is nonsensical--libelously so, 
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juvenile judges would presumably argue. ,But some assumption 

of this sort is required to produce the pattern shown in 

Figure 1.1 that opened the discussion of the suppression 

effect. The- assumptions of the regression argument itself 

are not enough to produce the upward slope in the preinter
vention phase • 

The Implications 

The most direct way of testing the regression artifact's 

validity is to find whether the crime rate "falls anyway" in 

a control group which has not undergone intervention. But 

this brings us squarely up again~;t the selection argument. 

If intervention acts as a perfect screen, there can be no 

control group. The reason, of course, is that any selection 

artifact depends on the existence of some systematic distinc

tion between tho~e who are selected and those who are not. 

Thus, those who are not selected cannot serve as a control 

for those who are: if they were sufficiently similar to con

stitute an adequate control group, then presumably they 

themselves would have been selected as well. 

The implicit assumption in the "no control group" argu

ment is that delinquents with similar histories are treated 

similarly. But, as we have just pointed out, this assumption 

cannot be true if the regression artifact is to be used to 

explain the upward slope in the preinterveni:ion period. To 

save the regression artifact as the explanation for the 

data, we must postulate that selection is imperfect: some 

delinquents escape intervention through this "hole in the 

net. II Those who escape (temporarily, at least) form a 

legitimate comparison group by means of which the regression 
artifact may be tested. 
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This modification in assumptions pe'rrnits the maturation , 

analysis to take on additional analytic burdens. The fact 

that arrest incidence rises with age throughout the pre inter
vention period, even though the analysis is restricted to 

events that took place at least six months prior to interven

tion, strongly suggests that the image of a natural, even 

rate, punctuated by bursts of activity, does not fit the DOC 

sample. Given the modifica'tion in assumption, these youth 

may be seen as acting as their own controls--~escaping the 
net" for a time--and we 

was going to level out, 
find no evidence that the'ir activity 
let alone decline. l 

Together with the information from the maturation 

analysis, we may interpret our findings as follows. Before 
intervention, the Ilaverage" natural arrest rate of a set of 
delinquents lncreases. . Random fluctuations may occur, but 
they are centered on a mean level that rises through time. 

Presumably this rise would level out eventually. A satura

tion point of offensiveness m~st exist. But there is no 

empirical reason for believing that it will turn downward 

during the period that the law defines this set of delin

quents as juvenile, unless intervention is applied. This 

conclusion goes directly against the predictions of the 

regression argument, and specifically denies the assumption 
of a constant natural rate. 

We may summarize the overall conclusion: We reject the 

b it regression artifact as an expZanation for H ecause 

postulates a constant mean crime ZeveZ~ whereas the data 

indicate a rising mean. If the regression artifact argument 

is modified to acqount for this rise~ the door is opened to 

interpretation of the maturation data as proof of a genuineZy 

rising mean~ which again Zeads to rejection of the regression 
artifact as a factor. 
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The foregoing discussion has rested on the technical 
attributes of a regression artifact. Having followed through 

that analysis, it is still apparent that some artificiality 

in arrest rate exists in the few months immediately preced
ing institutionalization __ an instant offense had to occur at 

about that time, else institutionalization would not have. 

But there is a simple, very powerful test for dealing with 

that problem: delete those observations from the sample. 

If the deletion of two months is thought to be unsatisfactory, 
delete four. If four is not eno~gh, delete half a year. If 

half a year is not enough, delete a full year. Whatever, 

the suppression effect rem~ins large. Taking the (absurdly) 
extreme cases, Table 3.4 shows the results when the half 

year or year prior to intervention are deleted altogether 
from the monthly data base. 

TABLE 3.4 

Regl?ession AnaZysis when the 6-month and 12-month Periods IrronediateZy 
Preceding Intervention are Deleted 

Deletion of six months prior to 
intervention 
(Sample: Months -7 to -24 with 
months + 1 to +24) 

Intervention 
Constant 

Observations = 10,498 
Subjects = 317 

Deletion of the year prior to 
intervention 
(Sample: Months -13 to -24 
with months +1 to +24) 

Intervention 
Constant 

Observations = 8,596 
Subjects = 317 
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-.147 .011 
.314 

- .108 .011 
.274 

p< Reduction 

.001 .468 

.001 .394 
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The reductions are extremely robust, ~n the face of 

what amounted to nonsensical truncations of the preinterven

tion definition of "career." The charactistic pattern of 

the delinquent behavior was not a 

out of a low base, but a steadily 

in activity. 

sudden burst of activity 

climbing, multiyear growth 

HISTORY: IS CHICAGO A FLUKE? 

The final mechanism whereby 07 could be sustained is 

history. Maybe Chicago from October 1974 to February 1978 

was a fluke. Or, to put it in the form that we have usually 

heard it: if the drop in delinquent activity is as sharp 

and consistent as these data suggest, why has it not been 

common knowledge for years? More to the point, aren't these 

data contradicted by well-established findings that correc

tional interventions do not work? 

No. The widespread impression that correctional inter

vention for juveniles has been proved ineffective is an 

erroneous one. Three characteristics of the existing 

research literature have led to the misapprehension. 

First, the claims are very numerous relative to the 

body of data. Many of the assertions that correctional 

interventions fail are just that: undocumented assertions. 

For example, one finds this confident statement in Schur: 

Much of the disenchantment with current 
delinquency policy arises from the simple fact 
that it doesn't work .... Neither the treatment 
reaction nor the reform response has provided 
any real basis for confidence tl~at our measu:es 
are effective in preventing dellnquent behavlor 
or rehabilitating youthful offenders. (Schur, 
1973: 117) 
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No citations accompany the text. Or sometimes one undocu

mented assertion references another. Thus, Clark (1970) 

quotes Milton Lugar, formerly the Director of the Federal 

Government's Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention and of New York State's juvenile corrections pro-. 
gram, as saying: 

It would probably be better for all concerned if 
young delinquents were not detected, apprehended, 
or institutionalized. Too many of them get .worse 
in our care. (Clark, 1970: 240- 241) 

It is assumed that the expert could have cited the evidence 

had he wished. It is a characteristic of the literature 

that the reader may easily check by glancing through influ

ential critiques of institutionalization. The situation is 

seldom one of ambiguous or weak supporting data; it is 

almost always one of no supporting data at all. The rhetoric 
is voluminous; the data are sparse. 

The second characteristic of the existing literature is 

that the results of probationary interventions are often 

grouped with the results of correctional interventions. For 

example, the landmark cohort stUdy in Philadelphia observed 

that "a greater number of those who receive punitive punish

ment (institutionalization, fine, or probation) continue to 

violate the law ... ~hen those who experience a less constrain

ing contact with the judicial and correctional systems," and 

concluded that "the juvenile justice system, at its best, 

has no effect on the subsequent behavior of adolescent boys 

and, at its worst, has a deleterious effect on future behav

ior. " (Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin, 1972: 252) When 

reading negative assessments of the effects of intervention, 

a first question to ask is whether lesser interventions are 

lumped with institutionalization in the intervention. As 

Chapter 5 of this stUdy indicates, the distinction is a 
crucial one. 
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The third and the decisive source of. misapprehension 

about correctional intervention is the reliance on post

program measures alone. Evaluations do exist that compare 

some form of intensive treatment to ordinary probation, or 

forms of community-based "milieu therapy" with confinement. 

But (with two exceptions we shall discuss shortly) these 

measures of outcome are based instead on the kinds of abso

lute measures discussed in Chapter I, such as cumulat:i.ve 

percentage of subjects who commit an offense or who are re.

turned to institutions. Using these measures, the DOC 

sample shows high recidivism rates, comparable to those 

reported elsewhere. It is these kinds of measures of abso

lute rates that have filled the evaluation literature and 

eventually tend to establish in the reader's 'mind the convic

tion that, after all, very little can be done to deal with 
the chronic delinquent. 

The trick in interpreting these studies is to keep 

separate the question, "Does correctional intervention stop 

delinquency?", which the literature does address and answers 

with a well-documented "no,1I from the question. "Does cor

rectional intervention l'educe .delinquency? "--which, lacking 

pre intervention data, the literature does not and and cannot 

address. Before-after comparisons have been nearly nonexistent. 

The question remains, however: Is it possible that 

something was happening in Chicago during 1974-77 that en

gendered the suppression effort, or at least contributed to 
it? 

There is reason to believe that the suppression effect 

is remarkably independent of historical considerations. We 

have been able to locate only two comparable before-and-after 

studies involvirig institutionalization, but those two were 
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both major, both carefully conducted and thoroughly reported, 

f all, took place in settings and in moments in and, best 0 

history very different from Cook County in the mid-1970s. 

The two studies were The Silverlake gxperiment: Testing 

Delinquency Theory and Community Intervention; and The Provo 

Experiment: Evaluating Community Control of DeZinquency. 

The principal author in both cases was LaMar T. Empey, with 

coauthors Steven G. Lubeck (Silverlake) and Maynard L. 

Erickson (Provo). 

The Silverlake Experiment was set in California in the 

mid-1960s. It compared an experimental institutional program 

with a standard one. In volume of offenses during the 12 

months before and after assignment to the programs, the 

experimental group showed a reduction of 73.1 percent and 

the control group showed a reduction of 71.1 percent (259-

260)--slightly greater reductions than those produced by 

DOC, but within a few percentage points. 

The Provo Experiment was set in Utah in the late 1950s. 

The one year reduction for the institutionalized sample 

comparable to our DOC population was 61.4 percent (Table 

10.3 p. 211)--slightly smaller than that of DOC, but again 

within a few percentage points. 

The smrrrnary statement is: A suppression effect of the 

order of magnitude reported for Chicago delinquents in the 

1970s was found among utah delinquents in the 1950s and 

California delinquents in the 1960s. No before-and-after 

studies of institutionalization disputes these results. 

Contrary to popular impressions 3 the suppression effect is 

compatible with the existing research literature. 
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Having traced through the many potential objections and 

their correlaries one at a time, a summary estimate may be 

useful. It is judgmental; the results of the analysis do not 

add up to a numerical estimate of how much the suppression 

effect is understated or overstated. But with that caveat, 

we may state an appraisal. 

Objections 01 to 06, discussed in Chapter 2, do not 

withstand much scrutiny. It ~as important to explore the 

possibility that they were valid, but in each instance they 

were either demonstrably inapplicable or required a set of 

implausible assumptions. 

History also presents few problems. Apart from the 

fact that there is no reason to think that Chicago in 1974 

to 1978 was unrepresentative, the consistent results from 

Empey1s work in very different settings give confidence that 

we are observing a generalizable phenomenon. 

The intriguing, problematic topics are maturation and 

regression. The maturation analysis persistently indicates 

that the arrest incidence increases with age, independentZy 

of any bunching effects from seZection. If that is in fact 

the case--and we have been unable to find any evidence to 

the contrary--then the regression problem diminishes to one 

of the instant offense prior to institutionalization. And, 

more to the point, our procedure for computing the suppres

sion effect has significantly understated its magnitude, 

because it is based on arrest rates considerably lower than 

the "real" rate that the delinquent took into the institution. 
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In view of the concern that led us irito the analysis, 

that the suppression effect is some sort of statistical 

mirage, it is ironic that the outcome ' p01nts to the possibil-
ility that we are underestimating it. 

any indication that the arrest rate 
But in the absence of 

was going to flatten 
without intervention, that is where the logic of the problem 
leads. 

That logic suggests that the chronic delinquent may not 

naturally quit being delinquent. That the apt analogy is 

not with the other things that adolescents grow out of, like 

acne or breaking voices, but with behaviors that are rein

forcing, like making money or winning status. 

These speculations take us into topics that are beyond 

the scope of the study. For our purposes, it is enough to 

suggest that the data on maturat;on and th' . . • e1r 1mp11cations 
are not inexplicable. One t 1 may a east entertain the pos-
sibility that committing crimes can be rational. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 3 

IBut: escaping through the hOle in the net once does not mean that the 
delinquent is forever after immune. Rather, with each subsequent arrest, 
he must escape again, through holes that shrink. It is impossible to 
define a "control group" based on the general delinquent population, 
because the successive nets effectively winnow out offenders. Any 
uninstitutionalized delinquent with a large number of arrests is con
ceptually indistinguishable from a member of the DOC sample "the time 
before" he was committed. 

Nonetheless, such samples are often used for comparisons--most 
recently, in Hamparian et al., (1978), in which the time-between arrests 
for institutionalized and noninstitutionalized youth were compared. It 
is guaranteed that such a comparison will favor'the youth who slowed 
enough to avoid being institutionalized. 
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4. INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND LESS DRASTIC ALTERNATIVES 

To this point "juvenile corrections" has been equated 

with institutionalization: the most drastic, most widely 

criticized form of intervention. Stories of the horrors of 

the traditional training schools are legion, and have led to 

a broad consensus that they ~ust go, slowly or qUickly, and 
be replaced with more humane alternatives. 

The 1970s have seen the search for alternatives become 

increasingly energetic. Led by the Massachusetts experience 

at the beginning of the decade, a number of states have cut 

back or even tried to eliminate use of juvenile institutions. 

In Illinois itself, the commitment rate was falling sharply 

before and during the' period covered by this study. Deinsti

tutionalization was a major purpose of the Juvenile Justice 

and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974--the legislation that 

created the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention (OJJDP)--and has been the focus of several special 

initiatives in the Office's grants and programs. 

The scientific record comparing institutional and 

noninstitutional approaches is another question to which we 

shall return. The point here is not what has been proved, 
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but what has come to be the accepted view. , Within the 

policymaking and academic communities, the proposition that 

institutions are more expensive and less humane and less 

effective than noninstitutional approaches is hardly debated. 

Here! we reopen the question relative to recidivism. 

The vehicle for the comparison is the Unified Delin

quency Intervention Services (UDIS) as it functioned in Cook 

County, Illinois, during the period 1 October 1974 (its 

inception) through 30 June 1976--the same intake period 

encompassed in the DOC sample. The mechanics of UDIS and 

the types of services it offered are described in Appendix 

B. Briefly, the program took as its client the juvenile who 

otherwise would have been sent to DOC. It was intended to 

be, and in large measure actually was, an alternative to 

incarceration rather than a supplement to probation. 

UDIS placed its youth in a variety of service programs, 

shifting a client from one to another as necessary. Place

ment decisions were to be guided by "the least drastic 

alternative p';-::'inciple." Given a choice, UDIS would leave 

the youth in his own home. Failing that, he would be put in 

a residential service in his own community. Only when the 

judge insisted, or because of other exceptional circumstances, 

would an out-of-town residential program be tried first. 

Whatever the placement might be, UDIS was supposed to get 

the youth out of the juvenile justice system fast--within 

six months if possible. 

UDIS was an ambitious, innovative experiment. Its 

scope, combined with its location in one of the Nation's 

largest cities, provides a nearly unique opportunity to 

compare institutionalization with a full range of alternative 

correctional interventions. 
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THE SERVICES TO BE COMPARED 

To facilitate the analysis, we divide the placements 

into levels, based on the degree to which they represent a 

physical disruption of the youth's normal life (in effect, 

applying UDIS's'own definition of "drastic"). Details on 

each of the placement categories may be found in Appendix B. 

The least drastic group of services (Levell) embraces 

services provided while the youth stayed in the community 

and continued to Zive in his own home. The services included 

in Levell are advocacy, counseling, and educational/vocational. 

Typically, these services would be provided in combination--

a boy would be assigned an advocate and enrolled in a tutor

ing program; or sent to a family counseling service and to 

an alternative scpool. Because they are provided in combina

tion, and the combinations might shift several times, in 

staggered fashion, it will not be feasible to disentangle 

(at least quantitatively) the relative effects of the ser

vices within Level 1 until UDIS has processed a thousand 

cases. The cell sizes in the existing sample quickly go to 

a handful, even when only a few permutations are considered. 

The next step up the scale, Level 2, denotes services 

which were community-based but residentiaZ, taking the youth 

away from his home. The two service types included in Level 

2 are group homes and foster care. In practice, only six 

youths in the UDIS sample went to a foster home placement. 

In the analyses, "Level 2" can be interpreted as synonymous 

with "group horne." 

Level 3 refers to wiZderness programs modeled on the 

well-known Outward Bound approach. Services in this level 

act as a bridge between community-based and out-of-town

residential. They were time-lined and usually short; in 
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addition, they could be a reward for progre~s, not a reaction 

to problems in the community-based service. It is not at 

all clear that they were in fact "more drastic" than the 

Level 2 placements--one of the reasons that we do not treat 

the levels as an ordered scale in the analyses. 

Level 4 is the first of what we term out-of-town 

residential programs. It includes two "camp-like" programs 

(The Work Camp and Crossroads) that had fixed facilities in 

a rural setting, and provided their clients with a combination 

of work, education, and recreational programs. 

LevelS denotes the most drastic of the UDIS placements. 

It is labeled "intensive care," and includes hospitals 

providing psychiatric services and a residential program 

using an intensive form of behavior-modification through a 

positive peer culture approach. 

The final level, Level 6, denotes the out-of-town DOC 
institution run by the State of Illinois. 

THE DELINQUENTS BEING COMPARED 

The question must always be raised whenever different 

correctional programs are being compared: to what extent did 

the different programs get the same delinquent? The under

standable suspicion is that the tougher programs got the 
tougher cases. 

The quantitative measures reveal very little difference 

among the subsamples. The background characteristics showed 

no major differences (Murray et al.: 58-64). And the prior 

offense records were remarkably similar. Table 4.1 shows 
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TABLE 4.1 
Prior Al'rest RecOJ:'ds3 by Level- of First PZacement 

Level of First Placement N Age at Mean Number of Arrests 
Onset ".Index" Damage, Trespass, Minor & 

Offenses & Possession Offenses Status Offenses 

I Nonresidential services 157 12.1 7.9 3.9 

II Group homes 4,0 11. 7 8.3 3.5 

III Wilderness progtams 14 12.6 6.6 4.9 

IV Out-of-town residential 45 12.1 7.7 5.4 

V Intensive care 11 11. 3 8.5 4.5 

VI DOC institutions 317 12.2 8.2 4.3 

OVERALL 584 12.1 8.1 4.3 

Note: The above and subsequent analyses using first-placement as a classifying 
variable olnit 1 UDIS referral who was egressed before being placed with a service 
and the 2 UDIS referrals who were sent to foster care as a first. placement. 

. '.~ 
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1.1 

1.9 

3.1 

1.1 
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TOTAL 

12.7 

12.5 

12.6 

15.0 

16.1 

13.6 

13.5 
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the comparative figures by level of the ,first placement. 

The column of g~eatest interest is the one listing mean 

number of the major IIIndex ll offenses. The differences are 

small. Only the Level 3 youth showed a noticeably different 

mean, and that ts based on a sample of only 14. Aside from 

that, the means are bunched between 7.7 and 8.5, showing 
trivial differences. 

The total number of offenses has a wider spread, from a 

low of 12.5 for ~evel 2 (group homes) to a high of 16.1 for 

LevelS (intensi.ve care). The statistical significance of 

the spread will be considered shortly. 

The next qqestion is more pointed: when the really 

serious offense? are isolated--the ones that might plausibly 

indicate the hardcore difficult-to-work-with delinquent--how 

do the alternative placements compare? Table 4.2 shows the 

results when fo~~ of the most serious violent offenses-

horr;cide, rape, battery, and armed robbery and two of the 

most serious property offenses (burglary and auto theft) are 
considered. 

The table must be read with the sample sizes in mind-

for example, the 18.2 homicides-per-hundred for the LevelS 

subs ample means only that two of the 11 delinquents placed 

first in Level 5 had committed a homicide. But a few gen~r""" 
alizations may be drawn. Boys who had committed homicides 

were much more likely to be sent to a residential placement 

than to a nonresidential placement. Delinquents charged 

with rape were either sent to a nonresidential placement or 

to a DOC institutipn--perhaps reflecting the very different 

content that might be represented under the label IIrape.1I 

Armed robbery Was more likely to lead to DOC than to UDIS in 
general. 
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Prior Arrests for Selected Offenses~ 

Level of First Placement N 

I Nonres.idential services 157 

II Group homes 40 

III Wilderness programs 14 

IV Out-of-town residential 45 

V Intensive care 11 

VI DOC institutions 317 

OVERALL 584 
., 
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by Level 

Homicide 

2.5 

5.0 

7.1 

4.4 

18.2 

4.4 

4.3 

of First Placement 

No. of Arrests Eer 100 Subjects 
Rape Battery Armed Auto Theft 

Robbery or CTTV 

5.1 98.1 47.1 87.9 

-O- 115.0 37.5 72.5 

-0- 107.1 35.7 92.9 

-0- 80.0 26.7 124.4 

-0- 100.0 -0- 127.3 

7.3 100.0 57.7 96.2 

5.3 99.1 49.5 95.0 

Burglary 

261.1 

330.0 

242.9 

246.7 

209.1 

226.5 

244.5 
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To compare the~e and other differences among the youth 

consigned to the various levels of first placement, the five 

UDIS levels were coded as dummy variahles (0/1) and entered 

as the independent variables in a set of regression equations. 

The DOC sample was left as the l;"eference group. The depen

dent variables were: number of arrests in the year prior to 

intervention, nurr~er of arrests in the second year prior to 

intervention, age at onset (that is, age at first arrest) , 

total number of "index" arrests prior to intervention, and 

age at in terven tio.n. The results are shown in Table 4. 3. 

The signs and sizes of the regression weights are 

interpretable, and generally consistent with expectations. 

But the following comments must be read with the very large 

standard errors ("'SE" in the table) in mind. Only one of 

the dimensions-'-n~mber of arrests in the first year prior to 

intervention--was significantly related to level of first 

placement. Note in this context ,that the youth sent first 

to out-of-town placements showed positive regression coeffi

cients (i.e., tended to have more arrests in the first-year

prior than even the DOC youth) . 

The other noteworthy feature of the exercise is the 

lack of significance in the equation relating age-at-entry 

to first placement. Except for delinquents sent to Level 

5--the most drastic of the unIS placements--the largest 

coefficients was -.242 indicating a mean of roughly three 

months younger than youth sent to DOC. The larger coefficient 

associated with LevelS (-.814, or almost ten months) 1 

combined with the large positive weight for first-year-prior 

arrests, suggests an interpretation: judges confronted with 

a younger but very active delinquent wanted to avoid sending 

him to DOC, but also wanted to make sure he was kept off the 

streets; hence the use of the most secure of the UDIS place

ment levels. 
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TABLE 4.3 
Regression Analysis of Preintervention Differences~ by Level of First Placement 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

No. of Preintervention Arrests Age in Years at Level of First Placement 1st Yr. Prior 2nd Yr. Prior Total ilIndex" Program Entry B SE B SE B SE B SE 

l. Nonresidential services -.547 .324 +.037 .275 -.229 .229 -.134 .095 2. Group homes -.778 .556 +.360 .472 +.091 .392 - .. 079 .163 3. Wilderness programs + 1. 294 .905 -1. 005 .769 -.005 .638 -.242 .266 4. Out-of-town residential +,789 .528 . +.665 .448 +.266 .372 -.169 .155 5. Intensive care + 1. 450 1. 016 - ,472 .863 +1.339 .717 -.814 .298 , f 

Constant 6.278 3.290 3.934 15.820 
-...J R2 

.022 .009 .0lD .016 Ul 

I 
1 

If 
ot 
11 
,! 

F ratio (df: 5,577) 2.58 1.02 1.15 1.93 (.025) (ns) (ns) (ns) 
Note: Dummy variable coding. Reference group is DOC. 
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Overall, the distinctions in offense p~tterns were less 

clearcut than might have been predicted. To the extent that 

the quantitative aspects of the subjects' histories convey 

the sense of what happened, the youth in the different 

subsets appear to have been reasonably comparable. 

we 

W~ cannot jump from this to the conclusion that they 

were truly comparable. As we were repeatedly reminded by 

probation officers, judges, and UDIS staff, the variables 

have examined do not capture important dimensions used in 

deciding where to send a youngster. Lack of remorse, a 

probation officer's judgment that a violent offense was 

likely to recur, or a particularly cruel aspect of an offense 

could lead to commitment to DOC; factors such as supportive 

parents, mitigating circumstances surrounding the offense, 

or a good lawyer could tip the balance toward UDIS. 

-The selection factors at work undoubtedly included an 

admixture of irrelevant ones, in a strictly rational 

sense. But granted that, there is also no doubt that judges 

and probation offic~rs tried to send the hardest of the 

hardcore to DOC instead of UDIS. Among the delinquents they 

did consign to UDIS, they openly insisted on residential 

placements for the boys they considered to be high risks. 

In no sense did the placements receive randomly selected 

subsamples from among a single parent population of boys 

eligible for commitment to DOC. 

We asked 22 probation officers in the Cook County 

Juvenile Court to respond to this issue. If UDIS had not 

existed, what proportion of its referrals would the probation 

officers have tried to send to DOC? The 16 probation officers 

who felt able to respond had recommended 145 youth to UDIS. 

They estimated that, of the 145, they would have recommended 

88 for commitment to DOC if UDIS had not existed. To 
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put it another way, the proba'l:ion officers. were suggesting 

that about 40 percent of UDIS's cases were not candidates 

for DOC. To the extent that their retrospective was accurate, 

the selection bias was large. 

The importance of the selection biases depends on the 

results of the comparisons. 

If we find that UDIS does better than DOC, or that the 

nonresidential services do better than the residential ones, 

then the selection biases are crippling. It becomes inadmis

sible to conclude that the intervention itself accounted for 

the differences in suppression effect--the selection biases 

are too plausible as an alternative explanation. 

If we find that DOC doec better than UDIS, or residential 

services do better than nonresidential ones, the selection 

bias adds to the confidence that a true difference in effective

ness exists~ The selection bias in this case is troublesome 

mainly because it interferes with arriving at an estimate of 

the magnitude of the difference. The assumption must be that 

the observed difference underestimates the true difference. 

THE COMPARISON 

The "intervention strategy" used by DOC was relatively 

simple. A boy was placed in one of the seven institutions 

operating at the time of the study. Usually, commitments 

from Cook,County went first to either Valley View or St. 

Charles, the two general-purpose institutions closest to the 

Chicago area. If a youth had problems adjusting to that 

institution, he might be returned to the Reception Center at 

St. Charles and then reassigned to another institution. But 
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while the specific site might change, and with it some 

aspects of the program, the differences among the institutions 

do not provide clear-cut dimensions on which to discriminate 

~ong placement histories. "DOC" is treated as a unitary 

treatment strategy. 

UDIS must be approached otherwise. Not only did UDIS 

use a variety of placements for the program as a whole~ any 

one referral might also be exposed to a variety of placement 

types. The permutations were numerous--in all, more than 

60 distinct sequences existed within the UDIS sample. But 

it is questionable how many of those sequences were importantly 

distinct. Take as an example the youth who started with an 

advocate (Levell), then was sent on a short-term, time-

lined wilderness program (Level 3) returned to his advocate 

(Levell) on schedule, then got in trouble and was put in a 

group home (Level 2). How different, raally, is his experi

ence from that of the youngster who started with an advocate 

(Levell), then after a few months got in trouble and was 

assigned to a group home (Level 2)? The fine-grained dis

tinctions might be of interest if the cell sizes permitted. 

But, as in the case of the distinctions among Level 1 services, 

the analyses must wait until UDIS has processed several 

thousand cases. Some patterning must be imposed on the inter

vention strategies. We have adopted three characterizations 

(not mutually exclusive) of the histories of the subjects. 

The first analysis employs first pZacement as the 

discriminating factor. In this comparison, we ignore all 

that might have come after. 

The second analysis characterizes the entire interven

tion hisrory. The dimension of interest is the degree to 

which tIle youth received a community-based experience. 
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Subjects are classified as falling in one of four groups: 

those who received the "pure form" of entirely at-home 

services; those who stayed in the community throughout but 

spent part of their time in a group home; those ~ho received 

a mix of community-based and out-of-town services; and those 

who received only out-of-town services. 

The third comparison focuses on the first pair of 

placements, to inform an issue that is much argued within 

the community of corrections officials: escaZation vs. 

deescaZation. Is it better to start a youth in a community 

placement, then shift him to an out-of-town one if necessary? 

Or is it wiser to "get his attention" with an initial out

of-town placement, then reintegrate him into the community 

with a community-based one? 

The Analytic Approach 

A mixed-model regression design is employed in each 

case: subjects by groups within conditions. "Subjects" 

are, of course, the individuals in the samples. "Groups" 

are defined separately for each analysis. "Condition" 

refers to the state of being in a preintervention or post

intervention state. 

The regressions that subsequently are reported were 

conducted hierarchically in the order of time (T), groups 

(G) I and the TxG interaction. In companion analyses, G was 

entered prior to T, to obtain estimates of the sensitivity 

of the time main effect to order of entry into the equation. 
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The results as presented include infor~ation about 

control for between-subjects variance. The partitioning of 

the variance takes',~. S into account, and the regression 

statistics for estimating statistical significance utilize 

information on the between-subjects variance. Specifically, 

the F test for the TxG interaction is computed as 

F = x en-g), 

where 

y is the dependent variable (arrests) , 

S is subjects, 

T is time, 

g is groups (e.g. , first placement categories) , and 
n is the number of subjects. 

The standard error (SE) for the ith independent variable 

is obtained via 

/ 

? ? 2 
l-RY.s-RY.T-RY'TxG 

Y (n-g) (t-l) l~R2 
]. 

The notation and procedures used may be found in Cohen 

and Cohen (1975: 404-406, 412-426). For a discussion of the 

use of collapsed time periods, see Chapter one and Appendix 

A of this report. 

Each of the analyses was repeated, once with arrest 

incidence as the dependent variable and once with the natural 

log of arrest incidence as the dependent variable. The 

latter analysis provides a perspective that compensates for 

the problem of the (probably) inflated estimates produced by 

the algorithm for computing the postrelease arrest incidence 

of subjects who were released for only a short time, then 

reincarcerated (see Chapter 1 and Appendix A) . 
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Comparison A: First Placement 

This comparison is based on where the youth went first. 

It is perhaps the most useful single comparison, on three 

counts. Technically, it is the cleanest of the comparisons-

unlike the others, it is not confounded by the in-program 

experience. It imparts useful information about the Court's 

outlook on the youth at the outset of the intervention. 

And, on a practical level, the first placement was typically 

a dominant placement as well. For DOC youth, the IIfirst 

placement ll level was the onZy placement level. And in UDIS 

too, the first placement level was the only one for a major 

proportion of its referrals--105 of the 267 in the sample, 

or 39.3 percent. Another 72 of the UDIS youth (27.0 percent) 

went from the first placement level to just one other before 

leaving the program. 

Time is effects-coded (-1 for the pre intervention 

per~od, +1 for th postintervention period). The levels are 

dummy-coded (0/1). The omitted level serving as the refer

ence group is Level 6, the DOC institutional experience. 

The interaction terms are of course the multiple of time and 
level (TxL). 

The results are shown in Table 4.4 on the following 

page. The focus of interest is the set of interaction 

terms--the coefficients that point to the effectiveness of 

the UDIS interventions relative to DOC. 

As an inspection of Table 4.4 reveals, the coefficients 

decrease regularly with increases in the Level number. Thus 

Levell first-placements had the highest coefficient (+.624); 

LevelS had by far the lowest (-1.330). TQ put it plainly, 

the UDIS out-of-town first placements did better than DOC; 

the UDIS community-based first placements did worse. 
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TABLE 4.4 
Regression AnaZysis of Arrests by LeveZ of First R~aement '''," 

Regression Coefficients 
; .. 

;, :~" ; 1 
IndeEendent Variable B SE E:S. 

TIME (T) . Effects coded (-1/+1) 
Time: before vs. after -1. 731 .087 .001 

LEVEL OF FIRST PLACEMENT (L) . Dununy coded (0/1) 
Level 1. Nonresidential services +.077 .152 ns 
Level 2. Group homes -.399 .261 ns 
Level 3. Wilderness programs +1. 078 .424 .02 
Level 4. Out-of-town residential +.547 .248 . 05 
Level 5 . Intensive care residential +.120 .476 ns 

INTERACTION EFFECTS (TxL) 
Time x Level 1 +.624 .152 .001 
Time x Level 2 +.378 .261 ns 
Time x Level 3 -.216 .424 ns 
Time x Level 4 -.242 .248 ns 
Time x Level 5 -1. 330 .477 .01 

CONSTANT 4.546 ....... 

Partitioning of the Variance 

(Y: arrests. S: subjects, T: time, L: level of first placement) 

Between Subjects 

2 Ry .S = .515 
2 

Ry . L = .008 
P 

Within Subjects 

2 
RY'T = .164 

.., 
R- = .168 Y.T,L 

R2 = .009 Y·TxL R2 = 018 
(Y 'S) 'TxL . 

F-ratio for TxL as a set = 6.42. df = 5,1160. P < .001 

Mean Arrests and SUPEression Effects by Level of First Placement 

Before After -_. Suppression 

1. Nonresidential services 5.73 3.52 -.386 
2. Group homes 5.50 2.79 -.493 
3. Wilderness programs 7.57 3.68 -.514 
4. Out-of-town residential 7.07 3.12 -.559 
5. Intensive care residential 7.73 1. 61 -.792 
6. DOC institution 6.28 2.82 -.551 
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TABLE 4.5 
Logged Regression AnaZysis of Arrests by LeveZ of First PZacement 

"-REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

Independent Variable B SE E5.. 
TIME (T) . Effects coded (-1/+1) 

. 001 
Time: before vs. after -.681 .029 f' 

LEVEL OF FIRST PLACEMENT (T' Dummy coded (0/1) .. ) . 
Level 1. Nonresidential services +.079 .050 ns Level 2. Group homes +.OOB .092 ns Level 3. Wilderness programs +.390 .140 .05 Level 4. Out-of-town residential -.072 .OB2 ns t 
Level 5. Intensive care residential -.lBl .157 ns 

INTERACTION EFFECTS CTxL) 
.050 .01 

Time x Level 1 +.lBO 
Time x Level 2 +.076 .OB6 ns Time x LE::vel 3 +.207 .140 ns 

(: 

Level 4 -.219 .OBI .05 
Time x 
Time x Level 5 -.262 .157 ns 

CONSTANT 4.546 

PARTITIONING OF THE VARIANCE 

(Y: arrests. S: subjects, T: time, L: l~vel of first placement) 

Between Subjects 
. <: 

2 
Ry . S :: .431 2 

Ry . L = .008 
P 

Within Subjects 

? 
RY'T :: .250 

Ri'T L :: .253 , 

R2 :: .439 
(y. S)'T 

R~'TXL :: .008 R2 :: .015 
(Y'S)'TxL 

F-ratio for TxL as a set:: 6.17. df :: 5)1160. p < .001 
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Two of the interaction terms were statistically signifi

cant: those for at-home first placements and intensive-care 

residential first placements. We should also note that the 

order in which variables were entered made no difference. 

When the Level' variables were entered first, the R2 was .004. 

Table 4.5 shows the results when the logged (In) value 

of arrests is used as the dependent variable. The explained 

variance (controlling for the between-subjects variance) 

rises appreciably from that of the unlogged vers.ion, from 

11;:' .339 to .431. Among the interaction terms, the at-home 

placements continue to produce significantly smaller reductions 

in arrests than DOC. The coefficient for the wilderness 

programs (which had a first-placement sample of only 14) 

o 

o 

o 

o 

shifts signs. The most conspicuous change, however, concerns 

Level 4, the out-of-town residential "camps." As before, 

their coefficient is negative. But in the logged version, 

the standard error for Level 4 is much smaller and the 

results are statistically significant. It turns out that 

the Level 4 first-placements had a disproportionate number 

of the outliers in postintervention offenses. That is, they 

had a disproportionate number of subjects who were arrested 

within a few weeks of release then reincarcerated, producing 

a very large annualized rate in the collapsed data base. 

The influence of these subjects was substantially diminished 
by the log transformation. 

Comparison B: Degree of Community Based-ness 

We now deal with the entire intervention history, not 

just the first placement. The set of variables used to 

characterize it are intended to operationalize as directly 

as possible the rhetoric of minimal intervention. According 

to that rhetoric, the best intervention is the least inter

vention, staying at-home throughout (CB-l is the label we 

Use for this alternative). The next best is staying in the 
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cormnunity throughout (the Level 2 group home,s, or a combina

tion of Levels 1 and 2. The label is ,CB-2). The next best 

(CB-3) is at least some cormnunitY-based programs, with an 

admixture of out-of-town placements. And the least desirable 

strategy is the intervention which takes place entirely out 

of the cormnunity (CB-4). 

By using the entire intervention history, we introduce 

yet another, new bias. This time, the problem is the ability 

of the youth to demonstrate during the course of the program 

whether he is a "good risk"--which affec·ts the course of his 

placement history and serves as a plausible predictor of 

postrelease performance. In particular, a potential selec

tion bias affects interpretation of the CB-l group. They 

were first put in at-home services (itself a positive indica

tor) and managed to stay there until leaving the program 

(meaning that they did not get into a lot of trouble during 

the program). 

Given this, the results shown in Table 4.6 are that 

much more intriguing. For despite the edge which CB-l 

should have had, the interaction coefficient for the delin

quents who stayed at home throughout their intervention 

histories is +.640. The standard error is large, and the 

result does not reach statistical significance (t=1.75). 

The interaction term for the other cormnunity-based history 

(CB-2) was also positive and large. It was significant at 

the .05 level. 

None of the three interaction terms was negative; to 

put it another way, none of the three alternatives with a 

community-based component compared favorably with the all

out-of-town histories. The logged version of the analysis 

showed equivalent results, and added no new information. 
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TABLE 4.6 
Regression AnaZysis of Arrests by Community-Based Focus of the 
Entire Intervention History 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

Independent Variable 

Time \T). Effects-coded -1/1 
Time: before vs. after 

Community-Based Focus (C). Dummy-coded 0/1 
CB-1 At-home services only 
CB-2 Conuminity-based only (own & group home) 
CB-3 Some community-based, some out-of-town 

Interaction Effects (TxC) 
Time x CB-1 
Time x CB-2 
Time x CB-3 

Constant 

PARTITIONING OF THE VARIANCE 

B SE 

-1. 740 .086 

-.928 .259 
+.570 .324 
+.972 .164 

+.640 .366 
+.648 .300 
+.182 .164 

4.478 

E.::. 

.001 

.001 
ns 

.001 

ns 
.05 
ns 

(Y: arrests, S: subjects, T: time, C: community-based history) 

Between Subj ects 

2 
Ry. S = .515 

2 .032 RY .C = 
P 

Within Subjects 

2 
Ry .T = .165 R~y.S).T = .340 

" RY.T,C = .181 
2' 

RY.TxC = .004 R2 = 008 
(y. S) ·TxC . 

F-ratio for TxC as a set = 4.90. df = 3,1168. P < .01 

ME.~~ ARRESTS AND SUPPRESSION EFFECTS BY COMMUNITY-BASED FOCUS 

Before After Suppression 

CB-1. At-home services only 
CB-2. Community-based only (own & group home) 
CB-3. Some community-based, some out-of-town 
CB-4. Out-of-town only 
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4.65 
6.14 
7.01 
6.22 

2.45 
3.96 
3.89 
2.74 

-.473 
-.355 
-.445 
-.559 
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Again, the order in which the group an~ time variables 

are entered made no difference in the results, in either the 

logged or unlogged versions. Arrests regressed on the CB 

variables without the time variable produced an R2 9f .016; 

. 008 in the logged version. 

Comparison C: Escalation Versus Deescalation 

Comparison A looked only at the first placement. 

Comparison B looked at the entire intervention history. 

Comparison C examines the first pair of pla~ements, with a 

specific hypothesis in mind, suggested by a qualitative 

analysis of 102 case histories collected during the original 

evaluation of UDIS. The out-of-town plac~ments did well-

not just in the numbers, but in the opinion of Case Managers 

who had not yet seen the recidivism results. (Murray et al., 

1978: 157-159) But the narratives also suggested that the 

youth who had been in out-of-town placements did well when 

they returned to follow-up placements at home. Perhaps, it 

was thought, the best of all worlds is the combination. The 

notion was that reintegration into the community following 

the out-of-town placement might add an important element to 

the youth's reaction to the correctional experience. 

The counter argument is that the proper strategy is 

escalation. Start with an at-home service, then use the 

out-of-town placement only when the youth proves himself 

unresponsive to the less drastic intervention. Whatever 

virtues (if any) that attach to out-of-town placements will 

be as effiacious in the second placement as they would have 

been in the first. 

To examine the contrast between these strategies, two 

~ subsamples were identified: those who started at-home 
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(Levell), then were shifted to a residential. out-of-town 

placement (Level 4 or higher); and the r~verse, referrals 

who started in Level 4 or higher and then went directly to 

an at-home first placement . 

We again face a problem of selection bias. The esca

lated youth presumably did something negative that got 

himself transferred to a residential program. Fortunately, 

the converse is not true--transfer from a residential to 

nonresidential program does not imply good behavior (on the 

contrary--the very best behavior ought logically to lead to 

transfer out of UDIS directly from the residential placement). 

And we have a counterbalance to the selection bias. The 

delinquent who started in an out-of-town placement was 

usually sent there because someone thought he was a high

risk referral. The natural tilt of the analysis, or even 

whether it has one, cannot be determined. We note the 

situation as one that the reader should keep in mind when 

interpreting the results. To facilitate this perspective, 

the escalation/deescalation issue is put in the context of 

two other variables. One is the familiar contrast between 

all-at-home and all-out-of-town. The other is a con·trast 

between variation and no-variation during the placement 

history. 

\ A contrast coding scheme is emp.loyed. The codes are: 

Set PS-l PS-2 PS-3 

All Level 1 1 0 -.5 

From Level 1 to Level 4+ 0 1 +.5 

From Level 4 to Level 7 0 -1 +.5 

All Level 4+ -1 0 -.5 
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TABLE 4.7 . of Arrests by EsoaZation Strategy Regression AnaZys~s 

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

Independent Variable 

Time (T). Effects-coded -1/1 
Time: before vs. after 

(PS) Contrast-coded Placement Strategy: Ii out-of-town residential 
PS-l All at-~ome vS'd:escalation in 1st placement 
PS-2 EscalatIon vs. . ty in placement levels PS-3 Uniformity vs. varle 

Interaction Effects (TxP) 
Time x PS-l 
Time x PS-2 
Time x PS-3 

Constant 

PARTITIONING OF THE VARIfu~CE 

pair 

B SE 

-1.608 .087 

-.300 .079 
-.247 .154 

+1.043 .173 

+.160 .079 
+.199 .154 
-.057 .174 

4.698 

T: time, P: placement strategy) (Y: arrests, S: subjects, 

? 

RY.S = 

2 
RY.T = 
R2 

Y.T,P 
R2 

Y.TxP 

Between Subjects 

2 = .505 Ry.p 
P . 

.032 

Within Subjects 

.214 R2 = .433 
(Y. S) . T 

= .227 

= .002 R2 = .003 (Y.S).TxP 

F-ratio for placement strategies as a s = . . et 2 89 df = 3,994 P < .05 

MEAN ARRESTS AND SUPPRESSION EFFECTS BY PLACEMENT STRATEGY 

All placements at-home 
Escalation from at-home to out-of-town 
Deescalation from out-of-town ~o at~h~me 
All placements out-of-town resldentla 
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Before After 
5.30 2.46 
6.41 3.54 
7.30 3.63 
6.22 2.74 

Suppression 
-.536 
-.448 
-.503 
-.559 

I 

I 
- i 
I 
1 

~ 
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E.:: ;1 
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.001 ,I 
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.001 
ns 

.001 

.05 
ns 
ns 
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In eX~ining the results in Table 4.7, ~r prima~ 
point of interest is the interaction term for the escalation 

variable. The regression coefficient in the un logged version 
is +.199. In the contrast COding scheme being employed, 

this means a net "before versus after" difference of .796 
arrests. That is: 

Before 

Escalation (-1,+1) 

.199 

Deescalation (-1,-1) 

Net difference 
.199 

After --
(+1,+1) 

+.199 

(+1,-1) 

.199 

After-Before 

.398 

.398 

.796 

The contrast is not statistically significant in the-unlogged 
version, and is significant in the logged version (t=2.S7) __ 

the S~e Level 4 outliers in Comparison A are involved in 
this comparison. 

The other contrasts which We have examined in related 
form earlier in this chapter tell the S~e story as before. 

They are of interest insofar as they assist the interpretation 
of the escalation/deescalation interaction. The Contrast 

between a treatment history entirely within the cOmmunity 
versus one entirely out-Of-town favors the out-of-town 

alternative (net difference is 4 x .160 = .640). The contrast 
between heterogeneous and uniform treatment levels during 

the intervention shows very little difference (net difference 
is 4 x .057 = .114). 

If one assumes that the selection biases going both 

ways cancel out, these reSUlts support the conclusion that 

escalation is the worst of the alternatives. Interpretively, 
the logic would be conSistent with the arguments against 
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escalation of negative reinforcement in a var'iety of fields 

(e.g., in warfare). Slowly turning up the pressure only 

facilitates increases in resentment and resistance. The 

very slo-.;mess of the escala·tion obscures thresholds that the 
subject otherwise would have recognized. 

If one does not wish to assume that the selection 

biases canceled out, the poor showing of the escalation 

strategy may be seen as one more manifestation of the generally 

poor showing made by the at-home services. The all-at-home 

group unquestionably had a positive selection factor working 

in its favor, yet failed to out-perform (or even match) the 
all-out-of-town group. 

The analysis further fails to confirm our hypothesis 

that the best of the alternatives is the out-of-town placement 

followed by a reintegrative community placement. The results 

are clear that it is better from a recidivism standpoint to 

start a delinquent in an out-of-town placement than to leave 

him at home. But. no advantage accrued to prolonging the 

intervention by tacking at-home services onto the end of a 

stay in an out-of-town residential program. 

SUMMARY 

A set of alternative correctional approaches has been 

compared, using institutionalization as the point of reference. 

The alternatives ranged from services provided while the 

youth lived at home to residential "intensive-care" facilities. 

rhe elements of comparison were first placement, the overall 

intervention history, and combinations of special interest. 
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Selection biases Were considered. Quantitatively, they 
~ere not apparent. Qualitatively, the people who dealt with 

the youngsters, espeCially the judges and probation officers, 
claimed that the DOC youth were thought to be generally more 
incorrigible than the UDrS youth. Within UDrS, the puta

tively most difficult or dangerous cases were s~t first to 

residential Placements. The selection bias favored community_ 
based progr~s and specifically the at-home services. But 

the comparisons showed differences favoring the residential 
out-of-town interVentions Over either the at-home or group

home cOmmunitY-based services. The differences were statis
tically significant and large enough to be of SUbstantive 
interest. 

The best of all results were not shown by DOC h 
, owever, but by some of the UDrS residential services. The consensus 

of Observers was that the ~rs residential services were 

more humane and less punitive than the traditional institu_ 
tions; in this sense, the analyses do not support simple 

punitiveness as a basis for the resUlts. They do contradict 
the hypothesis that "less drastic" approaches are superior. 
Residential programs produced larger reductions in offenses 
even though the odds (in the form of selection bias) were 
loaded against them. 
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5. THE EFFECTS OF COURT INTERVENTIONS 

The Cook County Juvenile Court routinely uses two 
lesser interventions--supervision and probation--in the 

earlier phases of a youth's delinquent career. This chapter 
examines their effectiveness when measured on the same 

recidivism criterion we have used to assess DOC and UDIS. 

The DOC and UDIS samples are not a good test of whether 

they work. Before running any analyses, it can be predicted 

that data drawn.from those samples will show negative results. 

This is guaranteed. If supervision or probation had worked, 

our DOC and UDIS subjects would not have gotten to DOC or 
UDIS. It is a classic circularity. 

But what about the much larger number of youth who 

never reach the more drastic interventions? This was among 

the most tantalizing questions raised by the original analy

ses of the suppression effect, and the work for this study 

set out to address it. The hypothesis that seemed most 

plausible was that we would find a Suppression effect at 

each level of intervention; that different youngsters have 
different thresholds of response, and that some would find 
supervision or probation to be enough t t . 

o r~gger observable 
reductions in subsequent delinquent activity. 
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To investigate the issue, we collecte4 arrest data for 

a birth cohort of all Chicago youth born in 1960 who had 

been arrested as juveniles at least once by the Chicago 

police. A random sample of 1482 members of this cohort was 

obtained, as described in Appendix A. Note that adult 

police records were not examined for this sample. Our data 

for the 1960 cohort sample capture only arrests that occurred 

prior to the seventeenth birthday and that were processed 

through the juvenile justice system. Subsequent plots 

should be interpreted with that limitation in mind. 

TECHNICAL NOTES 

The comparisons employ several plots that were prepared 

through a common procedure. These technical considerations 
should be noted. 

To facilitate the presentation, the body of the text 

contains plots of th~ arrest rate smoothed for seasonal 
trends, where the smoothed rate for time t is 

10 

when working in tenths of a year. See, for example, Chat

field (1975) for a discussion of this and other smoothing 
algorithms for removing seasonal trends. 

All incidence data displayed in the figures take subse

quent interventions into account. If the topic is the 

effects of supervision, subjects drop out of the sample at 

the point when they are put on probation (or sent directly 

from supervision to UDIS or DOC, as sometimes happened). The 

reason for deleting them is obvious: after entering a new 

intervention, subsequent behavior must be interpreted as 
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being in part a function of the effects of .the new interven

tion. Also, of course, the inhibiting effect of incarcera

tion on arrest rates must be considered. Imagine a plot of 

pre- and post-probation arrests for a program in which all 

probationers failed very quickly and were institutionalized. 

If the subsequent intervention were ignored, the program 

would look spectacularly successful. 

The procedures relating to sample size are analogous to 

those used in the analysis of maturation. When incidence of 

arrests preceding and following an intervention are being 

compared, sample sizes change steadily as subjects move from 

the "before" state to the "after" one. Note, as before, 

that the two samples have no overlap at anyone point. Also 

as before, the plot begins when sample size is at least 25, 

and stops when it falls below that number. 

In none of the plots is the trendline during the seven

teenth year an important factor in reaching an interpretation. 

We should note, however, that during 1977, all of the 

members of the sample "disappear" from consideration as they 

reach 17. By the end of the year, the sample size is zero. 

But birthdates, which were obtained in full for the DOC and 

aDIS samples, are incomplete in the cohort sample. This is 

not a crippling problem insofar as we are interested in 

aggregate estimates for the population, not individual 

histories. Births are uniformly distributed throughout the 

year, and we employed that assumption in estimating sample 

sizes. l During the first half of the year, the arrest rates 

estimated via this procedure are insensitive (plus or minus 

a few percentage points) even to gross deviations from a 

uniform birthdate distribution in the sample population. 

Sensitivity increases toward the end of the seventeenth 

year, however--small deviations can produce large swings in 

estimates. As a precaution, we stopped the calculations of 
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arrest incidence after the first half of the year, regardless 

of the estimated residual sample size at that point. 

Finally, it should be noted that the rates for the 

fifteenth and sixteenth years (1976-77) are increasingly 

understated by the available data. As an adolescent becomes 

older, an arrest is increasingly likely to be processed by 

the adult system, even before the seventeenth birthday 

occurs. Among the 150 members of the DOC and UDIS samples 

born in 1960 (and for whom adult data were obtained), a 

total of 143 arrests in 1977 had occurred before these 

subjects had reached their seventeenth birthday. Of these, 

the juvenile division recorded 113 (79.0 percent) and the 

adult division recorded 30 (21.0 percent). In addition, 46 

arrests that occurred in 1975 and 1976 were recorded in the 

adult records, not in the juvenile ones. And the counter

balancing type of error--arrests after 17 recorded in the 

juvenile records--was weaker. Of 147 arrests that occurred 

after the seventeenth birthday, only 10 (6.8 percent) had, 

mistakenly found their way into the juvenile records. To 

the extent that crossover of this sort occurs, some under

estimation of the real arrest rate must be assumed. 

DELINQUENTS IN GENERAL: THE OVERALL PATTERN 

SampZe: AZZ members of the 1960 cohort. 

~I)'e begin by examining the sample as a whole. Figure 

5.1 depicts the arrest incidence for all 1,482 subjects from 

1971 (when the boys were in their eleventh year) through the 

end of 1976. Along with the smoothed trend1ine, the actual 

arrest incidence per period is plotted through the first 
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It TIlay be added that the p10t takes incarcerahalf of 1977. 

tl.·on into account, but. l.'t makes no visible difference. Only 

With 33 subjects in the sample went to DOC, and 11 to UDIS. 

1 482 in the sample, the uncorrected trendline is nearly 

i~distingUiShable from the one presented in Figure 5.1. 

Arrests per 
100 subj ects 
per month 

20 , 

10 

71 

FIGURE S.l 

1500n 

800 

71 . 78 sample SlZes 

n 73 74 

Year 

Arrest Rates for the 1960 Birth Cohort 

75 76 77 

The feature of the plot that first attracts the atten

tion of an audience reared on maturation assumptions is the 

steady upward slope, continuing to the end of the observa

tions. Nor, beyond the end of the plotted trendline, is 

there any evidence that the curve fell during the seventeenth 

year. The evidence suggests the opposite. The number of 

juvenile arrests during the last five time segments of 1977 

were 66, 72, 68, 58, and 29 respectively--indicating a 

trendline continuing to climb, given plausible (or many 

implausible) estimates of the residual sample during those 
time periods. 

An important retrospective note about the discussion of 

maturation among chronic delinquents ill Chapter 3. The 

maturation phenomenon discussed in Chapter 3--constantly 
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upward until the point of intervention--is cdnsistent with 

the pre-17 activity of the cohort sample of aZZ delinquents. 

The plot raises several intriguing questions about when 

the maturation effect takes place, in the absence of inter

vention. We remain believers in the essential notion behind 

the maturation theory. Surely delinquency in the general 

population is something that is "grown out of," in part. 

But the reservations we have expressed earlier about the 

size and nature of that part in the chronic delinquent are 

compounded by the data in the random sample. The question, 

"Who grows out of what, when?" has yet to be examined 

skepticallY--for all delinquents, not just chronic ones. 

The random sample does considerably more than tell us 

the shape of the overall delinquency rate in the cohort over 

time. It also provides an overview of how the Cook County 

juvenile justice system dealt with the 1960 cohort of delin

quents. Where did our UDIS and DOC subjects fit into the 

larger context of interventions? The breakdown is as follows: 

o Of the 1,482 youth in the sample, 179 (12.1 percent) 

reached the stage of official court supervision. 
Of these, 127 went no further. 

o 109 youth were put on probation--7.4 percent of 

the sample. Of these, 46 had already been on 

supervision. Twenty-five of the 10.9 went on to 
DOC or UDIS. 

o Only 44 out of the 1,482--3.0 percent--reached DOC 
(33) or UDIS (11). 

From one perspective, these figures are reassuring. More 

than 70 percent of the youth put on supervision stopped and 
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went no further into the system; more than 77 percent of the 

youth put on probation stopped their somewhat deeper penetra

tion, and avoided DOC. But from another perspective, the 

figures add fodder to the complaints of those who criticize 
the system for leniency: 

o Of the 3,609 repeat arrests (i.e., not the first 

arrest), 2,551 (70.7) percent) were committed 

by youth who at that time still had not experi

enced an official sanction, of any sort. 

o More than half of the arrests--2,890, and 56.8 

percent--were of youth who would never encounter 
an official sanction. 

o Youth who eventually went to DOC or UDIS accounted 

for only 722 (14.2 percent) of the total offenses 
in the sample. 

These statistics do not address the justice or the 

wisdom of the system, nor do we have any others that do 

address them. These statistics do not even address the 

effectiveness of the relative levels of court action. That 

is the topic next up for discussion. But they do serve as 

an antidote to the common image of delinquents defiantly 

committing new offenses in the face of sanctions. More than 

two out of three repeat arrests occurred before any sanction 
whatsoever had been imposed. 
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THE EFFECTS OF SUPERVISION, 

Subsamp Ze: A Z Z :71embers of the cohort samp Ze who ever reached 
the point of supervision. 

Like many juvenile courts, the Cook County Juvenile 

Court may take action without reaching a finding of delin

quency. IISupervision" is the label for that lesser step. 

Supervision may entail a probation officer or other loose 

constraints. But in general, the intensity and degree of 

intervention associated with supervision are said to be less 

than those represented by probation. And, there is a differ

ence in putative labeling. A youth put on supervision has 
not legally been declared a delinquent. 

Of the 1,482 members of the 1960 cohort sample, 179 had 

been put on supervision. We begin the investigation of its 

effects by using the same approach taken toward maturation 

in Chapter 3. We compare arrest incidence among these 179 

youth before supervision and after, plotted against age. 

The procedure (parallel with that described in Chapter 3) is 

to attach an identifier to each arrest: did it occur after 

or before the date of supervision? If it occurred lIafter,1I 

did it Occur before the youth entered a subsequent interven

tion (probation or DOC/UDIS)? The denominator of the algorithm 
consists of sample size during the time period. For the 

"before
ll 

period, it consists simply of all youth who had not 

yet been put under supervision. For the lIafter" computation, 

it consists of all youth had already been put under super

vision by that date and who had not yet passed on to another 
intervention. 

The results are shown in Figure 5.2. They indicate 

that, for practical purposes, the trendlines are identical 
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so By the sixteenth year, a gap does until the last year or . , , 

exist--youth who had not yet been put under supervlslon were 

committing off~nses at a rate of 18.8 arrests per hundred 

'd estimate), while those per month (using a smoothed incl ence , , 

d reached supervision were at an lnc',dence who had alrea y '~ 

f 14 2 But the reduction is only .245, and l~S level 0 •• 

significance is untested. 

Tests of statistlca • . 1 s;gnificance are hard to corne by. 

for the DOC and UDIS samples, the Repeating the procedure used 

ld Ot only be "not significant;1I there would difference wou n 

, t all That is, the procedure used for be no dlfference a . 

UDIS before/after results employed a analyzing the DOC and 

encompassed an entire year's history baseline measure that 
, t' As a visual inspection of the plot prior to lnterven lone 

reduction in the last few months could will indicate, the t 
procedure, if the pre intervention ra e not tolerate a parallel 

is computed from anything except the incidence in the last 
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few months prior to intervention, the analy~is yields an 

estimate of exacerbation, not suppression, of delinquent 

activity following the imposition of supervision. 

The principal alternative approach is a BOX-Jenkins 

time-series model. Resources to conduct such analyses are 

being sought. They ~ill have to employ some weighting 

scheme, however, to accommodate the recurring problem of 

regression artifacts. In the case of supervision (and, 

subsequently, of probation), the problem seems much more 

acute than it did in the case of DOC or UDIS. 

Remember the discussion of the analogous plot of arrest 

incidence against age (Chapter 3). One of the virtues of 

the plot was the degree to which the bunching effects of 

selection were minimized. But, as a means of further reduc

ing the residual contamination by selection effects, an 

additional plot was displayed in which the IIbefore li segment 

included only subjects who were at least half a year from 

intervention. The procedure was found to make very little 

difference--arrest incidence still climbed steeply and 
stead.ily with age. 

We can employ the same procedure to examine the degree 

to which the arrest trends "before" and "after" supervision 

are sensitive to the delinquents' beha.vior immediately prior 

to the court's action. The results are shown in Figure 5.3. 

This time, the procedure alters the picture substan

tially. Whereas the youngster who went to DOC typically had 

a long, sustained history of arrests, supervision (which 

occurs much earlier in the career) did tend to be preceded 

by a "burst" of arrests. The deletion of the arrest record 

for the six months immediately preceding supervision lowers 

the trendline drastically--so drastically, that the post-
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FIGURE 5.3 .. 
}-rrest Rates Before and After Superv~s~on3 Ignoring the Six Months 
ImmediateZy Preceding Supervision 

supervision record is markedly worse than the pre
supervision record. 

Whether one wishes to argue the case that supervision 

really makes matters worse depends largely on one's judgment 

about the meaning of the arrests in the six months preceding 

an intervention. If one is inclined to discount them as a 

selection artifact, then supervision can indeed be seen as a 

"mistake." Either leave the delinquent alone, or do some

thing that will have an effect. If instead it is accepted 

that the court acts because arrest rates are genuinely 

increasing, then the easiest case to sustain is that super

vision makes very little difference one way or the other. 
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THE EFFECTS OF PROBATION. 

Subsample: All members of the cohort sample who eVer reached 
the point of probation. 

Probation is th~ next step up the ladder of interven

tions. The youth is legally adjudicated delinquent. .He is 

put on a probation officer's caseload, and some sort of 

program is established (only on paper, sometimes) whereby 

the youth will be able to demonstrate his fitness to be 
discharged from probation. 

Of the 1,482 youth in the sample, 109 were eventually 

placed on probation. We Use parallel procedures. to plot 

their arrest incidence before and after probation, as shown 

in Figure 5.4. This time, We include the trendline produced 

by OUr six-month deletion procedure in the same plot with 
the "pure" pre intervention trendline. 

Arrests per 
100 sUbjects 
per month 
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A'Test Rates Before and After Probation, With and Without Inc~uding the 
Six Months Immediately Preceding Probation 
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. :1 As Figure 5.4 indicates, probation fare~ even worse 

than supervision in producing a reduction in arrests. 

Arrest incidence was always higher for post-probation youth 

than for their counterparts of the same age who had not yet 

reached probation. And, once again, the discrepancy between 

the "before" and "after" rates is substantially increased 

when the six months prior to intervention are ignored. As 

in the case of supervision, much of the delinquent activity 

that led to intervention was bunched into the half year 
preceding the court's action. 

We repeat our cautions about jumping to the conclusion 

that the court's action actually caused an increase in 

offense rate. The nature of th~ time-series makes it quite 

possible that the pre intervention and postintervention 

trends are part of the same overall pattern. Resources are 

being sought to investigate this issue through the appropriate 
Box-Jenkins analysis. 

A REPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS FOR DCC/UDIS YOUTH 

Subsample: All subjects ~n the DOC and UDIS samples Who 
were born in 1960. 

It is instructive to replicate the above analyses for 

the DOC/UDIS case. Using the same procedures, the same 

axes, and the same scale as before, we picked out the 1960 

birth cohort from among the overall DOC and UDIS samples. 

Given that the youth born in 1960 behaved like the ones born 

in 1958 or 1959, and given the plot of arrests against age 

in Chapter 3, the results can be predicted. They are shown 
in Figure 5.5. 
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The contrast with the preceding plots dealing with 

supervision and probation is striking because of the identical 

methods used to prepare them. It should be noted that the 

results look the same if only the DOC/UDIS youth in the 

cohort sample itself (44 in all) are used. 
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SUMMARY 

Rationales for minimal intervention have often held 

that low-level interventions such as supervision and pro

bation do very little good, and may only make matters worse. 

The findings of this study strongly support that view. The 

problem, of course, is that the rationales for minimal in

tervention also hold that the worst, most counterproductive 

intervention of all is institutionalization, a proposition 

that is directly contradicted by the findings of this 
study. 

The examination of the 1960 birth cohort is also note

worthy in its failure to produce evidence that the general 

population of delinquents responds differently to interven

tion than the special population of chronic delinquents. 

The expectation taken into the analysis was that each level 

of intervention would produce its own version of the suppression 

effect, as subgroups of delinquents encountered the thresh-

old at which they decided the game was not worth the candle. 

This phenomenon may have been operating at a micro level, 

but not in a manner that was recognizable over the samples 

of youth who underwent supervision and/or probation. 
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AFTERWORD 

This is the usual place for the "Conclusions and Recom

mendations
ll 

chapter. We have none. Resources grew scarce, 

and the analysis came first. Nor are the conclusions ones 

that can be jotted down in a few hours. No easy policy 

prescriptions fallout of the data, least of all panaceas 
based on IIlock 'em up. II 

The data do point unequivocally, we believe, to this: 

the grounds for debate about juvenile correc·tions must be 

shifted. The rhetoric that has guided national legislation 

and the policies of the Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention is based on the premise that correc

tions "only makes kids worse. II That premise mayor may not 

be true on some dimensions. No one really knows. But in 

terms of delinquent behavior, corrections does not make kids 

worse. It makes them better. Much better, from the point 

of view of the community that must live with them. 

In choosing among correctional alternatives, the re

flexive assumption that "less drastic is better" needs 

rethinking. As measured against the recidivism criterion, 

community-based alternatives were inferior to out-of-town 

ones. Alternatives that left the youth at home were inferior 
to residential ones. 

Punitiveness as such is not the point. UDIS residential 
programs that were much less forbidding than some of the DOC 
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institutions did as well or better on the repidivism measures. 

Effective juvenile corrections need not be harsh or prolonged. 

On the contrary, that juvenile corrections can be of 

benefit to the community does not require that we abandon 

the delinquents. That notion has been one of the obstacles 

to a square look at the problem posed by the chronic delin

quent. We have persistently characterized policies as being 

"forI! or "against" youth, then assessed the recidivism 

effects on a separate dimension. It is a false polarization 

of choices. Perhaps the major lesson of a program like UDIS 

is that the two types of benefit--for the youth and for the 

community--can be reconciled. Federal policy over the past 

decade has worked steadily to implement half of the lesson, 

that what is good for the youth is not necessarily bad for 

the community. Perhaps now we can turn to the other half-

that what is good for the community is not necessarily bad 
for the youth. 

A final, more general thought about the program of the 

National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention: 

Once it became clear that our findings were putting the 

study well outside the mainstream of thought on juvenile 

corrections, it became of major concern to determine whether 

our data conflicted with the true state of knowledge. 

It was only when we set out to examine what is known 

that the full disarray in the conventional wisdom became 

apparent. It is riddled with myths--about the role of 

maturation, about the inability of corrections to reduce 

offenses, about the virtues of less drastic interventions . 

On each of these topics, real, interpretable data are vir
tually nonexistent. 
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The literature on the correctional process is large. 

The literature on the psychology and sociology of delinquency 

is enormous. The literature on absolute measures of correc-' 

tional outcomes is adequate. But all of these are circuitous 

approaches to the policy issue arguably of most immediate 

interest to the public: how to reduce the number of serious 

offenses committed by juveniles. Our experience suggests 

that the hard questions have yet to be asked. Basic behavioral 

analyses of what delinquents do--not think, not say, but 

do--over the course of their careers, under varying social 

controls and interventions, have yet to be conducted. 
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APPENDIX A. 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

The original evaluation of UDIS was conducted from 
April 1976 through September 1977, under contract to the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission. The American Institutes 
for Research was the prime contractor. W. V. Rouse & Company, 
a division of Barton-Aschman Associates, was a subcontractor. 
The subsequent research reported in this volume was supported 
by a grant from the National Institute for Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention to the American Institutes for 
Research, and was conducted from February 1978 through March 
1979. 

STAFF 

Charles A. Murray was Project Director and Principal 
Investigator for both segments of the work. Cindy B. Israel 
was Assistant Project Director for both segments, until her 
departure from AIR in September 1978. Douglas Thomson, then 
of W. V. Rouse & Company, now associated with the University 
of Illinois at Chicago Circle, directed the on-site work 
during the UDIS evaluation and conducted an analysis of 
relevant correctional literature for the follow-on study. 
Louis A. Cox, Jr., joined the project in the fall of 1978 
and is coauthor of the present report. Sidney Buster of w. V. 
Rouse participated in both segments of the research and 
directed the on-site team during the follow on. 

A large supporting group participated at points through
out the project. Additional support during the data collection 
phase of the original evaluation was provided by Blair 
Bourque, Ingrid Heinsohn, and Shirley Hines of AIR, and 
students affiliated with the Northwestern University Center 
for Urban Affairs. Kathe Serikaku and Susan Adams of 
Northwestern University jointly supervised the interviews 
with the UDIS clients. During the follow on, preparation of 
the data files was conducted by Nancy Cox, Jeanna, Faucett, 
Helen MacKenzie, and Pamela Belluomini. 

Wesley Snyder and Paul Fingerman of AIR participated in 
the design of the original evaluation. Fingerman and 
Tetsuro Motoyama also provided support in the quantitative 
data analysis for the follow on. Joan M. Flood and Mary 
Martin prepared the final report. 
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GENERAL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

For questions relating to the evaluation of UDIS as a 
specific program in a specific context, a case study approach 
was employed. Extensive interviews were conducted with the 
staff of UDIS and members of the agencies with which it 
dealt; reports and memoranda, case files, and operating pro
cedures were collected and reviewed. These were ~ubjected to 
a qualitative review. Sometimes we went as far as to assign 
frequencies to responses--"17 of the 35 vendors reported 
that ... "--but no analytic statistics were used. 

For questions relating to the impact of the program, we 
sought as rigorous a design as the situation would permit. 
The basic design was 

Experimental Group: 

Comparison Group 1: 

Comparison Group 2: 

°1 (Xu 0 2)03 

°4(XD10 S)06 

°7(XD 20S)Og 

where the "0'SIl represent observation periods, X represents 
u 

the UDIS intervention, XD1 represents the DOC (Department of 

Corrections) intervention prior to the advent of UDIS, and 

XD2 represents the DOC intervention during the same time 

period that UDIS was observed. The bracketed (XO) combina
tions denote that during-program observations of the dependent 
variables were included. 

The purpose of observing a sample of youth who went to 
DOC before the establishment of UDIS was to protect against 
the possibility of false-positive results for UDIS. We anti
cipated that judges would send the borderline cases to UDIS 
and continue to send the hard-core, most intractable delin
quents to DOC. Results favorable to UDIS could be inter
preted as an artifact of selection. In that event, we 
planned to try to identify the set of pre-UDIS commitments 
who were borderline--analogues to the youth who were sent 
to UDIS when that opportunity opened up--and use them as an 
additional comparison group. As it turned out, the procedure 
was superfluous on two counts. The data did not convince us 
that judges effectively discriminated between borderline 
and hard-core cases, and UDIS did not excel the record of 
DOC on,the ~ecidivism measures. The design that was actually 
operatlonallzed WgS the more straightforward one, 
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Experimental Group: 

Comparison Group 2: 

THE SAMPLES 

DOC and UDIS Samples 

The original UDIS evaluation worked with samples from 
each population (UDIS, DOC, and the Pre-UDIS Baseline). The 
follow-on work is based on the entire population of maZes 
with a Chicago address who entered DOC or UDIS from 1 October 
1974 through 30 June 1976. A youth was excluded from the 
analysis only if data on one of the three key topics (court 
history, police record, correctional history) could not be 
obtained, if contradictions existed, or if the record 
appeared to be incomplete. For police records, we assumed 
that a record was incomplete if the total number of arrests 
was three or fewer and none occurred within six months of 
intervention. Intervention histories were considered incom
plete if a month or more of the in-program history could not 
be accounted for. Court records were considered incomplete 
if one or more dispositions could not be found for petitions 
that were known to have been filed. 
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Sample attrition was as follows: 

UDIS DOC 

Total population 325 421 
Deaths 4 1 
Incomplete intervention data 9 11 
Incomplete court data 6 13 
Incomplete police data 19 17 
Contradictions, ambiquities 7 1 

Number with complete data 280 378 
DOC to UDIS combination 12 
Not released as of 2/28/78 11 49 
Net recidivism samples 269 317 

The effects of the missing delinquents--those not re
leased by the end of the observation period--are discussed 
in Chapter 2. 

The 1960 Birth Cohort Sample 

The random sample of the general delinquent population 
was chosen from among all boys with a Chicago address born 
in 1960 who were arrested at least once by the Chicago 
police before their seventeenth birthday. The sample was 
drawn from the files of the Youth Division of the Chicago 
Police Department, where all juvenile arrest records are 
maintained. Four cards were drawn from each drawer. The 
police employee who assisted us in selecting the sample 
started at the beginning of the drawer, and took the first 
subject who met the birth and residence criteria. She then 
repeat7d the procedure three times for each drawer, flipping 
approx~mately one fourth of·the cards to a new starting 
point for each repetition. A total of 1,515 cards were 
drawn. Of these, 33 were deleted: 9 because of ambiquities 
in the police data and 24 because the police data indicated 
that the youth had been sent to court, but no court record 
existed. The deletion of the 24 cases with missing court 
data presumably has led to a slight understatement of the 
proportion of juvenile arrestees who are referred to court. 
But police and court sources indicated that to assume all 17 
without a court history actually appeared in court could 
introduce greater error than deleting them; hence the pro
cedure that was adopted. 
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ARCHIVAL DATA COLLECTION 

Archival data were collected from four major sources: 
UDIS, the Illinois Department of Corrections, the Chicago 
Police Department, and Cook County. 

Data Sources 

UDIS. For the evaluation sample, information was ob
tained that described both UDIS operations and the individual 
clients. ·We reviewed samples of internal communications 
(~ntra-·office memoranda and minutes of staff meetings) , 
m~nutes of the Juvenile Justice Policy Board meetings, bud
getary materials, and statistical data from the Tracking 
system operation by the Northwestern University Center for 
urbar: Affairs. For each youth in ·the evaluation sample, we 
exam~ned all of the materials contained in the case files. 
These included: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

UDIS Facesheet: background information on living 
arrangements, family, school, employment, and court 
history. 

Probation Officer's Referral Form: background in
formation on the youth. 

UDIS Assessment: psychosocial analysis of the 
youth's situation and a recommended treatment plan, 
performed by social workers and psychologists under 
contract to the UDIS program. 

Social Investigation: descriptive assessment pre
pared by the Probation Officer of the youth's back
ground, family life, school situation, peer 
associations, psychological problems, and police 
contacts. Reports were based on discussions with 
the youth, his family, s~hool authorities, and any 
agencies involved in the case. 

Summary Progress Reports: periodic updates of the 
Social Investigation. 

UDIS Performance Contract: document completed by 
the Case Manager, the youth, and his parents at 
the time of program entrance. It stipulates the 
performance goals to be fulfilled by the youth and 
UDIS during the program . 

Youth Evaluation Sheet: .monthly reports discussing 
the youth's progress in each program. The reports 
are completed by the servicing agency. 
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o Unusual Incident Report: description of any 
"unusual incident" (police contact, disruptive 
behavior, runaway) that occurs while the youth is 
in a placement. 

For the follow-on UDIS samples, we were primarily con
cerned with the placement histories while in UDIS. Two 
sources were used: the computerized data base maintained by 
the Northwestern University Center for Urban Affairs and the 
fiscal records kept by the business manager of UDIS. Both 
sources provided specific dates of entrance into and exit 
from UDIS and each individual placement. 

Information on UDIS costs were based on aggregate figures. 
These data were collected from the invoices submitted to UDIS 
by each service agency, and from overall budget figures com
piled by the DOC financial office. 

DOC. Our data collection efforts at the Department of 
Corrections paralleled those at UDIS. 

The archival data were collected at the Juvenile Division 
headquarters in St. Charles, Illinois. They included DOC 
institutional program descriptions, policy statements, summary 
statistics on juvenile commitments, authorized and unauth
orized absences, and financial data. Weekly population sum
maries were obtained for the period 1 January 1973 through 
31 December 1976. 

Information on individuals was drawn from two main sources 
at the Juvenile Division's main record office: swnmary record 
cards and case files. The summary cards provided background 
information (race, sex, age, county), identification numbers 
(which allowed us to access the numerically coded files), and 
the institutional movement histories of youth. These were 
examined for the follow-on sample. The case files contained 
several documents which provided more specific data on each 
youth, collected for the evaluation sample only: 

o DOC Facesheet: background information on the 
youth's living arrangements, family, school, police 
contacts, and court appearances. 

o Social Investigation: descriptive assessment pre
pared by the Cook County probation department of 
the youth's home and school situation, peer associa
tions, Psychological problems, and delinquent 
activities. 
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o Social History: descriptive assessment of the 
youth's background prepared by the Department of 
Corrections case workers • 

o Psychological or Psychiatric Evaluation: psycholog
ical workup, diagnosis and recommendations prepared 
by the DOC staff psychiatrist or psychologist. 

o Health Evaluation: results of medical and dental 
examinations. 

o Test Scores: results of an electroencephalogram, 
IQ, and Stanford Achivement tests. 

o Progress Reports: assessments of the youth's 
progress during commitment prepared by the correc
tional staff. 

Additional materials were found in several of the files. 
These included court clinicals, school records, and reports 
from social service agencies. 

The adult files of DOC were also reviewed to document 
cornmi trnents to the Adult Division for our sample you.th. 

Chioago PoZioe Department. The records of the juvenile 
and' adult divisions of the Chicago Police Department served 
as the source for police contact data. 

The juvenile records were comprised of juvenile record 
summary cards and numbered files containing arrest and com
munity adjustment reports. The juvenile record summary cards 
listed the youth's name, birthdate, and address; the Youth 
Division Identification Number; and the date, type, and dis
position for each offense for which the youth was apprehended. 
The arrest and community adjustment reports found in the files 
providea~a narrative of each offense, including details about 
victims, monetary value of property stolen or destroyed, 
premises entered, and people participating in the incident. 

We also obtained access to individual arrest reports for 
all sample youth who were apprehended and treated as adults 
by the Chicago Police Department. The adult arrest reports 
were similar to those filed by the juvenile division, provid
ing the youth's name, birthdate, address, and a description 
of the offense. 

One important limitation should be noted. When a youth 
reaches 17, it is the policy of the Chicago Police Department 
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to destroy the individual arrest narratives and retain only 
the summary card. Since virtually all of the subjects had 
long since reached 17 by the time that the follow-on police 
data \vere collected, the information required to determine 
seriousness scores was thus often unavailable. We have not 
attempted to present analyses of seriousness based on the 
partial data we did obtain. For results obtained from the 
evaluation sample (collected more than a year earlier, when 
a much higher proportion of the narrative data still existed), 
see pp. 140-145 of the original evaluation. 

Cook County Juvenile Court. 
complete juvenile court histories 
on each position included date of 
and nature of the disposition. 

For the follow-on sample, 
were obtained. Data obtained 
filing, date of disposition, 

It may be added that these data turned out to be extra
ordinarly difficult to obtain. The court personnel were most 
cooperative, but the information had to be pieced together 
from handwritten logs and individual court records (filed by 
number, not by name). Gaps in these data account for most 
of the attrition in the sample, as indicated in the discus
sion above. 

ANALYTIC ISSUES 

Most of the analytic issues are discussed at the appro
priate point in the report. 

Reliance on the Records of Official Delinquency 

The analysis of recidivism is based wholly on police 
~ecords. Th7 questio~ often :aised is whether offiCially 
recorded dellnquency lS a valld measure of recidivism. 
These points are pertinent to the analyses in this report. 

The Relationship between OfficiaZ and Real Levels' of 
DeZinquent Activity. The most commonly cited defect of 
Official data is that only a fraction of offenses result in 
appr~hension and, among juveniles, only a portion of appre
henslons reach the stage of documentation in police records-
a problem that clearly applies to this study. The reader 
should in all cases remember that the raw numbers of arrests 
reflect the offensive activity that has surfaced, not the 
whole story of the delinquent behavior in which these young
sters have engaged. 
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What multiplier should be applied? One· well-known study 
(Williams and Gold, 1972) found that among boys with a police 
contact, less than three percent of all arrestable acts had 
actua.lly resulted in arrest, implying a multiplier as high as 
33 times the official arrest record. But that proportion was 
based on a very wide range of offenses, including minor ones, 
for a general population of YC~lth. Presumably the major 
offenses such as r00bery, assault, and burglary that make up 
the records of the offenders in this study are somewhat more 
likely to be apprehended than les~er offenses, and certainly 
more likely to lead to official documentation when they are 
apprehended. In Chapter 11, evidence from victimization 
studies and from clearance statistics are used to establish 
a range of apprehens~on rates, without regard to the age of 
the offender. The probable range is estimated to be 10 to 
20 percent. 

The inability to estimate real levels of offensive 
activity is a serious obstacle in assessing costs and bene
fits. A relatively small number of arrests among program 
participants may represent a much greater level of real de
linquent activity. The degree of these "hidden costs," if 
known, could decisively affect the conclusions. 

On the issue of comparative impact of DOC and UDIS, 
howevc~, the partial count represented by the police .records 
presents more manageable problems. DOC and UDIS youth in 
the samples came from the same parts of town, with comparable 
backgrounds. There is no reason to believe that the police 
were more likely to apprehend one popUlation than another. 
It is plausible that the apprehensions taken over the groups 
as wholes reflect comparable sampling distributions of real 
offenses and that differences between the two groups can 
therefore be treated as reflective of differences in real 
levels of offensive actlvity. 

Similarly, we find no persuasive reason to believe 
that the before-after comparison are contaminated by re
liance on official records. If arrests drop, the most par
simonious conclusion is that real offensive activity has 
dropped. The alternative explanation--that arrests drop 
because large numbers of the youngsters are getting smarter 
and are therefore caught less often--requires an elaborate 
set of assumptions about the way delinquents come to commit 
delinquent acts, about the proportion of budding professional 
criminal craftsmen in the population, and about the learning 
process. We did not find patterns in the data which would 
be consistent with these assumptions. We found other pat
terns, especially in the patterns of time between offenses 
that are not consistent with the getting-smarter hypothesis. 
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In passing, it can be noted that before~after comparisons 
Using police data have more face validity than a similar 
comparison using self-report data. The data collectors were 
blinded as to the timing of the offense relative to the 
program intervention, and no problems of memory distorted 
accounts of offenses that occurred many months or years 
before the data Were collected. In contrast, a self-reporting 
youth would have problems with memory in reconstructing his 
his preintervention career. He would also have incentives 
to make the before-after comparison of offensive activity 
fit whatever points he might wish to make about the benefits 
or harm done to him by the intervention. 

The Relationship of Police AZlegations to Actual 
Behaviol'. This study ignores whether the YOllth was found by 
a court to have committed the offense fo!. which he was 
arrested. To what extent might the date be inflated with 
instances in which the youth was innocent? 

In this, then police narratives a.vai.lable during the 
original evaluation indicate that, at l'.st from the statis
tical viewpoint, the problem of unwarrdnted arrests is not 
likely to have influenced the analysis. In most cases, the 
apprehension occurred in the act, Where the chance of mistake 
was minimal. In the remaining cases, the collateral evidence 
tended to be strong; for example, eyeWitnesses who knew the 
youth by name, or stolen property that was found in the 
youth's possession within a few hours of the offense. There 
was the occasional police account that lacked specific doc
umentable evidence that the allegation had a strong founda
tion, but the number of these was statistically trivial. 
Short of ass~ing that the arresting officers were making 
up facts on a wholesale basis, the relationship of the 
allegations to actual behavior appeared to be close. 

Treatment of Selection Bias in the Comparison Groups 

The question of sample bias in the analysis of recidivism 
is inescapable because of two extremely ~portant factors. 
First, 33 of the highest-risk UDIS referrals--equal to 
18.6 percent of the subjects Who had exited from UDIS--were 
unavoidably skimmed off the top of the UDIS sample. These 
were the boys who got into sUfficient trouble while they 
were in UDIS to be te~inated directly into DOC. Virtually 
without exception, the trouble consisted of frequent arrests 
or an arrest for a serious offense, but they have no "after 
UDIS" record at all, and hence could not be part of a 
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recidivism analysis. * This selection bias alone stacks the 
odds substantial y J.n ~ I . UDIS's favor, and i~ is intractable to correction. 

The second factor is that judges understandably tried 
to send the most dangerous delinqu~nts ~o DOC and put safer J.'n UDIS A systematic selectJ.on bJ.as was at work that 
ones. , IS' f' 'f J'udges must be presumed to have worked J.n UD s .avor,J. , 
had a better than random chance record of J.dent~fYJ.n~ 
"propensity to recidivate." Both points are raJ.sed J.n the 
discussion of the comparative results of UDIS and DOC. 

*They were of course excluded from the DOC sample as well 
because of the confounding effect of the prior UDIS 
experience. 
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APPENDIX B. 

UDIS OPERATIONS AND SERVICES 

Originally funded by the Illinois Law Enforcement Com
mission, UDIS began operations in October 1974 as a demon
stration project designed to perform two primary functions. 

First, UDIS was to take as its client the juvenile 
who had gotten into trouble with the law often enough, or 
for offenses so severe, that he would otherwise have been 
consigned td one of Illinois' seven correctional institutions 
for youth. UDIS was to embody the proposition that deinsti
tutionalization could be extended to the chronic, serious 
delinquent; that it need not be limited to first-time 
offenders, to misdemeanants, or to status offenders. UDIS was 
to be an alternative to incarceration. 

The second function of UDIS was to unify resources, as 
its name implied. In Chicago as in other large areas, the 
human skills and physical facilities for dealing with youth 
have been scattered among private agencies, public agencies, 
store-front operations, church-sponsored groups, school
related institutions, and other decent~alized, uncoordinated 
groups. UDIS was to be a central point at which youth and 
resource could be brought together. 

UDIS brought to these tasks an internally consistent set 
of principles about juvenile corrections, all of which were 
argued to represent a less repressive, more supportive 
approach to correctional intervention than does 
institutionalization. 

"The least drastic alternative principle" was to be the 
centerpiece of the UDIS approach: Given a choice, UDIS 
would put the youth in the environment least unlike his nor
malone. Keeping the youth at horne was less drastic than 
taking him away from horne; providing services in the cornrnu
njty was less drastic than providing him with services lo
cated elsewhere; and letting the youth retain freedom of 
movement was less drastic than instituting compulsory 
controls. 

Next, the UDIS approach was to get the youth out of 
the juvenile justice system fast--within six months if pos
sible. Long-term care was not to be UDIS's style. The 
urgings of service providers that "just a few more weeks" 
in a program would produce the desired effects were to be 
resisted. 
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The third key principle of the UDIS approach was to be 
individualized progra~ing. Detailed work~ups on epc~ case 
were to be conducted, going beyond the soc~al and f~m~ly 
investigations that the courts or the welfare agenc~es had 
conducted. They were also to corne at the situation from a 
fresh perspective: to ascertain the strengths in the youth 
and the reinforcing elements in his environment, not,t~ cata
log deficiencies. Once this was done, the UDIS part~c~pant 
could get the programming he or she required. Progress would 
be monitored closely by a Case Manager with a relatively 
small caseload, and it would be possible to make changes 
quickly when indicated. 

The Mechanics of the Program 

A juvenile offender was said to be eligible,f~r UDIS 
if he had been adjudicated delinquent on two pet~t~ons or 
if he had committed a serious offense and, for either reason, 
was likely to be committed to DOC. Several directives to 
probation staff codified these criteria. The system was 
supposed to operate (and usually did) in the following manner. 

A Probation Officer (PO) confronted with a youngster 
who was a candidate for DOC decided whether, in his or her 
judgment, the offender could be maintained,in a noninstitu
tional setting through the network of serv~ces that UDIS 
could tap. If so, the PO got in touch with a UDIS Case Mana
ger who then decided whether the case was eligible. I~ UDIS 
indicated that it was, the PO requested referral to UDIS at 
the next court hearing. If the judge consented, the youth 
was referred to UDIS for a two-week period of assessment. A 
psychologist or social worker under contract to UDIS then 
interviewed the youth and prepared an assessment report. 

The Case Manager was responsible for developing a program 
plan jointly with the youth, his family, the PO, and service 
agencies. A "performance contract" was prepared stating what 
the youth agreed to do as his part (typical provisions were 
to Ilstay out of trouble," and "go to school") and what UDIS 
would provide as its part of the bargain. On the court 
date, the assessment and performance contract were presented 
to the judge who then decided whether to accept the plan, 
to direct UDIS to rework it, or to commit the youth to DOC. 

Once the judge pad accepted the proposed program, the 
youth was entered into the services that had been cho~en 
from among the roster of advocacy, alternative educat~on, 
family therapy, vocational training, wilderness stress pro
grams, group homes, and psychiatric services with which 
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UDIS maintained service contracts. Most· UDIS clients received 
services from more than one vendor. The services could be 
provided on an overlapping as well as on a sequential basis. 
Changes were decided upon by the Case Manager. 

A yout.h participating in the program remained techni
cally on probation, with continued participation in UDIS 
stipulated as a condition of that probation. The PO main
tained contact with the youth and his family, the Case Manager, 
and the vendors providing services to the youth. Vendors 
reported unusual incidents (for example, a police contact, 
injury, or felonious activity) to the Case Manager who 
reported them to the po. The vendor worker also included 
such incidents in the written monthly report on the youth. 

Each UDIS participant received an identification card 
documenting his status as a UDIS referral. If picked up by 
the police, a UDIS youth was supposed to show them the UDIS 
card, in hopes that the officer would get in touch with UDIS. 
At least one UDIS staff merr~er was on call 24 hours a day. 

Case Managers were not direct service workers but in
stead performed a number of coordinating functions. They 
brokered services by identifying appropriate resources, 
arranging for placements, and helping to establish objec
tives and expectations. They also monitored the youth's 
progress and the progress of the vendors working with him, 
and prepared reports on the results for the court. 

If there was a major unscheduled change of program or 
a serious problem, or if the youth was picked up by the 
police for a new offense, the case was usually brought back 
before the judge. If the judge determined that the youth 
had violate6 the conditions of his probation, the youngster 
could then be committed to DOC or, depending on the judge's 
decision, a new program might be developed. 

"Egress" was UDIS's term for successful completion of 
the program. If all went well, a youth was supposed to 
egress within six months. He could stay in the program 
longer if t~e Case Manager judged that the extra time was 
in the youth's best interest. But after six months the 
decision to maintain the youth in the program was ·to be sub
jected to increasing scrutiny by the case management 
supervisors. 

"Termination" was the word for failure. Termination 
could be associated with direct commitment to DOC. In 
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other cases, termination could occur when the UDIS staff 
decided that thei~ resources had been exhausted, or that 
the youth was chronically failing to participate in the 
chosen services. A youth who had been terminated but not 
committed ordinarily returned to his standard probation 
status. An egressed youth might or might not return to 
probation, depending on the circumstances. 

Staff Organization and History 

UDIC was a small organization with a s~mple structure. 
The central job was that of the Case Manager, each of whom 
looked after 25 to 30 cases. 

There were minor changes in the organizational structure 
of the UDIS office, but staff responsibilities remained 
generally stable. The basic administrative staff during the 
period of the evaluation included an executive director, a 
fiscal officer and an administrative assistant. The execu
tive director had responsibility for the overall administra
tion of the project. The fiscal officer maintained the 
financial records for the program and ensured that vendors 
were paid for services provided to the UDIS clients. The 
administrative assistant oversaw the office routine. 

Program staff included a program coordinator, two case 
management supervisors, two resource monitors, a court 
representative, and eight Case Managers. The program coordi
nator negotiated vendor contracts and assumed responsibility 
for the program staff. The case management supervisors 
d~~ected the Case Managers, monitoring progress of their 
c' )es and ensuring that the Case Managers were in close con
tact with their clients and service providers. Resource 
monitors had 'responsibility for making monthly on-site visits 
to all vendors to ensure that vendors were fulfulling con
tract stipulations. The court representative screened 
prospective UDIS clients and acted as a liaison with the 
judges and probationary personnel. 

Four support staff 80mpleted the UDIS roster, providing 
secretarial services to both the administrative and program 
staff. 

Service Resources 

The menu of vendor services available to UDIS Case 
Managers fell into six categories: advocacy, counseling, 
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, homes/foster care, rural pro-educational~vocat70nal, grou~hese placement types may be , 
grams, and ~ntens~ve c~re. , ranging from least drast~c 

o hI along- a cont~nuum "t 
arranged roug y , alternative. The f~t ~s no , 
alternative to most drast~c I' and educational/vocat~onal 

b t advocacy counse ~ng, "th 
perfect, u , • sistent with mainta~n~ng e 
services are generally ~on homes/foster care represent 
youngster in the comm~n~tYi fr~~~t mayor may not be linked 
a more controlled env~r~nmen d the rural and intensive care 
with the youth's commun~tY~dant'al with no community ties. programs are typically res~ en ~ 

, for UDIS youth was Audy Home, 
A seventh type of ~ett~n~ center UDIS referrals were 

Cook County's juvenile ~ettent~~n as a "piacernent," and Audy is ut there out of necess~ y, n , 
~herefore excluded from the analyses. 

h d ontracted with 110 vendors. 
Through mid-1977, ?~IS ~f ~ervices mentioned above and 

These included the prov~ ers It nts A complete list of 
individual assessors and cons~ ~uld·be larger yet. Con
resources that UDIS h~S t~PP~or: or hospitals nor for pro
tracts were not used or oc th n $500 of services. Table 
viders who billed for no more, as available as of July 1976, 
1.1 shows contract ve~dor ~e~~~~eservices once the program a typical representat~on 0 
was underway. 

Table 1.1 UDrs Service Contracts as of July 1976 

Vendor Number Placement Shots Median Charge 
Range Total Mean 

Advocacy 12 5-40 187 15.6 $58.64 per week 

Counseling 7 5-30 85+ 17.0 $25.00 per hour 

Educational/Vocational 9 5-30 60+ 12.0 $7.38 per hour 
$48.50 per week 
$226.34 per month 

Foster Care 4 5 10+ 5.0 $136.60 per week 

Group Homes 7 4-8 48 6.9 $36.60 per day 

Rural Programs 4 8-15 42 10.3 $33.00 per day 

Intensive Care 3 3-6 12 4.7 $36.35 per day 
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The following descriptions convey the nature of each of 
the six main categories of service. 

Advocacy 

"Advocacy" is a relatively recent concept in juvenile 
services. It refers to the role of representing the youth 
in his confrontation with the jUvenile justice system or 
any other of the institutions he might encounter. An 
analogy is often drawn between this role and that of the 
typical middle class parent whose child is first picked up 
by the police. The parent may be angry or may be supportive, 
but he or she will go to the police station, make the neces
sary commitments to the authorities, get a lawyer if the 
offense is a serious one, arrange for treatment services if 
indicated, and generally run the interference that keeps most 
middle class delinquents out of training schools. Advocacy 
services were intended to provide the UDrS youth with a 
person who could fill a similar role in dealing with the 
system. As of July 1976, UDIS had contracts with 12 advocacy agencies. 

Services focused on intensive contact, with youngsters 
and advocates spending from 10 to 25 hours a week together. 
Programs varied, but many provided athletic actiVities, 
trips, social functions, and peer group "rap" sessions. 
Almost all furnished weekly allowances for their clients. 

The categories of "advocacy" and "counseling" over
lapped, but important differences remained. While advocates 
sometimes provided counseling services, they attempted to do 
so outside of traditional counseling settings. They viewed 
themselves more as representatives for their charges--in the 
court, the police precinct, the school, and the family. As 
one advocacy director put it: "Advocates view themselves 
as 'Philadelphia lawyers,' helping kids to deal with the 
system and society and being their friends. Counseling is 
informal, done in the car or during half-time of a basketball game." 

The UDIS and advocacy philosophies were compatible: 
both acknowledged the role of their clients as victims as 
well as offenders--vic,tims of neglect, poor schools, peer 
pressures, and institutions of social control. To provide 
an advocate to represent and SUpport the youth was thus 
consistent with UDIS's youngster-against-the-world view. 
But there was also a highly pragmatic reason for the 
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importance of advocacy in the UOIS service r.os~er. ?OIS had 
to demonstrate first that it could offer more lntens1ve 
personal contact than a pro~ation off~cer could and, se70nd, 
that it could provide surve1l~ance wh1le the youth was~ln _ 
the community to protect publlc safety. ,The advocacy agen 
cies claimed to fill both of these funct10ns. 

Almost any 
setting outside 

youth who was not placed in a residential 
of the community was placed with an advocate. 

Often, this placement was 
or vocational program. 

Counseling Services 

combined with one in an educational 

Counseling services were intended tO,help the youth 
reconcile the conflicts in his life. Unllk~ the st7eet
oriented advocacy services that focused on 1nformat10n contact 
between the paraprofessional worker and the youth, ,the 1 

counseling services offered scheduled weekly or tW1ce-week~.y 
sessions with professional counselors. As of July 1976, 
UDIS had contracts with seven counseling agencies. 

Vendors typically provided three t¥pes of couns~ling: 
individual, family, and group. Counsel1ng style var1~d. 
with both the program and the worker. Some used tra~lt10nal 
psychoanalyt.ic techniques while others employed 7ec;tl1 ty 
therapy, parent effectiveness training~ or a pos1t1ve peer 
culture model. Family counseling seSS10ns offe

7
ed the you~h 

a structure for confrontation and intera~tion.w1th ~11.fam11y 
members in an attempt to remediate deterlorat1ng r~~a~10n
ships. The Near North Family Guidance Center ~pec1a~1~ed 
in p~oviding treatment to drug abusers and thelr fam1l1es. 

Referrals to counseling agencies were usually ma~e 
when a Case Manager felt th~t his cl~ent's conflic~s :~ the 
horne required professional 1nte7vent10~, that a cll~n~ s 
problems in social or psycholog1cal adJustment requlred a 
more therapeutic approach than an advocacy agency could offer. 

Educational/Vocational Training 

Academi~ Programs. With only a handful of exceptions, 
UDIS referrals had school problems. Truancy and poor school 
performance were nearly universal c;tmong the members of the 
sample, and a number of personal h1story folders also made 
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reference to learning handicaps or mental deficiencies. 
UOIS therefore from the beginning maintained 'contracts with 
academic services. In broad terms, these services fell 
under two headings: tutorial programs, which worked with 
s~udents on a on~-to-one or small-group basis, and alterna
t1ve schools, Wh1Ch provided a normal class structure with 
special Supplementary resources for problem youth. Both 
~ypes ~f.servi~es were designed ~o provide maximum learning 
1n a m1n1mum t1me--they had the UDIS youngsters for only a 
few,m~nth~ and were asked to compensate for years of academic 
def1c1enc1es., ~n addi~ion, both types of programs sought 
to foster POS1~lV~ att1t'udes toward learning that, it was 
hoped, would surV1ve the short-term intervention. As of 
July 1976, UOIS had contracts with three tutoring programs 
and One alternative school. 

Discussions with the Case Managers indicated that a 
youth was likely to be chosen for an educational service for 
one o~ four reasons. The first three consisted of special 
lear~lng needs: functional illiteracy, diagnosed learning 
hand1caps, or pronounced behavioral or motivational problems 
that prevented the youth from learning in a traditional 
school setting. The fpurth reason was the youth's own in
terest. If a youngster exhibited an interest in going back 
to school and the Case Manager felt ~hat the child's public 
school was not, an appropriate setting, a referral was made 
to one of the educational services. 

Tutorial services, while offering instruction in a full 
rang~ of academic s~bjects, emphasized the development of 
read1ng and math Sk11ls. Some programs were designed 
spe~ifically to prepare older students for the general 
equ1valency degree (GED) examination. Others played a 
more general ca~ch-up role, helping the youth raise his grade 
level to the p01nt that he could reenter the public school system. 

The chief advantage of the tutorial service was that it 
permitted a high degree of individualization: one-on-one 
and sma~l group inst7uction, periodic testing, individual 
counsel1ng, and flex1ble hours of attendance. Recreational 
and vocational activities were used as incentives and re
wards for,academic performance. 

The individualized nature of the academic programs also 
tended to produce a spillover function among program per
sonn~l= Staff members noted th~t although advocacy was not 
expllc1tly one of their functions, tutors Were sometimes 
asked to take their UDIS clients to the hospital pick them 
up at the police precincts, or represent them at'court hearings. 
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As Case Managers frequently pointed out, the tutorial 
service was for many of the UDrs youth their only opportunity 
for a positive learning experience, the extent of the child's 
learning problems often being such that individualized 
attention was the only way to break through barriers that 
had been built up over the years. The importance of this 
advantage of the tutorial programs was reflected in the 
proportions of UDrS referrals sent to them rather than to 
the alternative school. 

As of July 1976, only one alternative school (CAM 
Academy) maintained a contract with UDIS. The Academy pro
vided an ungraded yeqr-round program that allowed students 
to obtain high school diplomas in one to two years. Offer
ings were diverse, ranging from traditional courses in 
grammar and simple mathematics to projects in "self-awareness 
for the future" and "community portrait photography." The 
program promised to engage the youth in the educational 
process through informal relationships with staff. Inten
sive individual and. group counseling were said to be a cen
tral part of the alternative school program. There was a 
one-week counseling orientation period as well as frequent 
group counseling sessions during the school term. Program 
components included vocational workshops, GED evening 
classes, and a special educational curriculum for stUdents 
with severe reading difficulties. UDrs clients were consid
ered "special program students" by the Academy and did not 
have to meet the usual entrance requirements of graduation 
from elementary school or qualifying scores on admission 
tests. 

Vooational Training. Vocational programs were intended 
to prepare the older UDIS client for independent living by 
providing training and exposure to the world of work. The 
emphasis was on development of employable skills so that 
the UDIS youth who had egressed could realistically believe 
that the option of getting and holding a legitimate job was 
open to him. 

Some programs, or some cO.mponents wi thin prograrns, re
quired ·that the youth be over 16 years old or have completed 
the eighth grade. These restrictions, combined with the 
general preference of UDIS to return its youngsters to school 
whenever possible, meant that the youth referred to voca
tional programs was likely to be older than the average 
referral. Characteristically, the participant in a vocational 
program was a high school dropout who had expressed interest 
in learning a trade. 
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Four of the five vocational training programs accepted' 
both male and female clients. One--"PrettY'Girl," a modeling 
and self-improvement school--served only female clients. 
With that exception, the vocational training programs pro
vided structured courses in mechanical and industrial arts: 
welding, auto mechanics, machine and raw-material processing, 
and printing. Some participants received on-the-job train
ing with the Illinois Department of Vocational Resources and 
the Chicago Allia~ce of Businessmen. Vendors typically tried 
to locate appropr~ate placements for clients who successfully 
completed the training schedule. 

As in the educational programs, vocational training 
services tended to fill advocacy, counseling, and educa
tional functions as well. Three of the vendors offered 
individual or group counseling for their clients. Two of 
the programs provided academic tutoring and GED preparation. 

Group Homes/Foster Care 

The placement that we call "a controlled environment" 
was intended to provide structure and supervision away from 
family tensions, neighborhood haunts and delinquent peers, 
while still within Cook County. Three types of services 
fell within the controlled environment category: group homes, 
foster care, and a Transitional Living Program. 

Group Homes. Group homes were typically large, old 
houses with seven to nine adolescents in residence. Some of 
the ~om~s were overseen by a set of hduseparents, usually 
cons~st~ng of a young married couple. Others were staffed 
b~ ~ounsel07s who rotated shifts to,provide 24-house super
v~s~on. Whlle a few homes offered ~n-house structured daily 
activities, others remained primarily living quarters to 
outside agencies. All the houses placed counseling at the 
center of their programs. Many scheduled regular group and 
family counseling sessions, and had staff menmers trained 
in crisis counseling. Residents were enrolled in public 
and alternative high schools as well as GED and vocational 
training programs. Tutoring was to be provided by house 
staff when the need arose. 

Some of the residents held part-time and SUlTIffier jobs. 
Recreational opport~nities included memberships in community 
centers, the YMCA, and recreational programs held at high . 
school~, ~s well as field trips and special house occasions. 
The ma]Orlty of the program personnel interviewed indicated 
that advocacy was limited to representation in the court or 
with the police. 
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, d d to structure their programs 
The homes were lnten e f the youth to his family. 

around the eventual return 0 , 't the homes at any time. 
lly encouraged to V1Sl 

Parents were usu~ , iod youth often returned to 
After a brief orlentatlon,per d weekend visits. Despite 
their own homes for OVernlghtt~n group homes typically were 
their residentia~ character~ini!um security environment. 
very far from belng even a 

bid in a group home for one 
A youth was likely to e p a~~d e robation officer, or 

of several reason~: ,because ~hel~ce~e~tPoutside the home as 
state's attorney lnslsted ~nt ~DIS. because there were severe 
a precondition for referra d ~hild.'because parental in
conflicts between parenthan, 1 co~ditions made continued 
stability or deporable,p ~s7c~ble. or because negative peer 
residence in the horne 1~a,~7s in' the neighborhood indicated 
influences and gang actlvl,les 
a need to relocate the you~h. 

L ardis House, served the special 
One of the homes, Stf ~~~t for UDIS youngsters awaiting 

function of shelter ca~e ,acl 1 y su lemental petition. 
court hearings after plcklng up a pp dl to "cool off" 
y th were said to be placed at St. Leonar s 
u~~il suitable residential programs were found. 

Foster care provided a home-like reSld'?ednce 
Foster Care. ld t remain in his own home but 1 

for the youth who cou no rou home. The supervising 
not n~ed the s~ructure of th~e~ all foster parents and , 
agencleS recrult~d andhscr~e provide individual counsellng 
additionally traln~d t em 0 unction supported by weekly 
to their foster chlldren--~ ~ frequent family counseling ses-
visists of case workers an Y temporary with the youth 

, M t of the placements were , d 
Slons. os t his natural family or towar 
working toward a return 0 

independent living. 

. , (TLP) rrLP was an "emanci-
Transitiona~,L~v~ng programadoles;ent to move away from 

pation" program; lt ~l~o~ed t~e ce without completely discard
~is family ando~~warClt~n~~e~h:~ed an apartment with ~n 
lng adult supp :d d counseling for personal, academlc, and 
advocate who provl e b the community Advance-
vocational problems. Y~~~hw~~u~~nat~end group and individual 
rnent pr~gram (C~). th CAP offices where counselors were 
counSellng seSSlons at e, 24 hour basis 
available for crisis interventlon on a - . 
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Rural Programs 

The rural programs provided intensive programming away 
from the inner city environment where most UDIS referrals 
originated. Although the programs differed in structure and 
emphasis, all allowed the Chicago client exposure to a non
urban environment--often, the first exposure. As of July 
1976, UDIS had contracts with four rural programs. 

Two of the programs, Underway and Darrow Hall, offered 
time-lined wilderness experiences based on the Outward Bound 
model. A third, the vvork Camp, was an intensive vocational
educational program. Finally, Crossroads was a six-week 
program set in a combination of ~ural and city locations. 

The two wilderness programs were physically demanding. 
Youngsters were required to hike, climb, swim, canoe, and 
learn how to survive in the vlild. Each "brigade" included 
from eight to ten youth, and each program cycle lasted from 
four to six weeks. While both programs focused on experi
ential learning, the staff assumed a directive and supportive 
role, teaching specific wilderness skills and providing 
counseling on program experiences and problems at home. 

The Work Camp, developed specifically for the UDIS client 
and widely used until its closing in late 1976, required the 
youth to participate in basic vocational activities such as 
painting, construction, and food preparation, hoping that he 
would find work rewarding. The camp also had an alternative 
school program, preparing some youngsters for return to public 
schools in Chicago and others for the GED examination. 
Recreational opportunities included overnight camping, horse
back riding, swimming, and gymnastic activities. The typical 
stay at the Camp ranged from two to four months. 

The Crossroads program worked with groups of eight 
youngsters for a period of six weeks. The program was geared 
toward rural and city exploration. Clients experienced 
country life through hiking, camping, and talking with 
farmers. They re-explored the city through experiences 
ranging from museum visits to rap sessions with pimps. These 
experiences were accompanied by formal and informal counseling 
with emphasis on ways the youth could best survive in his own 
environment. The program also offered vocational and academic 
tutoring. 

Three of the programs provided follmV'-up services for 
their clients for the first fe'.V' weeks after their re·turn to 
the cornrnuni·ty. Al though advocacy was not a primary function 
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of any of the programs, a few staff assumed that role infor
mally by attending court hearings and speaking with Case 
Managers, Probation Officers, and families. 

First placements in rural settings were often at the 
insistence of the judge and not because of the UDIS assessment 
or the Case Manager's inclination. A first referral might 
have been made for one of several reasons: seriousness or 
length of the youth's offense record, conflicts or deleterious 
conditions in the home, delinquent peers, or gang activities 
in the neighborhood. Mid-program rural placements, on the 
other hand, frequently resulted from a supplemental petition 
or from the failure of the community-based placements to 
change the attitudes or actions of their clients. In these. 
cases, the rural program became the "least drastic alternative" 
by default (the remaining alternative being probably commit
men t to DOC). 

Intensive Care 

The residential intensive care facilities were designed 
to deal with the delinquent youth requiring psychiatric or 
psychological evaluation and treatment. Two types of facili
ties fell within the intensive care category: hospitals 
providing psychiatric services, and residential programs 
using a behavioral approach. UDIS had contracts with three 
residential programs as of July 1976 and purchased hospital 
services on an individual basis. 

Hospital services were designed to meet the specific 
needs of each youngster. The programs were usually super
vised by an attending psychiatrist and psychologists and 
social workers providing therapeutic support. Typically, 
a youth who was referred for care underwent a psychiatric 
work-up and evaluation. Individual and group counseling 
sessions were held on a regular basis. Hospital programs 
offered daily academic classes as well as tutoring for stu
dents who needed additional help. Recreational facilities 
were sometimes available on the hospital grounds. 

The Intensive Care Unit of the Illinois State Psychiatric 
Institute offered psychological services to its clients. 
It employed a social work approach rather than the tradi
tional psychiatric model used by the hospitals. 

Camelot and Arden Shores were less secure residential 
facilities offering therapeutic programs based on a behavioral 
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model. The Arden Shores treatment plan was'positive peer 
culture, emphasizing, in the words of its staff, "the concept 
of personal responsibility for a student's own behavior and 
concern for the welfare of his classmates." Formal group 
~ounseling sessions were held daily and parental group meet
~ngs w7re held once a wee~. ,The ~rogram offered daily special 
educat~on classes on the Jun~or h~gh and high school level 
as well as an assortment of treatment-oriented recreational activities. 

Youth who were conisdered to be "behaviorally dangerous" 
or who had severe emotional problems were likely to be re
ferred for in-patient psychiatric services. Sometimes a 
judge would stipulate that a youth with a long and'serious 
offense record be placed in an intensive care facility if he 
was to be a UDIS referral. Youngsters with behavioral prob
lems who required lo~ger-term care than the rural programs 
~ould of~er and who were likely to respqnd well to peer group 
~nteract~ons were referred to the Arden Shores program. 
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APPENDIX C. 

COSTS OF DOC AND UDIS 

f om the UDIS evaluation dealing Attached is a chapter r It is included to provide 
with the cost of UDIS and D?C. tlle relative merits of insti-., 1 bases for assesslng h add7tlon~. d deinstitutional alternatives. T e tutlo~allza~lo~ an that UDIS as a program and DOC as 
princlpal flndlngs.are in dollar costs. The at-home 
a program were eqU1Val~nt ~ensive than the residential 
services of UDIS were. eS~h:~ institutions. Predictably, 
ones, and less e~penslv~, than institutions in the form UDIS exacted a hlgher prlce 
of in~program offenses. 

. 't appeared in ' resented verbatlm, as 1 . 
The chapter 1S p S' that report was released, lt 

Murray, et al. ~19~8~t t ,~~~~ expenditures were overstated 
has been determ1ne h la t tal estimated monthly costs of a 
by $151,000. Thus t e, 0 . the chapter are too high by 
program cycle as conta1nedhln page 196 should be changed $69. The summary paragrap on 
from 

to 

. DOC s 4 8 percent less 
On a m~nth~~a~a~~~s.th~~~r a t;~icai program cycle, 
~~i~n!~~e7.0 percent less expensive than ~OC, be
cause it held its clients for a shorter tlme. 

, h DOC and UDIS were almost On a monthly bas1s, t en, than DOC 
identical-~UDIS was $3 per mon~gI~h::~eIl.9 perce~t 
Over a typl~al progrDamOCcY~;~~use it held its clients less expenSlve than , 
for a shorter time. 

;n the chapter are not affected by The conclusions .... 
this alteration. 
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11. The Relative Costs of UDIS and DOC 

The reductions in delinquent behavior that were 
produced by UDIS and DOC carne with a bill, in tax dollars 
and in.other, nonmonetary costs. This chapter examines 
the comparative magnitudes of those costs which could be counted. 

COSTS IN TAX DOLLARS 

Delinquency is expensive. Apart from the social 
costs that delinquent behavior may inflict on victims 
and the community, it Uses up a substantial number of 
tax dollars. Each time an offense committed by a juvenile 
is reported to the police the expenses begin, regardless 
of whether the offender is even caught. For any nontrivial 
report, the minimum cost is the time of a two-person car 
out of service during the call. If the offense is a major 
one, followup investigation may be conducted, with all of 
the detective's costs associated with that investigation. 
Then, whenever a delinquent is apprehended, a two-person 
team and a vehicle are taken out of service to transport 
the youth to the station and transfer him to detention or 
back horne. The Youth Officer, a detective, pursues the 
matter at the station, trying to call in the parents or 
guardian if it is an offense that will be referred to court. 
The paperwork involved in booking and writing up the police 
report takes the time of both sworn officers and clerical 
staff, at the precinct and then again at the Youth DiVision's 
central office at Police Headquarters. 

When the matter is referred to court, attorneys' time 
is taken up at both the States Attorney's and the Public 
Defender's offices. If the youth is detained, the cost of 
keeping him at Audy Horne must be added. Probation services 
are called upon to conduct direct casework with the youth 
and perhaps sessions with the family, along with completing 
the collateral paperwork. Finally, there may be all the 
costs associated with a court hearing. 
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All of these dollars are spent before the youth is 
sent to UDIS or DOC. Once there, a whole new set of 
expenses arise. The support and ~dmi~ist:ative staff, 
case workers, service providers, 1~st1tut10nal ~osts, 
parole personnel--all must be fed 1nto the grow1ng total. 

In all, there are three pieces to the total,d~l~ar 
costs of UDIS and DOC: the direct costs of the ~n1t~al 
program cycle, the deferred costs of subsequen~ 1nst1tu-
t~nnalization and the dollar costs of process~ng offenses .L.~, 't d d committed during the program, in po11ce~ cour I an e-
tention services. We limit the discuss10n t~ the cost 
component. The postprogram recidivism dat~ 1n,the preced
ing chapters speak for themselves, and prO]ect1ons of w~at 
they might mean in comparative postprogram dollar benef1ts 
wculd be speCUlative. In this case, we can count current 
costs much more accurately than we can extrapolate future 
benefits. 

Direct Costs 

For both UDIS and DOC, direct costs are calculated as 
total operations and administ:ative expenses divided by the 
number of client person-days 1n the program. 

The Numerator. For UDIS, the numerator of the division 
consists of the dollar value of the grants expended during 
fiscal 1976 plus the appropriations from the general fund: 

Grants expended in FY 1976 

General fund appropriations, FY 1976 

Total 

$2,214,722 

151,471 

$2,366,193* 

For DOC, t.he numerator consists of alZ expendit~res 
from appropriated funds--general revenue fund operat1ons, 
awards and grants, and permanent improvement expenditures 

'We wish to acknowledge the a,sistance of Mr. Maurice Moore of.UDIS 
and of Mr. Marvin Jenkins of DOC in assembling the UDIS cost f~gures 
for FY 1976. 
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of all Illipois juvenile institutions, plus the adminis
trative costs of the central office of the Juvenile Divi
sion.* The costs were: 

Institutions, General Revenue Fund, Operations, FY76 

Institutions, General Revenue Fund, 
Permanent Improvements, FY76 

Institutions, General Revenue Fund, 
Awards and Grants, FY76 

Juvenile Field Services, Administration, General 
Revenue Fund, Operations, FY76 

Total 

$16,171,320 

87,432 

10,531 

174,015 

$16,443,298' 

The Denominator. The denominator of the calculation 
was the number of days spent "in UDIS" and "in DOC, not on 
parole" during fiscal 1976. For DDIS, we obtained from the 
Northwestern UDIS Tracking System a listing of the indates 
and outdates of all referrals to UDIS.t The days spent in 
UDIS during fiscal 1976 were determined separately for each 
referral, then summed. The total for fiscal 1976 was 66,257 
person-days (2,178.31 person-months, 181.40 person-years). 

For DOC, the weekly population summaries were used to 
compute client days. The book counts for the weeks in 

* 
This is a considerably more inclusive approach than is generally used. 

For example, the DOC Fiscal Report for FY 1976 (Petrilli, Fiscal Dept.) 
associates $16,182,800 with overall costs of institutions, compared to 
our figure of $16,443,298. The reason for risking an unduly inflated 
estimate is that our findings tend to contradict the popular belief 
that community-based corrections are less expensive than institution_ 
alization. Because there are many ways of calculating institutional 
costs, we have tried to forestall the reply that our finding$ would 
have been different if we used another definition. Ours is a high-cost 
alternative to begin with. Source for the figures is the IZZinois 
AnnuaZ Report~ Fiscal Year 1976: JuZy 1~ 1975 _ June JO~ 1976, 
prepared by the Comptroller (Michael J. Bakalis), pp. 128-155. The 
figure for Juvenile Field Services administrative costs reflects oper
ating costs of the St. Charles and Springfield Administrative Offices. 

tUPdated as of 10/4/77. 
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fiscal 1976 were summed and multiplied by seven.* The 
result was 424,522 days (13,956.89 person-months, 1,163.07 
person-years) . 

*Hereby hangs an issue with which the reader should be famili~r. 
There are two ways of cal~ulating number of days spent in a 

juvenile institution: "book count" and "head count." Book count 
includes all boys carried on the books as being consigned to that 
institution. Thus, it includes boys on temporary furlough (two weeks 
or less), boys who have been on unauthorized absence for less than 30 
days, or boys who are temporarily off the grounds of the institution 
for a variety of other reasons. Book count does not include boys on 
parole. 
- The alternative is to use "head count," or "daily population" 
representing the number of person-days that were actually spent under 
the roof of a juvenile institution. As discussed subsequently, there 
is a considerable difference between the "head count" and the "book 
count." Head count for fiscal 1976 indicates only 273,525 person-days, 
35.6 percent fei-rer than the book count. 

From a conceptual standpoint, it makes sense to use book count 
for several reasons. It conveys a more commonly understood meaning. 
~nlen it is said that a boy was "in DOC for six months," the sense of 
the meaning is that he i-ras consigned to an institution for that elapsed 
period of calendar time, not that he spent 182.5 days on the grounds of 
an institution, spread over some longer period of calendar time. Also, 
the size of an institution's staff and its facility costs are relatively 
insensitive to short-term reductions in popluation. Finally, using 
book count is consistent with the approach to calc1.uating UDI8 costs, 
which likewise considered a boy as "in UDI8" on the days he received 
no services. 

So we use book count days instead of head count days as the 
denominator in calculating monthly direct costs--the "unit cost." 
But because the cost of institutionalization is so often used as a 
political football, let this be made explicit: The method of calcu
lating unit cost has no effect on the estimated costs of a program 
cycle. Over a large sample of boys, using book count or head count 
produces the same answer. 

The reason is that the value of the parameters for "days in 
program" and "cost per day" are both functions of the same definition 
of what constitutes a DOC day. If book count produces the cost-per
day, then in figuring the costs of a program cycle it is necessary to 
count days away from the institution as costing money. If head count 
is used, those days are not counted at all. For example, consider the 
calculation of expected direct costs for a boy who is paroled after 
six months in DOC. Using book count, the calculation is the FY 76 
budget divided by total days that youngsters were officially consigne 
to DOC institutions, multiplied by the number of days in six months: 
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For presentation purposes, we use person-month as the 
unit. The costs per program-cycle month per youth for the 
two programs in fiscal 1976 were: 

Direct costs per month 
of the program cycle: 

Deferred Costs 

UDIS = $1,086 DOC = $1,178 

Deferred costs accrue because more than a quarter of 
UDIS referrals were eventually committed to DOC and more 
than a quarter of DOC parolees were returned again to the 
institution. If the question is, "How much will it even
tually cost if a boy is sent to UDIS instead of DOC?", the 
costs of the initial term in each program must be augmented 
by the costs of the program failures. 

Deferred costs for UDIS are based on that fraction of 
a month that a UDIS referral can eventually be expected to 
spend in DOC for every month he was in UDIS. For DOC, 

(footnote continued) 
$16,443,298 7 424,522 x 182.5 = $7,068.90. Using head count, the cal
CUlation is the FY 76 budget divided by total days actually spen.t under 
the roofs of DOC institutions, multiplied by the expected number of 
days in six months that a boy actually spent in an institution: 
$16,443,298 .;. 273,525 x 117.6 = $7,069.67. The 77 cent difference is a 
result of rounding error. The mathematical effect of switching from 
book count to head count is to increase the unit cost by exactly the 
same proportion that the day count decl'>eases. 

The very large "annual costs" that are sometimes cited for DOC--the 
DOC annual report for 1976 gives a figure of $21,988 for FY 1976--are 
produced by using as a denominator the average daily population in the 
institutions. The figure has nothing to do with the cost of a year's 
stay in DOC for the average boy. Rather, it specifies the cost of 
spending 365 days on the grounds of an institution, which in turn 
implies consignment to an institution for about 18.6 months--more than a 
year and a half. Because this is seldom made explicit, most consumers 
of these annual cost statistics assume that a figure of $21,988 does 
indeed signify the cost of committing a boy for a year. They are vic
tims of a kind of mental sleight of hand--the calendar definition of 
"annual" that they naturally use for interpreting the number is subtly 
different from the one that was used in calculating it. The main point 
to remember is that it would indeed have cost more than $20,000 in 
direct costs to have kept a boy in an institution eVery day of fiscal 
1976--but the program that produced the recidivism results which we have 
been discussing in this report had annual direct costs of about $14~OOO~ 
no matter which definition of unit cost is used. 
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deferred costs are based on the months spent back in DOC 
after a failed first parole, compared to the months spent 
in DOC during the initial stay. 

The denominator for the UDIS sample was the mean number 
of days spent in UDIS. The denominator for the DOC sample 
was the mean number of days spent in DOC before the first 
parole. In both cases, the means were based on all subjects 
who had exited the program prior to 31 December 1976. The 
numerator for UDIS was mean number of days spent in DOC 
through 31 December 1976, based on the records of boys who 
had exited UDIS at least one year prior to the end of data 
collection. For DOC, a parallel figure was computed using 
mean number of days spent back in DOC after revocation of 
the first parole. These proportions are both understated. 
Neither sample had accumulated its final total of DOC 
days.* The proportions can be expected to reflect reZative 
deferred costs for UDIS and DOC: The figures used in the 
calculation of deferred costs are shown in Table 11.1. 

* 

Table 11.1 Basis for the Calculation of Deferred Costs 

Mean number of daysr first time in program 

n 

Mean number of subsequent days in DOCr for boys 
first released at least a year before the end of 
observation 

n 

Proportion of subsequent days to initial days 

Monthly direct cost of DOC 

UDIS 

243.9 

130 

72.S 

46 

.298 

$1,178.15 

DOC 

274.7 

95 

62.1 

45 

. 226 

$1 r178.15 

A more natural procedure wnuld have been to use the mean number of 
subsequent days in DOC based on the sample of boys who had returned to 
DOC (or who had been sent there from UDIS) and had been released again. 
But ive found that this ,vas eliminating the long-term returnees "Tho had 
not been released by the end of the observation period even though they 
had already accumulated more da.ys "back in" than the average of the 
released-twice sample. Empirically, the procedure we SUbstituted 
turned out to work to the advantage of OOIS. 
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The algorithm is proportion of subsequent days to 
initial days multiplied by the monthly program cost of DOC. 

On the basis of the above parameters, the estimated 
monthly deferred costs for UDIS and DOC was as follow: 

Monthly deferred costs: UDIS == $351 DOC == $266 

External Dollar Costs 

External costs are generated by offenses committed 
while the youth is in the program. We will return to the 
nonmonetary considerations associated with these offenses 
in another context. In dollar terms, we attempted to 
estimate costs of police, court, and detention services 
required to process the offenses that occurred. 

The details of the cost calculations are given in the 
notes to Table 11.2. As a close reading of that table 
will make apparent, a great deal of estimation had to go 
into the exercise .. Officials of both the Chicago Police 
Department and the Cook County Juvenile Court were able, 
however, to provide estimates based on their experiences, 
and we present the data with confidence that the costs do 
usefully cut down the range of guesses. 

The costs increase, of course, when the offense re
sulted in referral to court and are most expensive when 
referral to court is accompanied by detention at Audy Home . 

The sample of UDrS referrals had accumulated 121 
person-years in the program by the cutoff of data collec
tion on 31 December 1976. During that time they had com
mitted a total of 361 offenses. The DOC sample had spent 
147 person-years "in" institutions--remembering that roughly 
a third of the time was probably spent on authorized or 
unauthorized absence--and had committed 57 offenses during 
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Table 11.2 The Basis of the Cost Estimates for Apprehended Offenses 1 

Proportion, Tvoical time 
for cases in hours Hourly reaching Low High 

wage 2 that p"'se From To Estimate Estimate Aggreqates 

COSTS AT THE POLICE STATION 3 
Arresting OHlcers (2) 9.88 100% .75 2.CO 7.41 19.76 
Youth Officor 10.72 100% .75 2.50 8.04 26.80 
Clerical Support 4.47 100% .25 .SO '.12 2.24 
Polico Investigator 10.72 20% 1.50 5.00 3.22 10.72 

TOTAL OlRECT 19.79 59.52 

General Admlnlstrntiya 4 (8.3% of T"tal Olrect) 1.64 4.94 
Non.personnol costs 0 (6.8% of Total Olrect and Administrative) 1.46 4.38 

TOTAL OIRECTand INOIRECT 22.89 68.84 

COSTS AT COURT 6 

Judge 22.83 75% 33 3.00 5.65 51.37 
Probation Officer 1102 100% 4.00 10.00 44.08 110.20 
State's Attorney 10.68 75% 50 5.00 4.01 40.05 
Public Oefender 12.05 75% 50 5.00 4.52 45.19 
Sheriff. Coun Clerk 6_18 75% .25 2.00 1.16 9.27 
Arresting Of firer (testimonyl 9.88 20% 2.00 4.00 3.95 7.90 
Clerical 5.13 100% 3.00 8.00 15.39 41.04 

TOTAL OlRECT 78.76 305.02 
General Administrative J 122.1 % of Total Oirect) 17.41 67.41 
Non~personne' costs 8 (5,6% Of T oral Direct and Admjnistriniv~J 5.39 20.86 
TOTAL DIRECT and INDIRECT 101.56 393.29 

COSTS OF DETENTION 9 

Daily cost 144.85)10 X Moan no. of days (9.0) 100% NA NA 403.65 403.65 
Escort to and from courtroom (sheriff) 6.18 67% 1.00 3.00 4.14 12.42 

TOTAL 407.79 416.07 

TOTAL COSTS. COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT 22.89 68.84 

TOTAL COSTS; REFERRAL TO COURT WITHOUT OETENTION 124.45 462.13 
TOTAL COSTS: REFERRAL TO COURT WITH DETENTION 532.24 878.20 

Not~ 1. Budgot Sources Georqe W. Dunne. President. Cook Counry Board of CommlS5lonllu. The Annual Aopropfl8uon Bill for Ihe 

~~~~~:~,~~?r~r ~6 ~r~~~tn:3ra~~~s:;~mmandJtlons Planned Allocation at Aporopnations oy PrOQram Element. 

2. All wage$ are based on median for roat fob I~vel. as.suml"Q a I 46·hour month. 

3. Description of poll~ prOCL'Oure was orovlded bV natf of the Youth Division. Chicago Dt!partmem af Police. 

4 The General jo\(jminlS!raU\le IOadln9 fPcresenu the Summed ocrsonnel budgets of SUOOOrt functions divided by lotal police blldQel. 
The total pohce budget was 303.69S,6,.Q7 The tollowing bual]elS OI'Wt!re ~ummP.d for support functions. 

Admll1lstration.D~PJrtmental 423,45 I Police Document Sorvices . • . 526.513 
Re--..earch and Develooment 1, '63.085 Adminlstrauve·OPtlrational SerVIr.as 505.956 
AaminlsUation·AdmIOlstrariw.- 70 700 Adrl1lnlstratlllC·Putrol Divlslun 1.558.132 
Finance 568.285 Aomlnlstmtive·CommurucOjuon. 59.723 
Personnel 1.273,879 Adminlstratl~·CQmmu"'ty ServlCCS 88.724 
Training. . 1,755.265 Reproduction and Grapnic Arts 307.648 
Data Svstem" 1.841.334 Admrnistrati ... a·lnsPttclfof/al Services. 184.655 
Property Manaqemenr U17a.7gB Inlernal AUdits 2.370.370 
Records. '59 528 Inspections. •. •. .•. . 623,852 
Records Inaulry • .. . 1,925.848 AdmiOlstrauvtHnvestigarjve Serw:tls 83.994 
AdmlnlSlratlw-GeneralSucport 29.'380 Aaminhtrau ... e·Crimrnai Investigation 1.845.724 
EQlJlOmenl and Supplv 165.533 losf)tctlon of Entltrt.Jmmonl E(h.b,tlOlis. 148.8111 
Electronics and Motor Mollnlenlll100 5592.126 TOTAL ~ 

5. ThiS loading represents non·[):!rsonnt!1 tosts dlVldea b\' rho total pohee buegel. Budgets ot the (ollowing care1JOries 
'here ~umrnea: 

Contractual services 
Tt.l..,,1 
CommOdities ••• 
EQUIPment , . . , 
Perm,lnant Improvemunts anti L:l/x1 
SpaclUC Items ana COnlingencle$ 
TOTAL 

7.335.:xl0 
25.000 

0.933.000 
5.852.500 

328.000 
110000 
~ 

Cesc(;puon or Juvenlie Court Proct'ljure ...... 11 prOVided bv stat! ,")t tho Juvl:!nlle Court and In-house study of use of rima by 
probation ottlcers, and Douglas Thc·mson .. Action Taken At.'t]ardlng 100 Children Aaferred to COOk; CounTY Juvenile Coun 
~n Onglnal Delinquency Petitions I.', JanUlJry 1973." COOk. County Ju\oonlh~ Court, 1974. 

7. This loading r(ltJ(ft3enI5 5UmfTlt.'d r)ll'snnnl!1 hlltl{~I1S ror \lJUport fUIlt"1I0ns Ulvldt1d by thO IOlill ,uvumlo court budgel. SuPPOrt 
'unculJns as dH1u)f~ 1I1CllJI,tL>d Ina blluwlflg 

General AdmlOlSlriltlon. ! .2.19.778 The totnl juvenile court budget w8$1 ,328,429. 
Clinical ServICC$ 1"24.120 
Ju\lenrlo Court CtJtnmrttee Stall . -l3,320 

TOTAL 1617.218 

ThiS loading represents nonocrso,'r~U C~$ts dIvided by tho l')talluvflOl'a court bLoO\1et. Budgets of Ina follOWing categories 
wt!re summed: 

Impersonal Servu:'!!s 
SUODh!!$, Malor .. l!s, ~nd Paru 
OPt!ratlol1 anO Maintenance, . 
ClPllal Outlav~. , 

TOTAL 

237.051 
20.000 
37.300 
~ 
408.751 

SOlJrct! was the FY75 calculiulon 01 0311V rosa .1nd awr;u}tt Slt1\/lJt Audv rakfln IrofT! Ihe AllOY Homu's 1976 'I!port 1)0 
,a),PttnaillHtJs. 

10, Oala on dally costs \Nero v;)lid tor fiscal 1975. In f!Y 1974-75. the con hold increased by 41.4 percent. from S24,36/dav 
10 .S35 BS/dav. We assume a 25 DCrCtlnt Increase from FY75 10 FY76 

Best 
Estimate 

45.87 

293.29 
705.22 

:. 
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that time. Table 11.3 shows a breakdown of the offenses 
of occur-by disposition. Rates are expressed in number 

rences per hundred person-years in the program. 

Table 11.3 Dispositions of Offenses Committed During the Program 

Number of events per 
100 person-years in the program 

UDIS DOC 
In = 189, person-years 
in UDIS= 121.05) 

(n = 156, person-years 
in DOC = 147.47) 

Arrests, no referral to court 

Arrests with referral to court 

Arrests with referral and detention 

Total number of 
police contacts 

122.3 

49.6 

126.4 

298.3 

9.5 

.7 

28.5 

38.7 

surprisingly, UDIS with its community-based 
less effective than institutionalization 

the youth during the program. UDIS 

Not 
orientation was 
in incapacitating 
youth were picked 
higher than that of 

up by the police at a rate 7.7 times 
DOC. 

Applying the cost figures 
position figures in Table 11.3, 
costs for UDIS and DOC were:* 

Monthly estimated costs: Low esti mate 

High estimate 

Best estimate 

the dis
external 

in Table 11.2 to 
estimated monthly 

UDIS DOC 

$ 63.49 $12.87 

118.52 21.63 

91.01 17.25 

*Unrounded data were used for the calculations. The "best estimate l1 

is simply the mean of the 1m.; and high estimates. See Table 11.2 for 
details. 
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) Summing. across the direct costs, deferred costs, and 
the best estlmate of the external costs, the estimated 
monthly cost of unIS and DOC was: 

Total estimated 
monthly costs: UDIS = $1,528 DOC = $1,462 

~f we adjust these figures for the average length of 
s~ay l~ the two,programs, the estimated costs for the cam
p ete ~ntervent~on cycle were as shown in Table 11 

.4. * 
Table 11.4 Costs of a Typical Intervention Cycle 

UDIS 
Dollar Costs 

DOC UDIS DOC 
• mean initial stay (in months) 8.02 
• expected subsequent institu-

9.03 $ 8,711.73 $10,638.69 

tionalization (in months) 1.77 1.38 2,085.33 1,625.85 
• expected number of police contacts 

during an average initial term 1.89 .29 86.69 13.30 
,. expected number of court referrals 

dUring an average initial term 1.12 .21 277.12 51.96 
• expected number of detentions 

during an average initial term .80 .21 329.54 86.51 
TOTAL COSTS FOR A TYPICAL 
INTERVENTION CYCLE 

$11,490.41 $12,416.31 

O~ a monthly basis, then, DOC was 4.8 percent less 
expenslve than UDIS. Over a typical program cycle UDIS 
was 7.~ percent less expensive than DOC, because it held 
its cllents for a shorter time. 

. .The conc~usion we ~raw from the exercise is that there 
~s ~~tt~e bas~s for cho~ce between UDIS and DOC if the cri
ter~on.~s dollar costs to the taxpayer. The proposition that 
~~mmu~ltY~bas~d co~rec~ions is substantially less expensive 

* 
an lnstltutlonallzatlon was not borne out by UnIS . 

experlence.t 

Table 11.4 is calculated from the unrounded figures for direct costs 
(p . . 181), deferred costs (p. 183), and the mean of the low and high 
est~mates of external costs for each type of cost (I II dIll' 
Table 11. 2, p. 184). ' ,an ~n 

t This f' 
. . ~~ding.is ~onsistent with other examinations of the costs of de-
~~st~tut~onal~~~t~o~. The most authoritative example is Lerman's analy
s~s of the Cal~!orn~a Community Treatment Project (Lerman, 1975). 
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THE NONMONETARY COSTS 

Dollar costs are probably the least important ones. 
It happens, as in evaluations of social programs every
where, that they are the ones we know how to measure most 
accurately. But there are some underlying lIactual" costs 
of UDIS and DOC, omitted from the dollar cost comparison, 
that are in some respects much closer to the heart of 
decisions about the future of policy toward juvenile of
fenders. Three factors are of special importance. 

First, the calculation of dollar costs has ignored 
the victim. One of the most inflammatory issues surrounding 
deinstitutionalization of chronic delinquents is offenses 
committed while in the program. Institutions have been 
widely accepted as "safe ll places to keep delinquents; 
community-based services frequently have not. And the 
passions aroused by the perceived lack of safety have been 
fed primarily by concern over the human costs of being a 
victim, not by the costs of processing them through the 
arrest or the court appearance . 

In truth, the institutionalized youth has not been as 
thoroughly removed from the streets as most people assume. 
In 1976, for example, a committed delinquent (not paroled) 
in Illinois was on the streets for more than a third of the 
time--35.6 percent--that he was officially consigned to an 
institution: 20.9 percent of the DOC person-weeks for that 
year was spent on authorized absence and 14.7 percent was 
spent as runaways. DOC as well as UDIS has been vulnerable 
to inprogram costs in the form of offenses. But DOC does 
start with an intrinsic advantage over a program like UDIS. 
The question is whether the advantage is a significant one. 

In the calculation of external dollar costs, it was 
revealed that the inprogram apprehensions of UDIS youth 
occurred at a rate 7.7 times that of DOC. Table 11.5 on 
the following page presents some additional information 
about the nature of those offenses. 

We do not intend to invoke images of widespread mayhem, 
but, as the table indicates, the incidence rates are of 
such magnitude that they cannot be disregarded. In addition 
to the annual rates of the general categories of crime as 
shown in Table 11.5, WR may put the issue in terms of some 
specific crimes during the average stay in the program. For 
every eight boys who stayed in UDIS for the typical eight
month period, one was apprehended during that time for an 
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Table 11.5 Types of Offenses Committed During the Program 

Other 
Violence· Non-status Status 
Related Theft Damage Offenses Offenses Total 

Per 100 person-years 43.8 109.9 22.3 106.6 15.7 298.3 
UDIS 

Proportion of total 14.7% 36.8% 7.5% 35.7% 5.3% 100.0% 

(n=189, person-years in UDIS = 121.05) 

Per 100 person-yeilrs 8.1 14.9 1.4 14.2 0 38.6 
DOC 

Proportion of total 21.1% 38.6% 3.5% 36.8% 0.0% 100.0% 

(n = 156, person-years in DOC = 147.47) 

armed or strong-armed robbery. One of every eight was 
arrested for assault or battery. For every four, one was 
arrested for burglary. For every 48, one was arrested for 
homicide. These crimes are not status offenses or pranks; 
they involve serious damage to victims. The costs are not 
easily quantified, but they are very real. 

The implications of these differences are augmented by 
the,second omi~sion in the dollar cost analysis: the figures 
In ~nprogram offenses presumably represent only a fraction 
of the real level of offensive activity. Police clear only 
a small proportion of offenses. Exactly how small a pro
portion for this population of offenders is unknown. One 
major study has suggested it to be as small as three percent 
(Williams and Gold, 1972), but that report dealt with the 
general population of youth, not the special class in this 
study. 

We may reach an approximation by combining police 
clearance rates with rates of reporting. In the five 
largest U.S. cities (Chicago data are not broken out), the 
percentage of arrests for reported burglaries was 18.3 in 
1972 (LEAA/NCJISS, 1975(a), Table 4.17, pp. 353-354). The 
percentage of arrests for robbery was 31.7, and 16.9 for 
auto theft. In Chicago, also in 1972, the reporting rates 
of actual victimizations were found to be 53 percent for 
burglary, 52. percent for robbery, and 78 percent for aut0 
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theft (LEAA/NCJISS, 1975(b), Table 6, p. 61.* By,' extrapo
lation, it can be estimated that apprehensions of total 
offenses were in the region of 10 percent for burglaries, 
16 percent far robbery, and 13 percent for auto theft. As 
a rough estimate, then, perhaps 10 to 20 percent of the 
offenses being committed by the delinquents in this study 
were being apprehended. The implication is that UDIS youth 
were committing on the order of 15 to 30 offenses per per
son-year while in the program compared to 2 to 4 for DOC . 
It is not a trivial difference. 

Finally, the calculation of costs has ignored the 
interests of the youth. The enumeration of inprogram of
fenses omitted the unknown number of assaults and other 
offenses committed inside the institution. More generally, 
institutions have been assessed as being destructive places, 
even with the best of facilities and staff. The literature 
on the subject is large, though generally imprecise as to 
the. real extent of damage, psychological or physical, to 
populations of committed delinquents. Our data do not 
address this issue except insofar as they serve to dis
confirm the proposition that institutions increase the 
likelihood of delinquent behavior. In making policy deci
sions, the subjective weight attached to preventing in
program offenses must be balanced against an equally sub
jective weight attached to keeping youngsters out of insti
tutions. 

SUMMARY 

UDIS and DOC were nearly identical in dollar costs per 
month of a program cycle. Inprogram nonmonetary costs to 
the community were much greater for UDIS than for DOC. 
The raw magnitUde of the difference in nonmonetary costs is 
uncertain, because of our ignorance about the ratio of 
actual offenses to apprehensions. The nonmonetary costs to 
the youth were presumably greater for DOC than for UDIS. 

We have not attempted to construct a cost-benefit 
equation. Given that DOC was equivaZent to UDIS in dollar 
costs ~' conspicuously less expensive 1.:n terms of inprogram 
offenses~ and at least as effective in reducing recidivism~ 
;+ 
Insofar as the primary popUlation of victims--poor, minority, in the 

inner-city--are also the least likely to report victimizations to the 
police, our estimates of apprehension rates based on reporting charac
teristics of the overall population are likely to be inflated. 
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the cost-benefit ~ati~ in the only faot~r that .oo~~~e~~~~~ personal ~os~ of :nst.tu-
UDIS's favor .s the .mp h If the issue ~s ~mmed~ate 
tionalization to the yout . bl'c a comparison of cost
costs and benefits to the ~u f~v~r DOC over UDIS. benefit ratios would have 0 

---.~j 

q 
I 

if 

1 d not necessarl '. 'ly extend to the question Thes
7 

resu_ts? New institutions requ~re maJor 
of expans~on of serv~ces. also do certain types of UDIS . 
capital ex~end~t~res. :oand other residential s7rv~ces), 
services (~ntens~ve car nd counseling serv~ces, do 
but others, notably advocacy at concentrate its resources 
not. Especiall¥ if U~IS wer:e ~ssumed that expansion of 
on Level I serv:ces, ~t cfa~ont_end expenditures than expanUDIS would requ~re lower _ 
sian of DOC. 
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